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Introduction
Ever since I started working with David Feldman I have had a close association with
the Olympic Games as a philatelic thematic. During the 1980’s I had the pleasure of
describing the famous Acropolis collection that was sold over a series of five auctions
and established David Feldman as the world leader in the sale of Olympic Thematics.

Marcus Orsi

Managing Director
& Chief Philatelist

It is with great pleasure that we offer the fourth part of the John Loaring collection.
John’s collection has opened the way for us to explore the world of Olympic
Memorabilia as well as continuing with a strong offering of philatelic items. With over
800 lots, I believe there is something for everyone.
Myself and the staff of David Feldman wish you success with your bids and satisfaction
with your purchases.

Geneva, May 2013

SELLING WITH DAVID FELDMAN: If the scope, presentation and results of this auction might get you to think
about the eventual sale of your collection, please feel free to discuss with us, at no obligation, the possibilities
we can offer you, and the best timing and location available. Please contact one of our philatelists at your
convenience. Results - YOUR results - really matter to us - as we know they do to you!

JOHN WILFRID LOARING
A Biographical Sketch

Pre-Olympic Developmental Years
John Wilfrid Loaring was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada on August 3rd, 1915, and moved to Windsor,
Ontario in 1926. Shortly before starting high school in 1929,
he was stricken with rheumatic fever. His family doctor
advised that his running days were over, but Loaring hoped
otherwise. By 1934, Loaring was
dominating 120yd hurdles and
440yd runs. At the Intra-Empire
Schoolboy Games in Melbourne,
Australia, on November 9th,
1934, Loaring won gold medals
in the 120yd high hurdles and
4x440yd relay. In 1935-36,
Loaring was Freshmen President,
University of Western Ontario,
London.
1936 Olympic Games, Berlin,
Germany
The first time Loaring competed
in the 440yd hurdles was at the
1936 Ontario Championships,
and he won. The first time he
competed in the metric version of
this event, the 400m hurdles with
slightly different hurdle spacing,
was at the 1936 Canadian
Championships and Olympic Trials in Montreal, Quebec. At
age 20, he won both the 400m hurdles and the 400m run,
breaking the Canadian records for both.
Loaring’s second competitive experience in the 400m
hurdles was on his 21st birthday, August 3rd, in the heats
at the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games. The following day,
Loaring ran in both the semi-final and final of the 400m
hurdles. He was the youngest finalist, winning the silver
medal, 3/10ths of a second behind the American gold
medallist, who had set World Records at both the 1932
Los Angeles Olympic Games and in 1934. On August 6th
and 7th, Loaring ran four 400m races: first round, second
round, semi-final, and final, in which he placed sixth.
On August 8th, Loaring anchored the 4x400m Canadian
relay team. In the semi-final heat, Loaring received the
baton ahead of Germany’s Rudolf Harbig, who later, in
1939, broke World Records in the 400m and 800m runs.
Loaring purposely slowed near the end, letting Harbig win
in front of his countrymen, and knowing that a Canadian
second would qualify for the final. However, in the final,
Canada’s third relay runner was fouled by an American
runner, and Loaring received the baton seven meters
12
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behind Harbig. Loaring nearly caught Harbig, with Germany
and Canada receiving the same time, but Loaring behind
by less than a metre -- Canada placing fourth.
International press reported that officials huddled about the
obvious foul, but ultimately decided not to disqualify the
USA team, because the
Canadian team hadn’t
protested. Such was the
gentlemanly «roll-with-thepunches» sportsmanship and
politics of that earlier time.
The popular German weekly,
Fussball, selected Loaring as:
“The toughest competitor of
1936...” The noted Olympic
authors, Ross and Norris
McWhirter, commented:
“Loaring’s competitive record
at the 1936 Olympics...must
just about represent the
most severe test to which
any Olympic athlete has ever
been subjected.” Loaring
is still the only athlete to
compete in all three Olympic
male finals involving the
400m distance in any combination of Olympic Games, and
he did so as he turned age 21, with World War II depriving
him of two Olympic Games during his prime years.
Post-Olympic Performances
Immediately after Olympic Athletics events, Loaring
competed in a British Empire vs USA Meet in London,
England, on August 15th, 1936. In a four-by-two-lap
steeplechase relay, Loaring ran the anchor leg in a World
Best Time, winning gold for the British Empire Team. He
overcame a 12yd lead of USA’s anchorman, who had
held the 3,000m steeplechase World Record until one
week prior. This was Loaring’s one and only steeplechase
experience.
In the 1937 Pan-American Games in Dallas, Texas,
Loaring’s favourite 400m hurdles event wasn’t on the
program. However, he won a fourth-place medal in the
400m run. Three days later, Loaring competed in an
Oxford-Cambridge versus Canada Dual Meet in Hamilton,
Ontario. After winning the 220yd hurdles, Loaring upset
Britain’s Olympic silver and gold medalist while winning the
440yd run.

1938 British Empire Games, Sydney, Australia		
(now called Commonwealth Games)
Loaring won three gold medals in the 440yd hurdles and
two relays, as well as fifth place in the 440yd run. He is the
only Canadian Athletics athlete to win three gold medals
in a Commonwealth Games. Loaring tended to run to win
rather than to set records, especially when running many
races. In the 440yd hurdles final, he was very far ahead,
and noticeably slowed toward the end, still winning by
15 yards. Despite slowing, he missed the World Record
by only 3/10ths of a second, with 1938’s World Best
440yd/400m hurdles time. In 1938, Loaring was awarded
the J. W. Davies Trophy, as the year’s top Canadian in
Track, Field, Marathon, and Harrier competition.
Military Service
In his last university year, Loaring wrote his final exams
early, so that he could be in the first group of Royal
Canadian Naval Volunteer Radar Officers on loan to the
British, leaving Canada in April of 1940. In September of
1940, his destroyer was dispatched to pick up civilian
survivors of a torpedoed liner. After explaining his life-saving
skills to the ship’s doctor, he was assigned five tiny lifeless
bodies. Three were revived under Loaring’s direction, and
he was commended by the Ontario Branch of The Royal
Life Saving Society.
He served as radar officer on H.M.C.S. Fiji, which ran out
of ammunition during the Battle for Crete, and was sunk by
a German bomber on May-22, 1941. 523 of the 764 naval
personnel survived, clinging to wreckage until picked up a
few hours later. Loaring was put ashore in Africa to recover
from oil poisoning.
In 1942, while serving as Senior Technical Instructor for
Radar Officers in Portsmouth, England, Loaring competed
in track meets. For one of these, the local press hyped
his 440yd hurdles World Record attempt, but Loaring had
another focus: a 440yd run, giving a British Olympian a
chance to avenge defeat by Loaring weeks earlier. This
time, Loaring was only second, but, 45 minutes later, he
won the 440yd hurdles, 9/10ths of a second off the World
Record. This was amid wartime training restrictions, and
15 months after he had been put ashore in Africa after the
Battle for Crete.
In 1943, Loaring was transferred to Saint-Hyacinthe,
Quebec, to head Canada’s Radar Training School until the
end of the War. In 1946-47, as a Lieutenant-Commander,
he was Commanding Officer of H.M.C.S. Hunter, Windsor.

Sports Service, Awards, and Legacy
Loaring served in a broad variety of roles in Athletics, Road
Running, Swimming, and Water Polo, as well as other
sports through his general positions with the Canadian
Olympic Association, the British Empire & Commonwealth
Games Association, the Amateur Athletic Union of Canada,
etc. He was an Athletics Official at the 1966 British Empire
& Commonwealth Games at Kingston, Jamaica. Many
sports events were named in his honour, and he was
inducted into national and regional halls of fame.
Loaring died of cancer at age 54, on November 20th,
1969. Both he and his eldest son, John Jr., received “Most
Memorable Athlete” awards for their respective decades
in high school. John Jr. won the Royal Arcanum Award as
Windsor’s best all-round athlete, in his final high school
year, 1963-64, and was on relay teams setting Canadian
Records while at the University of Toronto. John Jr. was the
third-generation owner of the Loaring family construction
business. After designing and/or building in eight Canadian
provinces and three USA states, with dozens of awards
for design and construction excellence, John Jr. retired
from construction in 2004, and continues with other family
businesses.
John Jr.’s daughter, Charlotte, competed in Synchronized
Swimming and Swimming, including the World High
School Swimming Championships. She was Captain of
the University of Toronto Swimming Team, which won the
Canadian Championships. With two university degrees,
she is a Registered Physiotherapist and owner of Loaring
Physiotherapy & Health Centre in the Town of Tecumseh,
on the east side of Windsor. John Jr.’s son, James, has
a University of Windsor Business Degree. At the 2002
Triathlon World Championships, he won a bronze medal
in the 25-29 age group, and subsequently has competed
worldwide in the elite/professional category, with top-ten
finishes at Triathlon World Cups. He is owner of Loaring
Personal Coaching, based in Guelph, southwest of Toronto,
Ontario.
In honour of their mother, and John Jr.’s late wife, Charlotte
and James co-organize the biennial Loaring Triathlon at
the family home at a Lake Erie beach in Essex, Ontario.
Proceeds are donated to the Elena Loaring Memorial Fund
for Breast Cancer Research, administered by The University
of Windsor, with the Ontario Government matching all
donations. The 2004, 2006, & 2008 events raised over
$100,000. Additional information is available via the web
site: www.loaring.com
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Olympics
Friday, June 14 at 10:00
Ancient Olympia & Pre-Olympics

40000

40001

40000

Pamphylia in Aspendos, Silver Stater, circa 420-370BC, showing 2 wrestlers with “B”
and the delta symbol between their legs on one side and “ESTFEDIIUS” with slinger
standing letting loose a shot and triskeles to right, a wonderful item depicting the
early Greek Olympics

300

40001

Pamphylia in Aspendos, Silver Stater, circa 420-370BC, showing 2 wrestlers with “AI”
between their legs on one side, other with “ESTFEDIIUS,” slinger letting loose a shot
and triskeles, a wonderful item depicting the early Greek Olympics

300

“The Odes of Pindar, with several other pieces in prose and verse, translated from the
Greek. To which is prefixed a dissertation of the Olympick Games”, by Gilbert West,
published 1749, rebound in leather (not recently), light foxing throughout, 206 page
dissertation on the Ancient Olympics, scarce

300

40002

22

40003

www

1894 “L’HYMNE D’APOLLON,” the original music played during the Ancient Games which was
rediscovered during the month of May 1893.

1’000

This unique offering of documents tracing the fascinating story of this famous
historical music score was originally owned by the Greek musician Dr. Spathis & his
famous son, the Concert Conductor Theodore Spathis.
This lot includes four music scores from 1893-94.
1) 1894 “L’HYMNE D’APOLLON” history & music scores in Greek & French, plus the
original music written on the Ancient stone found in Delphes, this music was
rearranged by Louis Nicole (see 3rd document). This music was played 1894 in Sorbonne,
Paris during the Congress for the establishment of the modern Games by Gabriel Fauré
the famous conductor (see 4th document). It was again played in 1914 at the 20th
anniversary of the re-establishment of Games in the Palais du Trocadero in Paris by
the Concert Conductor Theodore Spathis (see 5th document). (6 pages plus additional
page)
2) 1893 Instrumental music score the “HYMNE DELPHIQUE A APOLLON” (4 pages)
3) 1894 Choral music score the “HYMNE DELPHIQUE A APOLLON” (4 pages)
4) 1894 Instrumental music score the “HYMNE DELPHIQUE A APOLLON” (4 pages)
5) 1914 Programme for the 20th Annivisary of the re-establishment of the Games
organised by the Olympic Committee. This document has the printed name of Dr. Spathis
& manuscript annotation in Greek & French by Theodore Spathis.
An amazing assembly of documents uniting the history of the ancient & modern Games
40004

16

22

1889 Charterhouse Athletics Sports: Silvered goblet for 2nd Class, 2nd Prize in the
Hurdles, 110mm tall, with engraved legend and club logo, very fine
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40005

22

40006

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

International Athletics Congress of Paris, 1994: “Voir loin...” folder of loose pages
commemorating 100 years of the Olympic movement, 33x45cm, starting with the founding
of the Games, with images of Pierre de Coubertin and the 1896 Games, also photo image
of the 1896 report, 1924 Chamonix poster print, and reprints of newspapers from 1894,
very fine

The Ancient Games cast bronze plated copper reliefs (6) in fold-out presentation frame
with slip case, illustrating events on all 6 days of the Ancient Olympic Games, each
97x119mm, inscribed “OLYMPIA / 1936” with Olympic Rings on slip case, some of the
usual oxidisation, very fine and rare in the original presentation case

60

500

1896 Athens
40007

22

“Greece during the Olympic Games of 1896, Panhellenic Illustrated Album,”
(translation) in Greek, 31x43cm, 384 pages, red hardback binding ornate black and gold
design, front cover is loose with some damage to spine, gold leaf edge, a rare and
interesting book

40008

1’200

40009

40008

Participation medal for Athletes, 50mm, bronze by N. Lytras, showing seated Nike
holding laurel wreath over phoenix with Acropolis in background, Greek legend on
reverse, fine

800

40009

Participation medal for Officials, 50mm, gold plated bronze by N. Lytras, showing
seated Nike holding laurel wreath over phoenix with Acropolis in background, Greek
legend on reverse, plating is partially worn

600

40010

F

22

Comité Hellène Des Jeux Olympiques printed postcard depicting Ancient Greek Discus
Thrower, with Athens 1896 (Apr 24) “1” cds and Committee cachet (in Greek), small
corner crease otherwise very fine

50

40011

F

22

Fold-over postcard with map of the Olympic arenas at Olympia on the inside with Greek
Committee cachet (in French), small piece of sellotape on other side reinforcing the
fold, fine

50

40012

F

22

Postcard depicting D. Sakorrafos, “Father of the idea of the issue of postage stamps
for the First Olympic Games of 1896,” very fine

30
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Unique Die Proofs of Museum Importance for the 			
Stamps of the First Modern Olympic Games		

			

Date of Issue: April 6, 1896. Engraver: E. Mouchon. Designer: Gillièron

40013

A

1 Lepton framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Wrestlers,” matted in
grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

40014

A

20 Lepta unframed die proof in black on carton paper depicting vase of “Pallas
Athene,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg
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40015

A

25 Lepta framed die proof in black on carton paper depicting “Chariot-driving,” matted
in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

12’000

40016

A

40 Lepta unframed die proof in black on thin paper depicting vase of “Pallas Athene,”
matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

12’000
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40017

A

60 Lepta unframed die proof in black on carton paper depicting “Chariot-driving,”
matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

12’000

40018

A

1 Drachma framed die proof in black on ordinary paper depicting “Acropolis and
Stadium,” matted in grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg

6’000

40019

A

1 Drachma framed die proof in black on ordinary paper depicting “Acropolis and
Stadium,” matted in grey, some staining

4’000

20
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40020

P

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

10 Drachma framed die proof in black on thin paper depicting “Parthenon,” matted in
60’000
grey, cert. Henri Trachtenberg		
An amazing holding of unique die proofs great beauty & extreme rarity, of museum
quality and importance		
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40002

40004

40005

40010

40007

40027

40030
22

40011

40012

40029

40028

40031

40032
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40022
40021

40023

40024

40025

40021

CC C

1896 Olympics set of 12, mint lightly hinged (some lower values mint nh), very fine
and fresh

40022

H

1896 Olympics complete set used, all very fine, cert. Arbeiter (2010)

40023

C S

1896 40l Olympics with “Specimen” ovpt in violet, nearly full og (toned gum), very
fine appearance

80

40024

H L

1896 Olympics 40l, 60l, 2D, 5D and 10D FORGERIES, 60l toned and thinned, rest fine

80

40025

H

Mainly used selection (29) with interesting cancels, with first day of issue, Olympic
dates, a maritime “PLEINE,” 10D with violet Athens cds, one with pre-perf. paper fold
variety, etc., mostly fine

600

40026

F

1896 (Mar 25) Envelope with 1896 1l to 1D values tied by Athens cds on the FIRST DAY
OF ISSUE, philatelic in nature, addressed to Belgium (no arrival bs), fine and rare

40027

F

22

1’000
300

1’200

DURING THE GAMES: 1896 (Mar 31) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1896 Olympics
60L single franking tied by Athens “3” cds with reg’d label adjacent, sent on the
seventh day of the Games, very fine and scarce usage during the Games
Olympics / June 14, 2013

500

23

23

40033

40034

40037

40038

40035

40039

40041
40040
40042

40043ex1

40045ex1
24

40048

40051
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40028

F

22

DURING THE GAMES: 1896 (Apr 2) Envelope to the USA with 1896 1L (3, uncancelled), 2L,
5L and 10L (2) tied by Patras APRIL 2 cds (the planned date of the closing ceremony
that was cancelled due to adverse weather), London and New York bs, fine and rare
cover sent during the Games

40029

F

22

1896 (Apr 4) Hotel advertising cover with 1896 1L (5), 5L (2) and 10L tied by Athens
“1” cds, French arrival front and back, very fine and attractive cover

300

40030

F

22

1896 (Apr 6) 10L Postcard sent registered to Switzerland with 1896 Olympic 5L and 25L
tied by Athens “7” cds, arrival bs, very fine

200

40031

F

22

1896 (Apr 6) 15L Postcard sent registered to Switzerland with 1896 Olympic 1L, 2L (2)
and 20L tied by Athens “7” cds, German reg’d label, arrival bs, minor soiling, fine

150

40032

F

22

1896 (Apr 13) Envelope sent registered to the USA with six 1896 Olympics 10L (vert.
strip of four and pair), tied by Athens “3” cds, reg’d label, London and US arrival
ds, very fine

200

40033

F

24

1896 (Apr 21) Envelope sent from Corfu to France with 1896 Olympics 1L, 2L (2), 5L and
20L tied by Kerkyra cds, minor envelope faults, attractive franking

150

40034

F

24

1896 20L ochre block of 20 tied to backside of local cover by “PATRAI 9.5.96” cds to
Athens, for such a large block still in very good condition and with clear postmarks

150

40035

DFE

24

1896 (Jun 7) Front sent registered to England with 1896 Olympics 1L (9), 2L (7), 5L
(2), 10L and 20L, all tied by Athens “3” cds, a spectacular looking front

100

40036

F

www

40037

F

24

1896 (Oct 1) Envelope from Santorin to Germany with 1896 Olympics 5L tied by
blue-black Thera cds, fine

100

40038

F

24

1896 (Oct 20) Envelope sent registered to the USA with 1896 Olympics 10L pair and 1D
tied by Athens “3” cds, London and US transits, minor soiling, a scarce franking

600

40039

F

24

1897 (Nov 28) Envelope sent registered to Czechoslovakia, franked on the reverse with
1896 Olympics 2L sheetlet of 25, obverse with two 20L Small Hermes Head (faulty),
Prague arrival, a spectacular franking

500

40040

F

24

1896 (Nov 28) Envelope sent registered from Corfu to England, reverse with vert. pair
of 1896 Olympic 25L cancelled by single Kepkypa cds, obverse with further strike and
London arrivals, scarce so fine

100

40041

F

24

1897 (Feb) Envelope sent registered to the USA with 1896 Olympics 10L and 40L pair
tied by Athens cds, London and US transits, minor peripheral soiling, fine

150

40042

F

24

1897 (Feb 5) Envelope from Corfu to France with 1896 Olympics 1L (5), 5L and 20L tied
by Kerkyra cds, fine

100

40043

F

24

1897 (Sep 22) 20l Postal stationery envelope uprated with two 1896 Olympic 5l tied by
Kepkypa (Corfu) cds, not posted, very fine, plus a large piece with 1896 Olympic 25l
tied by Athens “1” 21.9.97 cds

50

40044

F

26

1898 (Mar 10) Envelope sent registered to the USA with 1896 Olympics 40L pair tied by
Athens “3” cds, London and US transits, minor soiling and vert. crease clear of
stamps, fine

150

40045

CC F J

24

1896 and 1906 selection, incl. 1896 1l block of 25 (some perf. separation), 10l on
postcard, three postcards with 1906 issues plus 10l postal stationery card and ppc
showing King Edward VII arriving at the 1906 Games

150

1’000

1896 Athens. Envelope with 1896 25L Olympics tied by Karpenisi 11.08.98 cds, sent to
Romania with Buccarest and Marasesti arrival cds, minor peripheral faults

60

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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25

25

40044

40055

40057

40059ex1

40054ex1

40054ex12

40058

40059ex2

40062x2

40060

40064ex1

40062ex1

40065ex1
26

40065ex2

40065ex3
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40046

Estimate (e)

40047

40046

CC C

1900 Olympics overprints set of 5, with 1D on 5D mint large part of, rest mint nh with
odd spot of minor gum disturbance, very fine and fresh

300

40047

CC DCE

1900 5l on 1D with double overprint (most clearly visible on the 5), unused, plus
single mint nh, very fine

100

40048

L

Study group of the 1900 overprinted issue, mostly forgeries, showing double ovpts,
inverted, 40L misperf. block of four with and without ovpt, etc., ideal for the specialist

300

24

1900 Paris

40049

40050

40049

1900 Paris Exposition Silver Award medal, 63mm, silver by Chaplain, showing head of
Republic on one side and winged female carrying man with torch on the other, marked
“ARGENT” on edge

40050

1900 Paris Exposition Official Poster medal, 53mm, bronze by G. Lemaire, showing
seated female with mural crown representing Paris on front, with Zeppelin, ship, etc.
representing various exhibitions on reverse, fine

80

1900 Paris Exposition Official State of Austria plaque, 52x75mm, bronze by St.
Schwartz, showing female holding laurel branch over worker on front and view of palace
with legend on reverse

80

1900 Paris Exposition souvenir medal, 32mm, bronze by D. Dupuis, showing female bust
with wheat and a sickle in her hair on one side and legend on reverse, stamped “BR” on
edge

40

40051

40052

24
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200

27

27
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40053

F

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

1900 Paris Exposition group lot incl. seven covers & cards, bronze award medal in
original leather case, two original hardbound guides (one incl. the map) and an
entrance ticket & exhibitor’s pass

400

40054

26

“Les Principaux Palais de l’Exposition Universelle de Paris 1900 by A. Raguenet, 96
lithograph prints of various sculptures in the 1900 Exposition in a binder, a rare and
fabulous work

500

40055

26

Collection of 70 stereoscopic slides of the Paris Exposition by Félix Potin, incl.
one depicting the Gymnastics competition (this alone catalogued by Becker & Gallacher
at $300-400), very fine

400

40056

www

Group of souvenir books and booklets from the Paris Exposition incl. visitor’s guide,
fold-out map, three photographic books (two hardbound), and a form for confirmation of
receipt of the Official Report, a useful group (6 pieces)

150

40057

F

26

1900 Paris Exhibition vignette for Belgium tied to front of picture postcard
(depicting the Grand Palais at the exposition) by special exposition cds, very fine
and scarce

150

40058

F

26

1900 Picture postcard of the Eiffel Tower with French franking tied by scarce 1900
Paris Exposition United States Postal Station machine cancel, very fine

100

40059

F

26

1900 Paris Expostion, group of 16 picture postcards of the exhibition, most used, some
with special “PARIS EXPOSITION” cds incl. “PRESSE”, “RAPP”, “ALMA” and “SUFFREN”,
plus the “flag” machine cancel (2), four with vignettes (one tied), and three
postcards depicting the various official vignettes, plus a German brochure for the
Expo, a scarce group

300

40060

F

26

1900 Paris Exposition group of 37 postcards with various different pictures & cancels,
plus small publicity poster, mixed to fine

200

40061

F

www

Paris Exposition group of 24 postcards (21 unused and 3 used addressed abroad), all
different, fine

60

40062

F

26

Plan of the 1900 Paris Exposition (designed to be used as an envelope) sent to
Austria, as well as 7 picture postcards of with the special machine cancel (3), the
Exposition cds from Invalides, Alma, Duffren and Iena

60

40063

F

28

Selection of eight postcards mostly with Special Exhibition machine cancels, three
showing Exhibition vignettes, of note is a real photo card of hot air balloon with
cachet “SECTION AEROSTATION VINCENNES”, plus three vignettes and an entry ticket
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40064

F

26

Attractive & valuable assembly of 800+ picture postcards, mostly black & white or
mono-tone, mostly unused, a wonderful assembly for the student of the Paris exhibition

1’600

40065

F

26

Attractive & valuable assembly of 370+ picture postcards & other advertisement cards,
all very colourful, mostly unused, showing “Perley du Japon” a rare set of 72 ad
cards, plus attractive hold to light cards & double panoramic cards etc., a wonderful
assembly for the student of the Paris exhibition

1’200

1904 St. Louis

40066

Grand Prize Award medal of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 63x74mm, shield-shaped
bronze, showing two female figures (Columbia and Louisiana) bordered by legend on one
side and eagle with spread wings above inscription on the other

200

200

40067

30

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company unused strip of four tickets, very fine

40068

30

Official Louisiana Purchase Exposition spoon, 114mm, silver, showing Festival Hall in
bowl with pioneers and locomotive on handle with legend on reverse

50

40069

F

30

1904 World’s Fair attractive collection/accumulation of 150+ postcards showing scenes
of the Exhibition, mostly unused, some used with special cancels, mixed to very fine
(150+)

500

40070

F

30

1904 World’s Fair, group of 6 picture postcards of the fair, all franked with special
cancels incl. “St. Louis / Exposition” duplex, “World’s / Fair / St. Louis” machine
cancel (codes 6 & 7) and “Expostion Sta” machine cancel, plus 1903 Nuremberg Sports
Event postcard with special cancel (7)

150

40071

30

Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 144x113mm, brown paper, very fine

500

40072

30

Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 140x110mm, white paper, 3 ripped off corners, vert. fold
otherwise fine

300

40073

30

Ticket for G. Leontopoulos, 140x110mm, beige paper, 1 ripped off corner, fine

300

40074

30

“Acropolis” Greek newspaper front page, dated 18th April 1906, 47x64cm, with picture
of a Canadian team on the front, and articles on the reverse, some peripheral damage
as to be expected

40

30

Postcards: Attractive group of 5 postcards depicting scenes of the stadium, two cards
showing weightlifting champion & one shows the start of the marathon, mixed to fine, a
scarce assembly (5)

200

1906 Athens

40075

F
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40068

40065ex4

40070ex1
40074

40075ex1

40067

40071

40076ex1

40069ex1

40072

40069ex2

40069ex3
30

40073

40078
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40076

F

40077
40078

30
www

F

40079

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

Group of 6 postcards, two depicting the stadium (one used), one the Long Jump event,
one with 1906 Olympic franking, and two depicting Ancient Olympia

100

Two official picture postcards of the Games by Pallis & Cotzias, unused, one showing
the seating (no.823) and other showing the Wrestling event (no.822), fine

50

30

Picture postcard of William Sherring of Canada who won gold in the Marathon, with
manuscript “Come help us celebrate the victory,” sent May 11 1906 from Canada to USA,
sellotape thins in three corners, scarce

50

32

Two coloured postcards, one unused showing a punch fighter, and one with 1906 5L tied
by Athens 16.04.06 cds (no events on this day but there were Olympic festivities)
depicting two wrestlers, fine and rare

200

400

40080

F

32

1906 (Mar 19) Picture postcard of the Athens stadium sent to Hungary with Olympic
vignette in blue as well as 1906 Olympics 1L, 2L, 3L and 5L, all tied by Athens cds,
arrival cds adjacent, minor soiling to stamps, scarce tied usage of the vignette

40081

F

32

1906 (Apr 10) Postcard with 1906 1L strip of three, 2L vert. pair and 3L, tied by
Athens cds, day of the Gymnastics finals, sent to Belgium with arrival cds adjacent
very minor soiling, fine

40082

F

40083

F

40084

60

DURING THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 15) Postcard to Denmark with Olympic vignette in blue and
1906 Olympics 1L (2), 3L and 5L all tied by Athens April 15 “Zappeion” cds, very fine
and rare tied usage of the vignette

400

32

DURING THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 17) Olympic postcard with 1906 10L tied by “ATHENS /
OLYMPIC / GAMES / ACROPOLIS” 17.04.06 cds, with postcard depicting the opening
ceremony (Pallis & Cotzias no.818), fine and scarce

240

F

32

DURING THE GAMES: 1906 (Apr 17) Picture postcard sent to Patras with 1906 Olympics 1L
and 3L tied by “Athens / Olympiade / Acropolis” cds, minor toning to stamps, a fine
and scarce cancel used during the Games

200

40085

F

32

1906 (May 16) Envelope with 1906 part set to 20L tied by Piraeus cds, very fine

150

40086

F

32

1906 (Jun 27) 10L Flying Mercury lettercard uprated with 1906 20L and 25L, tied by
Athens 27.06.06 cds, sent to Holland with arrival cds adjacent, very fine

100

40087

F

32

1907 (Jul 10) Olympic postcard with 1906 1L, 2L, 3L and 5L tied by Athens 10.07.06
cds, sent to Russia with arrival cds adjacent, postcard depicting Danish female
athletes in the stadium (no.825 by Pallis & Cotzias), fine

50

40088

F

32

1906 (Sep) Envelope sent registered to Switzerland with 1906 Olympics 10L and two 20L
tied by Athens “9” cds, very fine

150

40089

F

32

1906 (Dec) Picture postcard sent to Austria with 1906 Olympics 2L and 3L tied by
“Athens / Olympiade / Zappeion” cds, fine and scarce cancel

100
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31

40085
40079ex1

40092ex1

40086
40094

40079ex2

40087

40080

40088
40095

40081ex1

40089
40083

40084
32

40090

40096
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40090

F

40091

F

40092

G F J

40093

F

32

32

www

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

1906 (Dec 3) Envelope sent registered with two 1906 25L on reverse tied by Kerkyra
(Corfu) 3.12.06 cds, with reg’d label on front, sent to Switzerland with arrival bs,
incl. contents, envelope slightly reduced at right, fine

100

1908 (Jan 21) Envelope sent registered to Brazil with Olympic vignettes in green, blue
and carmine (franked on both sides) as well as 1901 10L (2) and 20L (3), all cancelled
by Athens “1” cds, a very fine and rare usage of the vignettes as well as an unusual
destination

500

STADION: Album page with “ATHENS / OLYMPIC / GAMES / STADION” cds on 3L (dated 9.8.06,
first day of the Games), 30L, 3D, 5D singles, 30L block of four, 20L on Olympic
Committee cover, and Greco-Romans wrestling postcard with 1L pair and 3L, all
different dates, fine and scarce group

800

Group of 18 covers/cards, incl. 9 Palliss & Cotzias picture postcards of the Games,
cover with Greece 1906 Olympics part set to 20m, postcard with red Olympics vignette
(not tied), two with Athens / Apostoli cds, etc.

800

1908 London
40094

32

1908 Panhellenic Games, diploma awarded to Kharalambos Zouras (who actually came 4th
in the Mens Freestyle Javelin at the London Games), some discolouration and creasing,
scarce

40095

32

Official Daily Programme of the third day (15th July 1908), minor cover faults, fine
and scarce

180

40096

32

Official programme for the Marathon, July 24th, the famous race in which Dorando
Pietri was disqualified for being helped across the line, front cover with tear and
peripheral damage, otherwise fine and scarce

200

40097

34

Johnny Hayes SIGNED picture postcard of himself, winner of the Marathon (after Dorando
Pietri was disqualified for being helped across the line), signed on a US vignette for
the Games, very fine

100

80

40098

DCE

34

British Olympic Committee vignette colour trial in orange for the Franco-British
Exhibition in imperf. vertical strip of three, some creasing, scarce

200

40099

F

34

1908 Franco-British Exhibition, group of 10 different picture postcards of the
exhibition, two with “FRANCO BRITISH EXHIBITION / LONDON” and one with “BALLYMACLINTON
/ SHEPHERDS BUSH EXHIBITION” cds, and three depicting the stadium

150
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33

40102

40110

40104
40097

40106

40111
40108

40098
40112

40099ex1
34

40109

40118
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40100

F

40101

F

Cat. No.
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Postcards: Attractive assembly 70+ postcards of the Franco-British Exhibition where
the Games took place, showing scenes of the Exhibition, the stadium, some events &
athletes, some used with Exhibition cancels, mixed to very fine, a scarce assembly (70+)
www

1’000

1911 Group of five privately printed German 5pf postal stationery cards with imprint
“International Hygiene Exhibition / III. Olympia Academy”, unusual
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35

35
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1912 Stockholm
40102

F

34

1912 Panellinios Games ticket, with attractive Olympic cachet, unusual & scarce

120

40105

40103

40103
40104

34

40105
40106

34

40107

F

40108

F

Participant’s pin badge, 25x37mm, silver, showing athlete’s head above panel with 3
crowns and legend, toned

120

Commemorative Stadium plaque, 250x170mm, cast bronze showing participant’s badge above
the stadium with wisteria flowers on either side

300

25th Anniversary pin badge of the Stockholm 1912 Olympiad and Sweden-Netherlands 1937
competition, 30x32mm, silvered by Westins, fine

100

50th Anniversary of the 1912 Olympiad commemorative plaque, 110x72mm, bronze, showing
participant’s badge between both sides of the participant’s medal with legend below

50

Tickets: Ticket for Stadium, fine & scarce

100

34

Tickets: Ticket for Stadium, fine & scarce

100

40109

34

Official Report, Swedish text, 177x242mm, cover faults, contents fine

200

40110

34

“Olympiska Spelens Tidning” (The Olympic News) official newsletter of the Swedish
Olympic Committee, set of 32 bound in hardback, very fine and scarce

200

40111

34

“Olympic Games, Stockholm 1912”, French edition, 56 pages, showing poster design on
front, with much information about Stockholm incl. maps, very fine

100

40112

34

“Den Femte Olympiaden I Bild Och Ord” (The 5th Olympics in Pictures and Words),
hardback, 384 pages, some wear to cover design, contents very fine

80

40113

38

“Olympische Spiele Stockholm 1912” book by J. Wagner, German text, SB, 27x35cm,
reporting the 1912 Games with many photo illustrations, a very attractive book

40

40114

38

“Album der Olympischen Spiele 1912” by Illustrierter Sport, HB, 56 pages, a report in
German about the results of the Games

40

VIGNETTES: 87 Official vignettes, mostly a duplicated selection of English and German
text (incl. German block of six), also 9 French, 9 Swedish, 3 Spanish and a Czech,
mostly fine

100

40115

36

CC C
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40116

C

40117

F

40118

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

VIGNETTES: “Grösste Illustrierte Sport-Zeitung” vignettes, group of 7 German
vignettes depicting athletes who participated in the 1912 Games, incl. G. Delaplane
(Gold in mens singles rowing 1906), German coxed fours (Gold in 1912), Taipale (Gold
in both discus events in 1912), Richards (Gold in high jump 1912), etc., very fine

60

38

Two Swedish postcards, one depicting the Olympic stadium (sent 20.3.12 from Bromsten
to Germany with message mentioning the Games) and other with 5.7.12 special Olympic
machine cancel tying 5ö (minor soiling), nice pair

80

F

34

1912 (Jun 7) Official Olympic postcard (no.41) sent from the Swedish Consulate in
Amsterdam with 5c tied by Amsterdam cds, with violet Consulate cachet, unusual

40

40119

F

38

1912 (Jul 5) Postcard franked with 5ö tied by “STOCKHOLM / STADION / LBR / 5.7.12”
cds, fine and rare usage on the day of the Football competition

800

40120

F

38

DURING THE GAMES: 1912 (Jul 9) Official Olympic postcard (no.31) with 5ö tied by
Stockholm 9.7.12 cds, the day of the 4x100m relay final among other events, very fine

80

40121

40122

40124

40121

F

1912 (Jul 12) Official postcard (depicting E. Niklander in the Shot) with official vignette
(Spanish text) and 4ö both tied by the scarce “Stockholm / L.B.R. / Stadion” cds, fine

400

40122

F

1912 (Jul 12) Official postcard (depicting Count Lewenhaupt in the Horse Show Jumping)
with official vignette (English text) and 4ö both tied by the scarce “Stockholm /
L.B.R. / Stadion” cds, very fine

400

40123

F

1912 (Jul 14) Official postcard (depicting female Tennis player) with 5ö tied by
special Olympic continuous machine cancel, plus two used official postcards
before/after the Games

150

40124

F

1912 (Jul 22) Official postcard (depicting Opening Ceremony) franked with 4ö tied by
“STOCKHOLM / STADION” cds with Official vignette alongside (French text) tied by
similar scarce “STOCKHOLM / STADION / LBR” cds, very fine and rare usage on the last
day of the Games

400

38
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40119
40113

40120

40123ex1

40125
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40143

40147ex1

40114

40117ex1
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38

40152

40148

40153
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40125

F

38

1912 (Jul 22) Official postcard, no.287, depicting “New College, Outrigged eight” rowing
team, with scarce “STOCKHOLM / 22.7.12 / LBR. / STADION” cds on reverse, very fine

100

40126

F

38

ROLLER MACHINE CANCEL: Group of 14 cards (mix of postal stationery and 5ö stamps)
with the special Olympic roller cancel, incl. 10.5.12 (day of the Tennis semi-final),
4.7.12 (Football third place & final plus Tennis, missing stamp) as well as 29.4,
17.5, 21.5 (2),23.5, 24.5, 25.5, 11.6, 22.6 (2) and 26.6, fine and scarce group

700

40127

www

Official Granberg postcards, 57 unused depicting Opening Ceremony, Swimming, Diving,
Shooting & Sailing events, showing the following serial numbers: 86, 909, 92, 102,
106, 170, 174-75, 183, 216, 218-19, fine (57)

800

40128

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 28 unused depicting Track & Field events,
showing the following serial numbers: 65, 79, 83, 86, 89-90, 201, 203, 205-207,
209-212, 215-216, 219 & 233-236, fine (28)

300

40129

www

Swimming: Official Granberg postcards, 8 unused depicting Swimming events, showing the
following serial numbers: 202, 204, 208, 214, 217 & 220-22, fine (8)

150

40130

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 100m, 3km Team & Cross
Country events, showing the following serial numbers: 65, 103, 181, 184, 185, 192,
224, 233, 236, 237, fine (10)

150

40131

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 10km walk & Hurdles
events, showing the following serial numbers: 105, 110-112, 141, 144, 151, 158, 161,
166, fine (10)

150

40132

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting high jump & pole vault
events, showing the following serial numbers: 108, 150, 159-60, 167, 171-72, 182, 189,
203, fine (10)

150

40133

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Discus & Hammer Throw
events, showing the following serial numbers: 94, 164, 169, 177-79, 186, 193, 196,
209, fine (10)

150

40134

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 200m, 400m Relay &
800m events, showing the following serial numbers: 83, 89, 96, 115, 119, 124, 113,
114, 157, 207, fine (10)

150

40135

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Javelin & Shotput
events, showing the following serial numbers: 62, 79, 123, 126-28, 130-31, 135-36,
155, fine (11)

150

40136

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 13 unused depicting Triple Jump, Broad &
Long Jump events, showing the following serial numbers: 86, 909, 92, 102, 106, 170,
174-75, 183, 216, 218-19, fine (13)

150

40137

www

Track & Field: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting 1500m & 1600m events,
showing the following serial numbers: 99, 121, 125, 129, 137, 140, 149, 153, 215 &
235, fine (10)

150

40138

www

Tennis: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting tennis, showing the following
serial numbers: 12, 24, 25, 34, 46, 47, 51, 52, 61, 232, fine (10)

150

40139

www

Sailing: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting sailing events, showing the
following serial numbers: 292-98, 300-02, fine (10)

150

40140

www

Rowing: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Rowing events, showing the
following serial numbers: 269, 274, 277-83, 285, fine (11)

150

40141

www

Opening Ceremony: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Opening of Stadium,
showing the following serial numbers: 190, 195, 200, 225-27, 229, 289-91, fine (10)

150

40142

www

Marathon: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Marathon event, showing the
following serial numbers: 187, 191, 194, 198-99, 201, 205-06, 210-12, fine (11)

150

40143

38

Postcards: Shooting: Official Granberg postcards, 20 unused depicting Shooting events,
showing the following serial numbers: 3, 5, 14-16, 28, 35, 37, 39, 41-44 & 49-50, fine (20)

240
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40144

www

Horse Jumping: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Horse Jumping events,
showing the following serial numbers: 250-259, fine (10)

150

40145

www

Horse Jumping: Official Granberg postcards, 10 unused depicting Horse Jumping events,
showing the following serial numbers: 260-63, 265-68, 273,275, fine (10)

150

40146

www

Horse Jumping: Official Granberg postcards, 11 unused depicting Horse Jumping events,
showing the following serial numbers: 239-249, fine

150

1912-1916 Intervening Championships
40147

38

1913 Grünewald Deutches Stadion, group of five different picture postcards of the
stadium (that was to be used for the cancelled 1916 Games), one used, one unused with
the special vignette

300

38

1913 Grünewald Deutches Stadion Weihe official programme for 8th June 1913, printed
by the German Olympic Committee, crayon markings on the reverse otherwise fine, still
a rare programme

200

40149

Swedish Society for Olympic Short Distance Shooting, Founded 1913. Commemorative
medal, 34mm, silver, by Lindberg, showing bust of Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf in
high-relief on front and oak branch bordered by legend on reverse.

100

40150

1913 German Academic Olympia. FOOTBALL championships medal, inscribed “DEM AKAD
FUSSBALL MEISTER G.V. D.A.B.F.L.” on one side, and Championship legend and nude on
other, incl. original box

100

40148

F

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
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40151

40151
40152

Estimate (e)

40154

1913 12th German Gymnastics event, Leipzig, brass pin badge, 50x46mm, showing gymnast
with view of Leipzig in the background in relief
F

40153

40

38

1914 20th Anniversary of the Re-establishment of the Games boxed cancellation tying
1914 Riga Olympiade vignette to postcard, reverse with Russia 1k & 3k tied by Riga
28.3.14 cds, very fine and rare

800

38

1914 20th Anniversary of the IOC: Programme sheet for the Event in Paris as well as an
invitation card to the Sport and Arts Fesitval at the Palias du Trocadéro, very fine
and rare

300

40154

1914 Second Russian Olympiad in Riga. Stick-pin badge, 22x29mm, silvered by F.
Mueller, showing athlete and soldier in lion-drawn chariot with stadium in background,
legend above, toned

40155

1916 Dutch National Olympic Games, Amsterdam. Award medal, 41mm, bronze, issued by the
Dutch Olympic Committee for 4th Prize in the Marathon

120

Postcards: Selection of eleven postcards showing scenes of the Games & the stadium, a
scarce group (11)

300

60

1916 Berlin
40156

F

42

40157
40158

Swedish fund raising stick-pin, 16x18mm, hallmarked gold plated silver with blue
enamel showing “SVERIGE / 1916” below three crowns, very fine
42

1919 Pershing Games. Group of pictures of the Pershing Games on large sheets, 69 in
total on 7 sheets, depicting views of the stadium, the teams, many different events,
some foxing and minor damage, still a scarce view of the games
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80
200

41

40166

40156ex1

40168ex1

40160

40168ex2

40168ex3

40161

40158ex1

40165
42

40167
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1920 Antwerp

40159

1920 Antwerp: Gold medal winner’s trophy, 370mm tall, cast bronze with marble, by M.
Grandmoulin, depicting victorious athlete with arm raised holding laurel wreath,
standing on a base inscribed “Victoire !” and signed by the artist with date “1920.”
Mounted on a round marble stand and square bronze base with plaque inscribed “VII
OLYMPIADE ANVERS 1920,” missing fixing pin, extremely rare and attractive

5’000

40160

42

Official programme for Aug 26th, very minor soiling otherwise in great condition which
is rare

200

40161

42

“Olympic Ale / Brasserie de la Madeleine / Jumet / Belgium” advertising poster,
365x316mm card, showing a female athlete holding the letter “m” in front of the
Olympic rings, not dated, minor wear, attractive and unusual item

100

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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40162
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HKV (Helsingin Kisa-Veikot, a Finnish athletics club) badge, showing club logo of a
black and white leaf bordered by pentagon frame with “ANTVERPEN” engraved at top,
reverse with name “V .Nieminen” and “24.” on reverse, hallmarked, fine

100

40163

CC

Belgium 1920 Olympics set of three with Specimen ovpt and punch hole, mint nh (a
little amount of gum loss on the 5c and 10c), fine

100

40164

C

Belgium 1920 Olympic set of three IMPERF., mint hinged, very fine and scarce (COB €
1’350)

300

40165

F

42

1920 (Jul 4) Antwerp picture postcard with Olympic set of 3 tied by the special
Olympic machine cancel, a few minor toned perfs, fine

50

40166

F

42

1920 (Aug 24) Small envelope with Olympic set of 3 tied by the special Olympic cds,
very fine

50

40167

F

42

1920 (Sep 14) Envelope with King Albert multiple franking to 50c, all tied by the
special Olympic cds with Olympic imprint registered label, very attractive

500

40168

F

42

Three postcards with the 1920 Antwerp vignette in lilac, green and blue, each tied by
1.9.1920 Anvers cds, one with blue vignette postally used with 1920 15c Olympic stamp,
scarce trio

100

40169

F

46

Group of 19 postcards nearly all with the special Olympic machine cancel from
different places, most sent during the Games, incl. 5 with the poster vignette (one of
which is clearly tied), and 3 depicting the Games

50

40170

C

www

Belgium Olympic group, incl. 1920 Olympic set of used on pieces, two covers/cards with
special Olympic machine cancel, 1964 Tokyo deluxe imperf. min.sheet and 1971 Munich
proof in grey and black on glossy paper and imperf. single

50

40171

F

46

Postcards: Booklet of twelve postcards sold on behalf of the Danish Olympic team to
raise money for the upcoming Games in Anterp, unusual & very scarce

300

40172

F

46

Postcards: Attractive group of 8 postcards depicting opening ceremony mostly, mixed to
very fine, a scarce assembly (8)

200

46

“Netherland Sportpark” Society participant’s pass for the velodrome, valid on 29th Aug
1920, not clear if there is an Olympic connection

50

40173

44
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1920-1924 Intervening Championships

40174

40175

40176

40174

1921 Deutscher Reichsusschuss für Leibesübungen (DRA), ceramic medals, 42mm, showing
runner with DRA legend on one side, and “Zum Besten Unserer Jugend” (To Better Our
Youth) on the other, in brown, brown with gilt highlights, white with green leaves and
brown with “15Mk. / 1921” above and below motto, fine (4)

40175

1922 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Berlin. Second Place Winner’s medal in the Relay, 59mm,
silvered, showing a naked man holding a staff in between legend on front and engraved
inscription on reverse, unevenly toned

120

40176

1922 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Berlin. Bronze Winner’s medal in Pairs Ice Skating, 69mm,
cast bronze/copper by Schmarje, showing nude athlete holding a sceptre on front and
inscription bordered by a wreath on reverse, fine. Germany was not invited to the 1920
and 1924 Olympic Games because of the war. The “Kampfspiele” was a national Olympiad
which also had a winter games

150

40177

1922 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Berlin. Participation medals, 37mm, white porcelain,
showing a naked man holding a staff bordered by legend on front and further
inscription with oak branch on reverse, one without decoration, one with dark green,
one with light green and one with gold (4)
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80

80

45

40169ex1

40179

40189

40180ex1
40171

40181ex1
40172ex1
40190

40182ex1

40182ex2
40173
40191

40178
46

40194

40196
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1924 Chamonix
40178

F

46

USED DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Feb 3) Picture postcard of Chamonix with France 30c tied
by scarce “SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX-MONT BLANC / JANVIER 1924” machine cancel, very
fine

500

40179

F

46

USED DURING THE GAMES: 1924 (Feb 3) Picture postcard of a glacier at Chamonix with
France 10c tied by scarce “SPORTS d’HIVER / CHAMONIX-MONT BLANC / JANVIER 1924”
machine cancel, slightly soiled otherwise fine

400

40180

F

46

Group of 5 picture postcards and 1 advertising cover of Chamonix, four of the
postcards show sports scenes, one of which was sent the day after the Games and
talking of the “spectacle”

40181

F

46

Cancels: Postcard franked Sower 10c tied by CHAMONIX MONTE BLANC / 28.1.24 roller
cancel, fine & scarce usage during the Games, plus six other cards, some used later

150

40182

F

46

Postcards: Attractive group of 14 mostly real photo cards depicting ski jumping, mixed
to very fine, a scarce assembly (14)

300

40183

Participation medal, 55mm, bronze by R. Bernard, very fine

200

40184

Swiss Participant’s pin badge, 25mm, nickel-silver by M. Martin, showing a man in a
crouched position bordered by legend, toned

40

40185

American Team Contributor 1924 pin badge, 22mm, white plastic with blue and red US
shield bordered by legend.

50

50

1924 Paris
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40201ex2
40197ex1

40197ex2

40204ex1

40202ex1
40199

40205ex1

40202ex2
40200ex1

40205ex2

40205ex3

40201ex1
48

40203

40205ex4
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40186
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40188

40187

40186

ca.1924 Torch with Olympic Rings and laurel branches, 39cm, unusual and rare

40187

Leather luggage bag with the official 1924 Paris Games luggage label, a rare usage

1’000

40188

White woollen jumper belonging to H. M. Abrahams, the famous British sprinter who won
gold in the 100m in 1924 and was immortalised in the movie Chariots of Fire (which one
four Academy Awards incl. Best Picture), with Bodger & Co. of Cambridge maker’s label
with “H. M. Abrahams” written on, obviously worn during his time at Cambridge
University, with light blue collar and laurel branches in the centre, also with a pair
of running shorts and a leather briefcase

2’000

400

40189

46

Official Report, French text, 252x324mm, HB, 854pp, incl. the Chamonix Winter Games,
spine is almost loose, otherwise fine

200

40190

46

Official Programme for Fencing, 4th July, coloured pencil markings on cover and toned
portion at top

100

40191

46

“Die Olympischen Spiele - Paris 1924,” report of the Games produced by the Swiss
Olympic Committee, German text, 235x312mm, HB, very fine
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49

49
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			 Unique Artist’s Essay

40192

50

A

Essay of the 50F in green on paper, slightly differing in many respects to the design
of the issued stamp, with 30F face value, no “POSTES FRANCE”, different font and
different detail on the person, with added black pen drawings on and around the
design, signed by the artist Becker, cert. Calves (1987)
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40193

P

40194

F

40195

F

40196

F

46

1924 Olympic Issue 10c, 25c, 30c and a 10 defininitive tied to cover by 2 Olympic
roller cancels of “PARIS 47 R.LA BOETIE 6.6.1924 JEUX OLYMPIQUES P A R I S
MAI-JUIN-JUILLET 1924”, one adhesive with small corner tear or crease otherwise fine
and scarce

40197

F

48

Two envelopes with special Olympic machine cancel, one envelope with 25c Semeuse with
publicity tab, tied by Lyon Gare 18.3.24 cancel, and other with Rue Des Halles / Paris
10.6.24 cancel, very fine

100

40198

F

www

Group of 13 covers and a piece with the special Olympic machine cancels, with
different types incl. the continuous cancel and the boxed slogan, with a variety of
cds, a difficult group

100

1924 Olympics collective proof, minor faults at right due to the size, otherwise fine
and rare
46

183-186

3’000

1924 25c used on FIRST DAY OF ISSUE 01.04.1924 on cover from Paris to Paris, very fine
and rare

200

Olympic Village printed envelope with set of three tied by the special “COLOMBES /
VILLAGE OLYMPIQUE” cds, with poster vignette tied by s/l “COLOMBES / OLYMPIQUES” hs,
very fine and scarce

800
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40199

F

48

Olympic continuous machine cancel tying two 15c to postcard sent to Gold Coast, fine

100

40200

F

48

Art Deco postcards by Blanche, eight postcards complete with their original envelope,
very fine and very rare

2’000

40201

F

48

15c Art Deco Pasteur postal card featuring Rugby, sent on FIRST DAY OF ISSUE
25.08.1924 from Paris to Paris with “Jeux Olympiques Paris Mai-Juin-Juillet” machine
cancel, very fine, extremely rare

1’000

40202

F

48

15c Art Deco Pasteur postal card featuring Boxing, sent on 11.09.1924 from Paris to
Aix les Bains, addressee name erased, fine and scarce used

200

40203

F

48

Illustrated postcard by Floowy depicting sprinters with 25c Olympic stamp on obverse
tied by “COLOMBES / STADE OLYMPIQUE” cds and Games cachet adjacent, very fine

150

48

Illustrated postcards by Floowy, group of 10 unused, depicting Swimming, Fencing,
Boxing, Wrestling, Rugby, Discus, Hurdles, Tennis, Sprinting and Football, very fine

200

48

Postcards: Attractive sel’n of 50+ postcards of mostly unused postcards and depicting
scenes of the stadium, team images & action shots of various events, mixed to very
fine (100’s)

500

40206

54

Group of 11 postcards, incl. Olympic postcard with 50c Olympic stamp and Olympic
Village cds adjacent, two unused 30c postal stationery cards, four postcards with
special Olympic slogan cancels, pc by Lagache depicting Rugby, Art Deco card by
Blanche depicting rowing and two blue & white cards by Bleuet, attractive assembly

300

40207

54

Postcards: Attractive selection of 32 mostly unused AN cards numbered as follows: 26,
95, 101, 145, 301, 304, 332-33, 342-43, 345, 353, 378, 380, 392-93, 399, 406, 423,
425, 428-29, 440, 452, mixed to very fine, a scarce group (32)

400

40204
40205

F

1925 Prague Congress
40208

F

54

Complete set of the Congress stamps in mint blocks of four, set on cover tied by
special congress cancels, plus s sel’n of fourteen special congress postal stationery
cards some with special congress cancels & two covers showing special congress machine
roller cancels, a fine & scarce assembly

600

40209

F

54

1925 Prague SPECIAL CONGRESS MACHINE CANCEL: Czech 1925 100h red tied on envelope by
the special Congress machine cancel, very fine and scarce

300

40210

F

54

Envelope sent registered with 1925 Olympic Congress set of three tied by special
Congress 1.6.25 cds, very fine

150

40211

F

54

1925 Czechoslovakia complete set of five 50h postal stationery cards (with different
coloured Congress legends) cancelled with the special Congress cds, very fine and
scarce

54

1925 Prague Congress Programme for the Teaching Congress (Congrès Pédagogique) at
the 1925 Olympic Congress in Prague, 8 pages, French text, vertical filing fold, minor
soiling, scarce

200

54

1925 Prague SPECIAL CONGRESS MACHINE CANCEL: Czech 1920-25 10h bistre tied on envelope
sent locally in Prague by the special Congress machine cancel, very fine and scarce,
also 10h on piece showing “Rowing Champions of Europe” special machine cancel

300

40212

40213

G F

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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1925-1928 Intervening Championships

40214

1925 1st Worker’s Olympiad (Arbeiters Olympiade) in Frankfurt. Group of memorabilia
incl. pin badge, two maps/plans, 5 books incl, reports & results, an advertising card,
and bound “Olympiade” newsletters (set of 11)

40215

40216

54

G

40217

40218

F

54

1925 Uruguay football player’s license for Carlos Mortola, fine & scarce

100

50

PORTUGAL: 1926 Olympic fund-raising 15c COMPLETE OFFSET USED ON PIECE, along with 40c
Cérès tied by machine cancel, extremely rare and unusual, cert. INEXFIP (2011)

400

1926 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Cologne. Gold Winner’s medal in Cycling, 88mm, gold plated
cast bronze, showing two wrestlers in high-relief on front and Cologne cathedral above
“DEM SIEGER IN DER / RADFERNFAHRT” on reverse, toned

260

1927 MITROPA FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT: 1927 Postcard sent from Italy with many signatures
of Czech players in the tournament
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53

40208ex1

40212
40206ex1

40209

40215
40210

40218
40206ex2

40211ex1

40207ex1

40213ex1

40207ex2
54

40213ex2

40221

Lot N° Symbol(s) 			
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40219

Estimate (e)

40220

40219

1927 Second Workers’ Olympia, Prague. Pin badge showing worker between and girl and a
boy above legend, fine

50

40220

1928 14th German Gymnastics Festival (Turnfest) in Cologne. Pin badge, 34x45mm,
silvered, showing eagle above logo and legend, made by Carl Poellath (maker’s mark on
reverse), fine

30

1928 St. Moritz
40221

54

Official Programme, no.4, 14th February, very fine

120

40222

56

Identity card, unsigned & unused, very fine & scarce

100

40223

56

German Olympic Committee invitation to a participant for the St. Moritz Games, printed
invitation with handwritten name on card, small split on horiz. fold and corner
crease, otherwise fine and scarce

100

40224

F

40225

C J

56

Official vignette in four languages in complete unused sheet of 24 showing six of each
language, fine & extremely rare showpiece (Du Bois No.1-4)

400

40226

F

56

Postcards: Set of eight Official postcards, plus one photo card of ice dancer Sonja
Henie & bobsleigh on the Cresta run, also postcard used during the Games with Olympic
vignette, a fine & scarce assembly

600

Olympic Committee envelope sent registered within Switzerland, with official poster
vignette tied on obverse, and two “Pro Olympiade” vignettes (one on reverse tied by
arrival cds), very attractive and rare
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40233
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40230
56

40225
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1928 Amsterdam

40227

40228

40227

Official’s badge, 30x36mm, bronze with coloured enamel with Games legend, Olympic
rings and “OFFICIEL,” missing small amount of red enamel and pin

50

40228

Commemorative art deco style pin badge, 28x19mm, silvered, with coloured Olympic Rings
between “AMSTERDAM / 1928,” fine

50

40229

56

Official Report, Dutch text, 241x298mm, HB, 1042pp, very minor wear to cover, fine

200

40230

56

Official Programme for Athletics, no.24, 30th July, cover a little soiled otherwise fine

50

40231

56

Rowing rules and regulations booklet in French, 26 pages, very fine

60

40232

www

“De Telegraaf” newspaper sports section dated 2nd August 1928, 45x60mm, with articles,
results and pictures from the Olympics that day, fine

30

40233

56

Identity Card: Official card with photo for Captain Francois Lechner of the
Czechoslovakian Team, scarce

120

40234

58

Identity Card for Frantisek Lechner a member for the Czechoslovakian Olympic
Committee, very fine & scarce

200

40235

58

Equestrian Sports Press Pass issued by the Dutch Olympic Committee, dated August 11,
numbered, very fine

150

F

40236

F

58

Tickets: Six tickets for various events, mixed to fine (6)

150

40237

F

58

Tickets: Three tickets for various events, mixed to fine (3)

100

58

Complete set of 17 Boxing & Wrestling tickets in a booklet, July 28th to August 11th,
plus Tickets A, B, C & ND, a few rust spots, generally fine and rare

600

40238
40239

DFE

58

Netherlands Olympic Committee envelope front with 25.6.28 machine cancel, fine
and scarce

100

40240

F

58

Large envelope with the 1928 Olympics set in pairs tied by Amsterdam 6.9.28 cds, sent
registered to the Olympic Publicity Commission in Lausanne, vert. fold clear of
stamps, fine

240

40241

F

58

Olympic postcard with 1928 Olympics set of 8 tied by special pentagonal Olympic
12.8.28 ds, the day of the closing ceremony, postcard depicting opening ceremony
(Weenenk & Snel no.88), very fine

100

40242

F

58

1928 (May 30) Envelope from Switzerland (from the Int. Work Conference in Geneva) to
the Olympic Games Post Office in the Netherlands, redirected back to Switzerland with
1928 Olympics 1 1/2c, 2c and 7 1/2c tied by the special Olympic pentagonal N1 ds,
attractive and unusual usage

100

40243

F

58

Olympic set tied by special Olympic pentagonal 18.7.28 “N1” ds to envelope, orange
Olympic label below, very fine

100

40244

F

58

Olympic set tied by special Olympic pentagonal 18.7.28 “N2” ds to official postcard
(depicting Olympic stadium), very fine

100
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40245

F

60

“Why not an Olympic swimming-stamp?” printed postcard by the Dutch Swimming
Association, with Olympic 10c tied by Olympic pentagonal 28.7.28 (first day of the
Games) “N3” ds, very fine and interesting card

40246

F

60

1928 (Aug 24) Amsterdam-Stockholm overnight flight, franked with 1928 3c and 5c
Olympics stamps tied by special “Third Flight / Stockholm-London” (in Dutch) cds with
four-line English hs below, very fine (Mü.48, 750pts)

40247

F

58

“Cross Channel Swimming Club / Olympic Games, 1928” advertising envelope, with KGV
1/2d tied by London cds, incl. 16 page “Olympic Games 1928” booklet produced by the
club, envelope slightly soiled, unsual

150

40248

F

60

Finnish fund-raising vignette neatly tied on postcard with additional Finnish 1m
franking, fine & scarce usage of the vignette

100

40249

F

60

1928 (May 7) Envelope with 10c and 5c tied by special “IXe OLYMPIADE / AMSTERDAM”
machine cancel, St. Etienne arrival bs, portion of backflap missing otherwise fine

40250

C J

40251

F

40252

100

50

50

Uruguay 1928 Olympics COLOUR TRIALS of the 2c in brown and the 5c in orange in mint og
blocks of four, both cert. CEM (2001), plus the 8c in paler shade of blue in block of
four and two mint sets of the issued stamps

800

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce
(Series A.1-1000, Jonker B.3)

100

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce
(Series A.3001-4000, Jonker B.6)

100

40253

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce
(Series A.6001-7000, Jonker B.9)

100

40254

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, fine & scarce
(Series B.1-1000, Jonker B.12)

100

40255

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce
(Series C.1000, Jonker B.13)

100

40256

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, very fine & scarce
(Series D.1000, Jonker B.14)

100

40257

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, fine & scarce
(Series D.1000, Jonker B.14)

100

40258

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, very minor soiling,
scarce (Series E-1000, Jonker B.15)

100

40259

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 5c unused postcard, minor foxing
otherwise fine & scarce (Series E.1000, Jonker B.15)

100

40260

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 3c postcard depicting Cycling,
cancelled by Gravenhage 9.8.28 machine cancel, fine & scarce (Series F.2., Jonker C.2)

400

40261

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 3c postcard depicting Boxing, cancelled
by special pentagonal Olympic “N2” 12.7.28 ds, fine & scarce (Series F.3., Jonker C.3)

400
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59

40245

40253

40258

40259

40246
40254

40260

40248

40255

40261

40249

40256
40262

40251

40252
60

40257

40263
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40262

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 3c postcard depicting Swimming, unused,
very fine & scarce (Series F.4., Jonker C.4)

300

40263

F

60

Official Postal Stationery printed by Huygens: 3c postcard depicting Swimming with “DE
REGENTES” advert below, unused, very fine & scarce (Jonker C.4a)

150

40264

F

62

Postcards: Accumulation 80+ postcards, mostly the Offical type unused, showing scenes
of the stadium, various footbal images etc., some used with special Olympic cancels,
mixed to very fine (80+)

300

40265

F

62

Group of 12 postcards, incl. Olympic machine cancel tying 10c, Olympic pentagonal
1.8.28 ds tying 10c, Olympic pentagonal 5.8.28 ds tying Olympic 3c and 7 1/2c on
Olympic postcard, Olympic 30c tied to Olympic stadium pc, poster postcard, 1928 German
Horse Riding and Steeplechase event in Hannover machine cancel on card, a card
advertising a “Round the World” cycling trip by Puister and Kramer to raise awareness
of the 1928 Games, a pack of four German cards (2 used) for the 1928 Olympiad

150

40266

62

Bookmark: Attractive & colouful bookmark advertising the games & the Shell oil
company, very fine & scarce

40267

62

Commemorative plate in blue and white ceramic, 250mm, made by Société Céramique,
Maastricht, showing Amsterdam coat of arms and “IXe OLYMPIADE”, surrounded by garland
and 6 images of Olympic events

150

40268

62

Rowing commemorative plate, 285x285mm, octagonal, embossed brass, showing 4-oared
shell with Coxswain, raised edge with lauel branches and legend, couple of dents

120

40269

62

Diving commemorative metal hanging plate, 275mm, embossed bronze/copper, fine

100

40270

40271

60

40272

40270

Etched glass vase, 96mm diameter, 120mm tall, tall, purple, showing Olympic legend and
Amsterdam shield with geometric decoration, fine

120

40271

Glass goblet, 118mm high, purple glass, with legend and Amsterdam shield etched around
base, very fine

120

40272

Glass vase, 118mm tall, amber glass with etched Games legend and Amsterdam coat of
arms, very fine

120

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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61

40267

40264ex1

40265ex1

40268

40264ex2

40269

40264ex3
62

40266

40274
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1930 Berlin Congress

40273

F

40274

F

1930 Berlin Olympic Congress printed card with 5pf green tied by special Congress
30.5.30 cds, sent within Berlin, couple of light foxing spots, fine and rare

1’500

62

1930 Berlin Congress postcard with 10pf airmail tied by the special Congress 30.5.30
cds, card with slight yellowing and paper clip mark at top left

500

40275

64

“Olympic Games Charter, IOC statutes, Regulations and Protocols of the celebration of
the Modern Olympics, General Rules applicable to the Olympic Games, Rules of the
Olympic Congress,” 63 pages with French, English, Spanish and German text, presumed
issued in 1930 before the start of the Congress, printed in Berlin, cover faults,
interesting content and rare

100

40276

64

“Tagesordnung” Agenda, results, etc. from the Congress, 8 pages, two punch holes at
left, scarce

50

40277

64

1930s Glass slide showing museum (?) with inscription “At the congress of Barcelona
1931, the German Olympic Committee was assigned to execute the XI Olympiad of 1936” on
the wall, single crack

40

40278

64

1931 IOC Session in Barcelona. Unused postcard with “COMITE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIQUE /
BARCELONE” and Olympic Ring logo, very fine and rare

400

1928-1932 Intervening Championships

40279

1930 Deutsche Kampfspiele in Breslau. Second place medal, 90mm, silvered, showing
eagle surrounded by athletes in different events on one side, other with legend and
coat of arms, incl. original case, very fine
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63

63

40278

40275

40280ex1

40283

40285
40276

40282
40286

40277
64

40284

40287
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40280

F

64

40281

Cat. No.
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1931 Arbeiter Olympiade (Worker’s Olympiad), group incl. two picture postcards (one
used with special cds), one postcard depicting the poster, brochure for the Games with
German train timetables and a participant’s card, scarce group

200

1931 2nd Worker’s Olympiad (Arbeiders Olympiade) in Vienna. Group of memorabilia incl.
two ID cards, two pin badges, ticket, Daily Programme, plan, 3 Orchestral music books
(one for Men, Women and Children), Die Massen-übungen music book, 3 books (with info
& results), and a Arbeiter Sports Assoc. member’s book with Spanish vignette inside

200

1932 Lake Placid
40282

64

Official entry form (unused) for the Women’s Speed Skating demonstration events,
217x355mm, 3 pages (one original, one duplicate and one triplicate), very fine

100

40283

64

Official entry form (unused) for the Curling demonstration event, 217x355mm, 3 pages
(one original, one duplicate and one triplicate), very fine

100

40284

F

64

Press Card: Unused Radio Broadcast identity card, fine & scarce

80

40285

F DFE

64

Tickets: Adult Bleacher ticket for morning of Feb. 5, with control punch, fine

80

40286

F DFE

64

Tickets: Children Bleacher ticket for evening of Feb. 4, with control punch, fine

80

40287

F

64

Tickets: Arena Grandstand ticket for evening of Feb. 4, some scuffs, fine

80

40288

F

66

Tickets: Stadium Grandstand ticket for afternoon of Feb. 4, fine

80

40289

F

66

Tickets: Adult Bleacher ticket for evening of Feb. 8, with control punch, fine

80

66

Tickets: Bleachers Season Ticket in red on plastic card, value $30, very fine

100

200

40290

1932 Los Angeles
40291

66

Official Report, 815 pages, HB, very minor soiling to cover, fine

40292

66

Complete set of programmes from July 30th to August 14th, hardbound with rare
Official’s participant badge inset on cover, and an “Auto Pass” pasted in on the first
page, fine and rare item

40293

66

Official invitation from the Los Angeles Olympic Committee to Great Britain to
participate in the 1932 Games, 224x277mm, with Games logo at top, addressee in ornate
handwriting by Martin Jackson (from his estate; he was the official writer), dated Feb
1st 1930, not sent (evidently a handwriting trial), incl. large envelope with Games
logo and legend, plus one plain, rare

500

1’000

40294

F

66

Tickets: Swimming in the Swimming Stadium - Aug. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 group of
unused & used tickets, incl. proof ticket & tickets from booklet, mixed to fine (15)

300

40295

F

66

Tickets: Track and Field in the Olympic Stadium - July 31, Aug.3, 5, 6, 7, group of
unused & used tickets, mixed to fine (7)

150

40296

F

66

Tickets: Selection of six unused & used tickets from different events including
Opening Ceremony & proof ticket, mixed to fine (6)

150

40297

F

66

Tickets: Selection of six unused & used tickets from different events including
Opening Ceremony, mixed to fine (6)

150

40298

F

66

Tickets: Selection of six unused & used tickets from different events including
Closing Ceremony, mixed to fine (6)

150
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40290

40298ex3
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40299

F

66

Tickets: Selection of eighteen small format tickets from an array of different events
including Football, Track & Field (2), Rowing (8), Boxing, Cycling, Gymnastics,
Fencing, mixed to fine (18)

40300

F

66

Tickets: Lacrosse in the Olympic Stadium - three tickets one with tear off removed, fine (3)

80

40301

F

66

Tickets: Lacrosse in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 9, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40302

F

68

Tickets: Lacrosse in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 12, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40303

F

68

Tickets: Wrestling in the Olympic Auditorium - Aug. 7, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40304

F

68

Tickets: Wrestling in the Olympic Auditorium - Balcony - Aug. 7, with SPECIMEN ovpt &
control punches, fine

80

40305

F

68

Tickets: Weightlifting in the Olympic Auditorium - July 31, with SPECIMEN ovpt &
control punches, fine

80

40306

F

68

Tickets: Rowing in the Long Beach Marine Stadium - Aug. 10, with SPECIMEN ovpt &
control punches, fine

80

40307

F

68

Tickets: Swimming in the Swimming Stadium - Aug. 7, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40308

F

68

Tickets: Field Hockey in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 11, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40309

F

68

Tickets: Gymnastics in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 10, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40310

F

68

Tickets: Equestrian Sports in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 13, with SPECIMEN ovpt &
control punches, fine

80

40311

F

68

Tickets: Track and Field in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 1, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40312

F

68

Tickets: Track and Field in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 6, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40313

F

68

Tickets: Wrestling in the Olympic Auditorium - Balcony - Aug. 4, with SPECIMEN ovpt &
control punches, fine

80

40314

F

68

Tickets: Wrestling in the Olympic Auditorium - Aug. 3, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40315

F

68

Tickets: Field Hockey in the Olympic Stadium - Aug. 8, with SPECIMEN ovpt & control
punches, fine

80

40316

F

68

Tickets: Rowing at the Lond Beach Marine Stadium - Aug. 12, with SPECIMEN ovpt &
control punches, fine

80

40317

F

68

Tickets: Olympic Stadium Pass - July 30 to August 14, fine & scarce

80

40318

F

68

Tickets: American Olympic Amateur Boxing Finals ticket, July 20, 1932, very fine & scarce

80

40319

F

68

Tickets: American Olympic Amateur Boxing Finals ticket, July 20, 1932, very fine & scarce

80

Olympic California Gold Half Dollars, 12mm, bronze, one showing a discus thrower and
other showing a sprinter in starting position, both with Olympic legend on one side
and a bear with value on the other (2)

80

40320
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40302
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40318
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Vigilance Committee San Francisco medal, 67mm, cast pot metal, showing Olympic rings
above bear bordered by Olympic inscription on front and an eye with legend on reverse,
with loop

80

40322

68

“Welcome Sons of Ireland / Xth Olympiad” silk ribbon, with two US flags with Irish
flag coloured back ribbon, very attractive

100

40323

70

Set of stereoscopic slides of the 1932 Games (36) by Philip Brigandi, 175x88mm,
numbered on the reverse 1-36, fine and scarce

500

40324

70

“The Babe Didrikson Zaharia Story” film poster, 34x76cm, in blue and sepia, showing
her celebrating with three scenes from the film and various quotes and slogans
surrounding, Babe was an American athlete named by the Guinness Book of Records as on
of the most versatile female competitors, and she won two golds and a silver and the
1932 Games, two folds, some light toned spots

40325

70

“Who’s Who in Los Angeles County 1930-31 Xth Olympiad Issue”, with many pages of
illustrations of the Olympic sites and profiles of people “who aided in a financial,
moral or executive way”, a great reference, in original leather box folder

100

40326

70

“Olympia 1932” cigarette card album, complete, very fine (apart from small cut-out on
the last page pull-out)

30

40327

70

Cotton handkerchief, 335x340mm, white with blue border showing beach scenes, red
embroidered Games legend in corner, lightly soiled, scarce

60

40328

70

Glass cup, 55mm diameter, 91mm height, clear glass with white design showing discus
thrower above the stadium and “OLYMPIC GAMES / LOS ANGELES 1932,” fine

80

Group of 5 covers/cards incl. cover with tied strip of three “Xeme / 1932 / Olympiad /
Los Angeles” vignettes, poster vignette tied to cover by “Mailed from the US temporary
post office in Olympic Village” cachet with Olympic 3c tied first day of the Games,
Long Beach Collectors Club Olympic cachet on cover, Olympic Committee envelope with
two 5c airmails and a vignette (untied), and 1c Washington used on the 8th day of the
Games on postcard of the Opening Ceremony, plus two 1932 Lake Placid 2c frankings (7)

300

30

40329

F

70

40330

F

www

Group of 14 covers/cards relating to the 1932 Los Angeles and Lake Placid Games, incl.
three different 1932 LA FDCs, rest with later franking on illustrated covers with 1932
themes (some with 1932 stamps too), interesting mixed group

80

40331

F

70

Series of 16 vignettes depicting various countries of the world, all inscribed “Olympic
Games / Los Angeles. Calinfornia”, four have become separated from the block, unusual

80
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1932-1936 Intervening Championships

40332

40333

40332

1933 15th German Gymnastics Festival, Stuttgart: Participants’ badge, bronze, 35x37mm,
showing man outstretched with legend either side, fine

40

40333

1933 15th German Gymnastics Festival in Stuttgart. Pin badge, 32x37mm, silvered,
cross-shaped with legend, fine

30

40334

F

www

40335

F

70

1933-37, Group of 14 covers/cards incl. four with Austria Olympic fund cancels, seven
with Finish Ski championship cancels, and three Austria Olympic fund postcards with
FIS Championship cancels, fine group

100

1934 FIFA WORLD CUP: Official postcard sent to Prague with 25c World Cup stamp tied by
Rome machine cancel dated 3rd June 1934 (day of the Semi Final), two hinge remnants on
front, otherwise fine and scarce

200

40336

1934 40th Anniversary Celebration of the Re-Establishment of the Olympic Games pin
badge, 28x43mm, gold plated, by Hugeunin

300

40337

1934 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Nuremberg. Gold Winner’s medal, 90mm, gold plated, showing
large eagle with swastika above Nuremberg stadium with marching athletes on front and
city shields surrounded by sporting events on reverse

260
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40338
40339

76

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

1934 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Nuremburg. Second Place prize medal, 43mm, bronze, by
Schmidt, showing bust with wreath crown in high-relief on front and legend on reverse

50

1934 Deutsche Kampfspiele, Nuremburg. Stick-pin, 20mm, silvered shield with date,
swastika and legend on amber back

40

40340
40341

40340

1934 Third Workers’ Olympiad, Prague 1934. Pin badge showing working family above
legend, very fine

50

40341

1934 Sport Week in Wiener-Neustadt, two mini plaques depicting boxing, swimming,
running and football surrounded by legend, one gold-plated and one bronze, some spots

50

1935 & 1936 MITROPA CUP: Athletic Club Sparta specially printed sheet for the final of
the 1935 Mitropa Cup (aka La Coupe de l’Europe Centrale), with Czech franking tied by
special cancel, and two Atheltic Club Sparta booklets produced for the Final of the
1936 Mitropa Cup showing a picture of the stadium, franking inside tied by special
machine cancel, fine and unusual football memorabilia (3)

100

40342

40343

72

76

1935 French Boxing Federation International Tournament stick pin, octagonal with
“TOURNOI INTERNATIONAL PRE-OLYMPIQUE L’INTRANSIGEANT 1935”, very fine
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40344

Estimate (e)

40345

40344

1935 Netherlands Olympic Day Medal, 40mm, bronze, showing female on a podium holding
Olympic rings on front and legend on reverse

60

40345

1936 Horse Riding championships in Schrobenhausen: Merit medal, silver, by Polleath,
showing rider on horse on one side and “DEM VERDIENSTE” with laurel surround on the
other, fine

80

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
40346

40347

F

76

Group of 13 covers/cards incl. picture postcard of the stadium signed by 6 ice hockey
players (can make out A. Martignoni and T. Pleisch of Switzerland), Winter Games used
postal stationery (8), Austria Olympic Fund pc (3, with Olympic machine cancels), and
envelope with machine cancel, six of which were used during the Games, mostly fine

50

1936 Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Handstamp of the official visitor’s pin, lead, 40x39mm,
on top of wooden block 21mm high, rare

400

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months,
paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at
the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any
claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may
be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at
the offices of DF.
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40348

Official commemorative silk band, 123cm long, gold coloured metal thread embroidery on
red on one side and white on the other, with bronze eagle and Olympic rings at top (missing
a loop on eagle), illustrated in colour on page 29 of the Official Report, design by Werner
Beuke, Berlin and made by M. Jörres, Munich. A very rare and exquisite piece

6’000

40349

Official poster in German, 63x101cm, designed by Ludwig Hohlwein, showing skier
holding skis with arm aloft, legend below, has been previously folded twice with some
creasing, backed by linen

1’500

74
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40350

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

Theatre advertising poster, 42x59cm, in red, blue and black, advertising the showing
of “Jugend der Welt,” the official film of the Winter Games, two folds, fine and very rare

800

40351

76

Organising Committee official headed letter paper, unused, very fine

40352

76

Official Report, German text, 237x310mm, HB, 450pp, blue canvas cover with gilt inlay
title, front cover slightly bent, dealer’s handstamp inside, otherwise fine and rare

300

76

Identity Card: Official identity cards issued by the Organizing Committee, fine &

150

76

Tickets: Opening ceremony ticket, Feb 6th, with overprint “Kraft Durch
Freudeu-Sonderpreis”, some creases

200

40353

F

40354

50

40355

F

76

Tickets: Organising Committee participants pass to the ice ring, very fine & rare

300

40356

F

76

Tickets: Selection of seven tickets for various events including the Ice Hockey & the
Ski Station, very fine & rare group (7)

300

40357

F

76

Tickets: Organising Committee pass to the ice ring, fine & scarce

200

40358

F

76

Tickets: Organising Committee pass to the ice ring, fine & scarce

200

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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40359
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Bavarian Curling stone which belonged to Rudolf Rainer (who won Gold in the Men’s Team
event at the 1936 Garmisch Games as a member of the Austrian team), incl. an Innsbruck
Bavarian Curling Society ID card, photo of the winning team signed by Rainer on
reverse, and 6 picture postcards of the team in action

1’000

40360

76

Group of items belonging to a member of the Austrian Ice Hockey team at the 1936
Games, incl. 1936 Garmisch ID card (missing photo), three letters of which two relate
to the Winter Games and one to the Summer Games, 1937 Int. University Games ID, fabric
patch and small photos (3), Austrian Ice Hockey Federation ID, some personal
correspondence and papers, plus and Austrian Olympic Committee brass plate awarded to
Olympic participants in 1986 (in original box), interesting group

400

40361

76

Silver plate awarded to Frieherr von Diergardt for the fastest time in the Bobsleigh
during Olympic training, 287mm, flower shaped edge with legend engraved in centre,
very fine

400

Official Visitor’s pin badge, 35mm, silvered with enamel by C. Poellath, showing logo
bordered by legend

50

40362

40363
40364

40363

Commemorative pin steel hub with raised design on a steel block, 77x25x31mm, showing
mountain above Olympic rings on a shield on a ski with “KREUZECK / GARMISCH,” unique

300

40364

Commemorative pin steel die with inset design on a steel block, 82x31x28mm, showing
mountain above Olympic rings on a shield on a ski with “WANK / GARMISCH,” unique

300
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40365

Steel Embossed Die for the commemorative pin badge, 58mm diameter and 45mm height

200

40366

Edelweiss plaque, 52x70mm, silvered, showing flower above legend and Olympic Rings in
colour, some wear, scarce

120

Ornamental pick axe with the Garmisch Olympics Edelweiss plaque

100

40367

78

40369
40368

40368

Bavarian Curling International Championship badge, 40x44mm, bronze, showing a curler
in action with wreath surround and Garmisch legend below, made by Polleath, fine.
Bavarian curling was a demonstration sport at the Games.

80

40369

Curling plaque, 36x38mm, white porcelain, showing Bavarian curler within laurel wreath
with Olympic rings below. Curling was a demonstration sport in 1936

60

Commemorative medal with different rotating views of Garmish-Partenkirchen in gilt and
enamel, 38mm, casing silvered with enamel, showing Garmisch shield and “OLYMPIA ORT”
with Olympic rings, reverse with Bayern coat of arms, silver a little toned otherwise
fine and attractive

50

40370

78
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40373

40371

40372

40374

40371

Circular plaque, 60mm, bronze with enamel showing mountain above Olympic stadium, a
little enamel missing around fixings

40

40372

Swedish IFK embossed bronze stick-pin, 26x19mm, showing downhill skier with mountains
in background, IFK logo and “VINTERSPELEN / 1936” below, fine

80

40373

USA Olympic Ski Finals button 1935, 24mm, white celluloid, showing US shield with
crossed skis

40374

Washington Ski Club Olympic Ski Fund 1936 button, 25mm, in blue and red on cream,
showing Olympic rings bordered by legend

50

Organizing Committee: Special printed envelope from the Organizing Committee franked
32pfg tied Garmisch-Partenkirchen special cancel, fine & a rare usage on Committee
envelope

800

100

40375

F

40376

F

78

1936 (Feb 6) Envelope sent registered with 1936 Winter Olympics set of three tied by
special Olympic cds, with Garmisch reg’d label tied by “Sonder PA Riessersee /
Garmisch Partenkirchen” hs, and Games legend boxed hs, very fine

80

40377

G F
DFE

78

Special Olympic cancel: Attractive collection of 88+ covers, fronts & cards all many
showing Official Olympic cancel, with useful registered usages, plus some scarce first
day covers, duplex cancels & postal stationery, mixed to very fine (88+ covers, fronts
& cards, plus 50+ fragments)

1’000

40378

G F
DFE

78

Special Olympic duplex town cancels: Attractive collection of 75+ covers, fronts &
cards all showing Olympic rings duplex from many different towns incl. Altona to
Würzburg, mixed to very fine (75+ covers, fronts & cards, plus 50+ fragments)

80
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40379

CC F

www

Group of 27 covers/cards, mostly used, incl. envelopes, postal stationery, Olympic
picture postcards, with a variety of special Olympic machine and circular cancels,
plus sealed official glassine with printed “IV. Olympische Winterspiele” and five
6+4Rpf stamps, a useful group (Est. € 80/120)

40380

F

www

Collection of 18 cards/covers, most with Olympic frankings, different cancels incl.
circular cachet, “PRESSEPOSTAMT” cachet (3), Ski Jumper machine cancel and Mountain
machine cancel, a few sent registered from Garmisch, some on picture postcards of
Garmisch, etc.

60

40381

F

78

Group of 10 covers/cards, incl. four with 3pf tied by special Olympic cds and
“Olympia-Skistadion”, “Olympia-Bobbahn”, “Olympia Eisstadion” and “Sonder PA
Reissersee” handstamps, three used Olympic postal stationery cards, and three unused
postcards depicting competitors

50

40382

78

Glass slide depciting an ice hockey match at the Olympic stadium, very fine

30

40383

78

Agfa photo album review of the Games in Norwegian, 31x22cm, 30 photos, fine

120

80-120

40384

F

78

Cigarette Cards: Austria-München complete set of 200 coloured or momo-coloured cards
showing scenes of Garmisch & the Games, very fine & scarce

200

40385

F

82

Photographs: Attractive accumulation of enlarged press photographs of Games with
images of the opening ceremony, figure skating with some of Sonia Henie, ski jumping,
ice hockey etc., a fine & scarce assembly (60+)

400

40386

F

82

Photographs: Maxi und Ernst Baier figure skating Gold Medalist set of six photographs
in special printed folder, very fine & scarce

300

40387

F

www

Photographs: Huber-Serien - Serie 39 : Passionsdorf Oberammergau set of 12, very fine

100

40388

F

www

Photographs: Set of 12 Press photographs, very fine

100

40389

F

www

Photographs: Johannes (Berkert) - Serie 1 : Set of 12 with folder, very fine

100

40390

F

www

Photographs: Rietzschel-Serien (Berkert) - Serie 7 : Set of 12 with folder, very fine

100

40391

F

www

Photographs: Yramos-Dresden - Bild 1-75 : Three sets of 25 with folders for each, very
fine

100

40392

F

82

Postcards: Attractive accumulation of 150+ mostly black and white cards number cards,
many used with special Olympic cancels, some scenes of events etc., some duplications,
a wonderful lot for study (150+)

600

40393

F

82

Postcards: Large accumulation 100’s of mostly unused postcards ordered by printer
including Agfa, Alpiner, Alpiner-Huber, Alpiner-Wachter, Andres, Blumenthal,
Bücheler, Foto-Zentrale, Görg, Grieger, Hammer, Melzer, Reiser, Rudolphi, Schöning,
etc., some used with Olympic franking & cancels, mixed to very fine (100’s)

600

Gold Medal Winner lapel pin, presented by IOC, 13x15mm, gold plated showing Olympic
rings in front of leaves in a “V” shape, incl. original wallet and numbered

150

1936 Berlin

40394
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40399
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40395

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

ca.1936 Dutch Olympic Committee merit medal, bronze, 60mm, showing ancient Greek’s
head with legend on both sides, very fine

40396

40397

40398

40399

150

40401

40396

Miniature merit medal issued after 1950 (without swastika), silvered with ribbon,
15mm, toned

120

40397

Czech Canoe Federation stick-pin, 20x30mm, silvered with enamel, showing pennant
encircled by legend with “BERLIN 1936” above and coloured Olympic rings.

100

40398

Demonstration Teams’ participation badge, 26mm, silvered, with Olympic Rings above
Brandenburg Gate, with salmon rosette, very fine

100

American Olympic Fund 1936 Car/Bike Plaque, 87x103mm, steel with reflective red
background, showing American shield bordered by legend

100

40400

ca.1936 Italian Boxing Federation merit medal, gilt with enamel, 30mm, reverse with
Italian Olympic Committee logo and engraved name of recipient, very fine

100

40401

Miniature 2nd Class Olympic Order stick-pin, made in the 1950s without the Eagle and
Swastika to be worn on evening attire, gilt and enamelled, very fine and scarce

100

40399

82
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40403

40402

40404

40402

Italian Merit Medal (circa 1936), 31mm, bronze, showing head of Mussolini on front and
NOC logo on reverse, incl. orange, blue and red striped ribbon.

80

40403

Swedish Press “Idrotts-bladet” stick-pin, 33x27mm, goldplated with enamel, showing
national flag with “IB” in wreath and “BERLIN 1936,” particularly fine

80

40404

Swedish Press “Idrotts-bladet” stick-pin, 25x23mm, goldplated with enamel, showing
national flag with “IB” in wreath, a little wear to plating.

60

40405

Official Visitor’s medal, bronze, 36mm, by K. Roth, struck by Bavarian State Mint,
showing Olympic bell on one side and female presenting laurel branch on other, incl.
original box, very fine

50

84
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Cat. No.

40406

40407

Estimate (e)

40408

40406

Miniature Merit medal, 15mm, silvered, incl. red ribbon with white stripes and black
border and button hole fixing

50

40407

Austrian team fundraising badge, 20x28mm, brass with white painted border, showing
double headed eagle with Olympic Rings with legend in border, fine

40

40408

Swedish Canoeing Team stick-pin, 21x29mm, silvered with enamel, showing Swedish
sailing flag bordered by inscription with coloured Olympic rings below, toned,some
colour missing from rings and pin is shortened

40

40409

82

40410

40411

88

Large cast bronze medal by Placzek featuring five images of the Modern Pentathlon,
125mm, Placzek won 2nd place in a competition by the Organising Committee (and also
designed the participants’ medals), rare (one of only 20 medals made)

800

Joe Thum medal, with Olympic Rings on bar with US flag ribbon suspending hexagonal
medal with portrait of Joe Thum and flags of participating nations, know as the father
of TEN PIN BOWLING, very fine and very rare

500

Watch Chain with 7 Shooting Prize Medals from 1930 to 1936, from 33 to 40mm, in silver
(2) and bronze (5), 2 of which are from Berlin 1936 showing Olympic rings

300
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40412

40413

88

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

City of Berlin Olympic Games Presentation Medal 1936, 94mm, cast bronze, showing
high-relief Berlin coat of arms bordered by legend on front and further inscription
with Brandenburg Gate and Olympic rings on reverse, in presentation case.

300

Dance Festival Participant’s Medal, 69mm, bronze, showing a kneeling woman holding
palm branches on the front and inscribed “OLYMPIA / TANZWETTSPIELE / 1936 / BERLIN”,
incl. original box

300

40414

40415

40416

40414

25th Anniversary of the New German Sports Association in Buenos Aires in Olympic Year,
1936, 33mm, bronze, showing logo bordered by legend on front and swastika behind
further inscription on reverse, with loop.

50

40415

Basketball, FIBA Commemorative Medal celebrating the 40 years jubilee of the Olympic
Games in Berlin 1936, 55mm, silvered, showing earth and star orbiting “FIBA” on one
side and Olympic bell with Montreal logo in background on the other.

50

40416

1936 Rintheim Regional Olympia Sports Meet Pin, 35x27mm, gilt, showing eagle with
swastika bordered by legend.

40

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the
following Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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40417

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

Honorary prize statue for Helmut Hamann, member of the German 4x400m relay team,
presented by Allianz Insurance, bronze by K. Möbius, 39cm high, 42cm wide, showing
javelin thrower ready to throw, on black marble base with plaque inscribed in German
“To the successful Olympic athlete / Helmut Hamann / Presented by Allianz / Berlin
August 1936,” very fine and unique

4’000

Note: The large size sculpture of this javelin thrower is displayed in public in Berlin

40418

Eagle statue awarded to Gehard Gustmann, who won gold in the men’s coxed pairs, 23cm
high, 27cm wing span, silvered with stone base, plaque inscribed (in German) “Winners
are heroes / G. Gustmann / General Göring Regiment,” a spectacular and unique
presentation statue to a member of the elite German air force
Olympic Games / June 14, 2013
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40419

Bronze figure “Nenikhkamen” (we are victorious) by Max Kruse, 52cm high x 44cm wide,
showing the nude figure of Pheidippides running with arm aloft, the base cast as set
of three rough steps, dark brown patination, signed Max Kruse Fec, cast by
Aktien-Gesellschaft v. H. Gladenbeck & Sohn, missing laurel branch in hand, but a
beautiful and rare sculpture

1’000

40420

Large Olympic Bell, 35cm tall, 29cm diameter, bronze coloured plaster, showing eagle
holding Olympic Rings and Brandenburg Gate around sides, “ICH RUFE DIE JUGEND DER
WELT” (I call the youth of the world) around bottom, minor chips, very rare

800
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40421

Statue of man holding laurel crown in the air on stone base with Olympic Rings affixed

40422

Presentation Ring of Reich Sport Minister von Tschammer und Osten to German Olympic
Medal Winners, 18x27mm, silver with onyx stone, showing eagle with Olympic rings on
face and oak leaf decoration on side. Presented to medal winners deemed true Aryan
athletes

90
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300

1’000
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Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

40423

Presentation vase of the State of Austria, 135mm tall, yellow crystal, showing
engraved Austrian double eagle shield in between Games legend, and gilt bell logo,
gilt rim, very fine and rare

400

40424

Equestrian event merit plaque of the Swiss Military Equestrian Federation to Lt.
Mylius on obtaining 8th place in the 3-day event (only 27 out of 50 finished the
course), gold plated, 56x85mm, with Olympic Rings above legend, with further
inscription on reverse, slight staining, rare

400

Royal Corinthian Yacht Club runners-up medal for the 6m Class at the 1936 Eliminating
Trials at Burnham-on-Crouch, 51mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings above legend on one
side, crown surrounded by wreath on the other, fine

100

40425

88
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40428ex1

40428ex2

40427

40426

40428ex3

The following three lots are awards won by Hans-Joachim Hannemann

800

Winner’s plaque awarded to Hans-Joachim Hannemann who won Bronze in the Men’s Eights
rowing in Berlin 1936, 28x16.5cm, bronze, showing a part of the river with
inscription, incl. original presentation case
40427

1937 Henley Regatta Grand Challenge Cup Prize Medal for Men’s Eights rowing, 47mm,
showing the cup and legend on one side and the other with “HENLEY / REGATTA /
ESTABLISHED / 1839” with floral surround, “1937” on edge, awarded to Hans-Joachim
Hannemann (Bronze medal winner in the Eights at the Berlin Games) of the
Rudergesellschaft Wiking Berlin rowing club, a very fine and rare medal

1’000

40428

1936-40 Trials / Intervening Championships: Collection of awards, medals and pins
awarded to Hans-Joachim Hannemann who won Bronze in the Men’s Eights rowing in Berlin
1936, incl. Berlin Regatta Association cast iron medal (3rd June 1934), standing
plaque (16-17 June 1934), ceramic medal (19-20 June 1937), Int. Rowing Regatta trophy
(25-26 June 1938) and WW2 1941 Rowing Regatta metal plaque; Schweriner Rowing Regatta
1934 wooden plaque; a 1237-1937 Berlin ceramic plaque; 1936 Berlin Games merit medal;
City of Berlin Olympic Games presentation medal; “Olympic Winners” pendant from the
Berlin Sports Club; 1937, 1939 and 1940 DRL / NSRL eagle and swastika pins; winner’s
diplomas from 1940-1944 (7); a “passport” from the Reichssportführer giving him time
for training and vacation before the Games (missing photo); Berlin “Freedom of the
City Passport” with photo for his accomplishments at the Games; five embroidered
badges with eagle and swastika; and a photo of the 1936 team signed by each of them; a
very fine collection (Est. €2’000/3’000)

Offer

40429

88

Winner’s Oak Wreath in the Berlin City Championship in the Olympic Year, 23cm, green
plastic oak wreath with acorns and red and white ribbons with legend

150

40430

88

Winner’s Oak Wreath in the Winter Indoor Gymnastics Championship in Solingen, April
1936, 23cm, green plastic oak wreath with acorns and red and white ribbons with legend

150

92
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40431

88

Winner’s Oak Wreath in the Artistic Gymnastics Championship in Essen, April 1936,
23cm, green plastic oak wreath with acorns and red and white ribbons with legend, plus
maker’s advertising card

150

40432

88

Winner’s Oak Wreath in the Saxony T. V. Vater Jahn Championship in 1936, 23cm, green
plastic oak wreath with acorns and red and white ribbons with legend

150

40433

www

Various Winner’s Oak Wreath ribbons for events in the Olympic Year, incl. Athletics in
Hülsede 19 July 1936, Saxony Gymnastics 22-28 Aug 1936, Klütberg Gymnastics 30 Aug
1936 and Naumburg Gymnastics 14 Jun 1936, all with red and white ribbons with legend

50

40434

94

Commemorative Plaque, 191x198mm, cast blackened iron, by Kurt Baer, Gleiwitz foundry,
showing aerial view of the stadium above Brandenburg Gate with flags on either side
and athletes marching in the centre

500

Olympic Motorcycling Tour to Berlin plaque, 48x72mm, gold plated with coloured enamel
depicting motorcycles in front of the Brandenburg Gate and Olympic Rings, with four
mounting holes (couple slightly knocked), fine and attractive appearance, scarce

300

40435

40436

94

1939 Hungarian Commemorative Plaque for their 1936 Torch Relay, 76x60mm, bronze,
showing eagle with Olympic torch flying over Hungarian landscape with legend on front
and “ATLETIKA KONGRESSZUS / PECSETT / 1939.VI.2”

200

40437

94

European Figure Skating Championships in Olympic Year plaque, 76x100mm, showing eagle
on Olympic Rings with legend below, fine

150

Field Hockey stick with label showing the printed autographs of the 1936 Indian Field
Hockey team who won Gold, stick inscribed “Made in Pakistan” therefore dated late ‘40s
or early ‘50s, an attractive souvenir

400

40438

40439

94

“Olympia-Spiele” dice board game, made by Hausser, instructions printed on lid, board
in very fine condition, a few missing pieces, in original box

100

40440

94

“Olympia-Spiele” dice board game, instructions printed on lid, board in very fine
condition, 5 lead playing pieces, in original box

100
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40441

40441

Estimate (e)

40446

Olympic Bell pin badge, 27x34mm, brown cardboard

100

40442

94

Olympic Rings Candelabra, 188x136mm, steel, with three candle holders on top of the rings

500

40443

94

Commemorative Cigarette Case, 95x80mm and 43mm high, silvered, with embossing on lid
showing Olympic bell and legend, wooden interior, plating is worn

300

40444

94

Letter opener, 186mm, brass, with Olympic Bell logo shaped handle and inscribed “INT.
REGATTA / 1936” on the blade, fine

150

40445

96

Olympic Bell “Junior” Pocket Torch, 32x60mm, silvered with black plastic top, showing bell with
eagle and “OLYMPIADE / 1936”, plus A4 advertisement for the torch in German, nice pair

140

American Team belt buckle, 31x38mm, silvered bronze, showing US shield bordered by
legend, some wear to plating on right hand side

120

40446
40447

94

Commemorative silver spoon, 155mm long, bowl with Olympic Rings suroounded by laurel
wreath, with the tip of the handle in the shape of an eagle, a bit of discolouration

100

40448

94

Commemorative lighter, 41x54mm, showing coloured Olympic rings above “OLYMPIA 1936,”
some colour missing

100

40449

96

Cigarette Box, 70x56mm, gold plated tin, top showing Biga above “1936” with laurel
branches at sides and bottom showing “1936” bodered by wreath, still with some
original paper seal.

80

40450

96

Ladies’ Compact, 64mm, silvered, showing Olympic bell above rings, complete with
powder cushion and mirror, a little wear and tear inside

60

40451

96

Ink blotter, with stainless steel top inscribed “II. NCR OLYMPICS / MAY-JUNE 1936”
with two sets of Olympic Rings, very fine, boxed

50

40452

40453

40452

Olympic Bell-shaped Savings Bank, 155mm tall, white porcelain, showing eagle with
Olympic Rings and Brandenburg Gate around sides, Olympic Games legend and date around
bottom, complete with chime and black wooden stand, very fine

200

40453

Olympic Bell-shaped Savings Bank, 117mm high, grey coloured ceramic, with “Hilfsfonds
für den Deutschen Sport” (Relief fund for German Sport), used to raise funds for the
Games, small chip on base, otherwise fine and scarce

150
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40454

96

40455

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

Commemorative porcelain bowl, 113mm diameter, 31mm high, by Hutschenreuther, yellow
interior, with Olympic legend on outside rim with gilt edges

150

40456

40455

Cup and saucer, in cobalt blue and gilt, with Games legend on outside and Olympic
Rings in front of Brandenburg Gate inside, maker’s mark crown over PM, very fine

150

40456

Olympic Bell bakelite cup, 85mm high, 65mm diameter, showing bell logo, underneath
with Games legend and maker’s mark, fine and scarce

160

40457

96

Model of the Reichssportfeld, stadium and competition grounds of the Olympic games,
300x210mm, Bakelite with raised design, contained in special presentation box with
plan on inside cover, though box is worn

100

40458

96

Leather Change Purse, showing coloured Olympic rings between “OLYMPIADE” “1936.”

100

40459

96

Leather Box, 78x53x32mm, brown leather with Berlin coat of arms above coloured Olympic
rings affixed on top, with lined interior and button closure.

80

40460

98

Row of 20 pennants with Olympic Rings taken from the Olympic Swimming Stadium, each
25x13cm, some soiling, scarce and unusual memorabilia

800

40461

98

Youth Courier hat, 265x103mm, white felt with coloured plastic Olympic rings, slight
discolouration

400

40462

96

Hanging tapestry depicting Berlin Cathedral with Olympic Games legend at top,
132x68cm, very fine

200

40463

98

Rug depicting the entrance to the Olympic stadium, 128x90cm, fine and attractive item
of memorabilia

200

40464

98

Greece National Olympic Committee patch, 78x135mm, blue and white shield with crown
above and “EEO”, fine and rare

150

40465

98

“Turmac” Olympic flag book, containing miniature silk flags of all the participating
nations, fine and attractive

100

40466

98

Pennant, 405x245mm, white linen with “BERLIN” above Olympic flame and rings and “19
36” either side, fine

40

40467

98

Handkerchief, 30x30cm, white with Olympic Rings in corners and flags of participating
nations around border, fine

40

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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1936 Berlin, Documents, Programmes, Tickets, etc.

40468

40469

40468

Official poster in Dutch, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset
printing, showing victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, several folds,
backed on linen, only 3000 printed

1’200

40469

Official poster in English, 63x101cm, designed by Franz Wuerbel, Berlin, offset
printing, showing victorious athlete over quadriga on Brandenburg Gate, several folds,
backed on card, 30cm tear at foot otherwise fine, also incl. official 1995 reprint by
the Atlanta Olympic Committee, 330x430mm, and official 1984 reprint by the IOC,
700x470mm

1’000
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40470

Leni Riefenstahl’s “Olympia” film poster for the 1938 documentary of the Berlin Games,
in French, 63x84cm, printed by L. F. De Vos, Antwerp, showing hammer athlete in front
of Olympic Stadium, some folds and backed by linen

40471

Austrian Olympic Fund poster, 305x460mm, advertising Olympic items for sale to raise
funds for the Austrian team at the 1936 Summer and Winter games, two folds with a
little sellotape reinforcement

40472

98

40473
40474

100

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

1’000

100

Time schedule poster, 58x47cm, double sided, giving the starting time of all the
events in the different stadiums, some soiling and a few pen marks, unusual

50

106

German Post Office flyer for the availability of Telegrams to the Olympic Games at a
reduced rate of 1RM, two punch holes at left

50

106

Certificate awarded to a member of the Gymnastics team in acknowledgement of their
success at the 1936 Olympic Games, and notification of the awarding of a gold pin by
the German Reichsbund, 298x420mm, in black and green with eagle below and oak leaves
surrounding inscription, dated 20 April 1938, one or two toned spots otherwise very fine
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The Extremely Rare Ticket Album

40475

102 &
104

The Berlin 1936 Olympic Committee large green album with fifty-three (53) large grey
specially printed album pages all held together by with three original brass screws.

12’000-15’000

The title page reads “SAMMELMAPPE DE AUSGEGEGEBENEN EINTRITTSKARTEN,
AUSWEISE UND ABZEICHEN / ORGANISATIONSKOMITEE FUR DIE XI. OLYMPIADE BERLIN
1936 E.V.” The following 32 pages show an extensive display of all the various tickets &
their combinations, incl. booklets of tickets for various different events, tickets for the
press, radio, opening day, plus an array of different passes & identity cards incl. the
Olympic Village, Identity Cards, Photo journalist identity card, Sales identity card, service
& head of service identity cards, operation identity card, suppliers identity card, etc., plus
additional pages 33 to 45 with some other odd tickets, photographs of the Organising
Committee, etc., while page 35 shows the content & configuration of the unique badge
album, which proves the connection the Ticket & Badge albums have (the Badge
album is also offered in this auction), a wonderful showpiece for the student & connoisseur
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The Extremely Rare Ticket Album with Extra Pages

40476

As per the previous lot but with extra tickets, incl. circular ticket for the Modern
Pentathlon in Döberitz, map showing the directions to the Participant’s congress,
tickets for the Youth Camp, Junior Athletics, training at the swimming stadium, the
Festival, Music Concerts, the Military Concert, the Dress Rehearsals, the Dietrich
Eckart and the “Frankenburger Würfelspiel” musicals, admission ticket for the Art
Festival, the Cycling training and admission tickets for the Handball and Football

15’000-20’000
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40477

Estimate (e)

Tickets: “American Olympic Tryouts” for Track & Field, held at Randall’s Island
Stadium, tickets for Working Press, Photographer, Radio, Official, Employee & Coach,
unusual, very fine & scarce (6)

200

106

Tickets: Los Angeles Railway - Weekly Pass - advertising the Western Tryouts for the
American Olympic Track & Field Team, very fine & scarce

60

F

40478

Cat. No.

40479

P

106

Tickets: Selection of nine different “Dauerkarte” (ticket booklets), some with only
the cover front of the booklets, fine & scarce

400

40480

F

106

Tickets: Selection of twenty-six various different Official tickets including Track &
Field (Leichtathletik) on the following dates - Aug. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, Riding,
Wrestling, Weightlifting, Polo, Gymnastics, Hockey, Handball, Baseball, Boxing,
Baskeball, Swimming, Cycling, Canoeing, Modern Pentathlon & Closing Ceremony etc.,
mixed to fine & scarce (26)

800

40481

F

106

Tickets: Selection of eighteen various different Official tickets including Track &
Field (Leichtathletik) on the following dates - Aug. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 9, Riding,
Wrestling, Polo, Gymnastics, Hockey, Handball, Baseball, Swimming, Cycling & Closing
Ceremony etc., mixed to fine & scarce (18)

500

40482

F

106

Tickets: Selection of sixteen various different Official tickets including Track &
Field (Leichtathletik) on the following dates - Aug. 5, 6, 7 & 9, Riding, Wrestling,
Polo, Swimming & Closing Ceremony etc., some duplication, mixed to fine & scarce (16)

500

40483

F

106

Tickets: Selection of thirteen various different Official tickets including Track &
Field (Leichtathletik) on the following dates - Aug. 5, 6, 7 & 9, Polo, Hockey,
Handball, Baseball, Swimming & Cycling etc., mixed to fine & scarce (13)

300

40484

F

106

Tickets: Selection of eight small format tickets for various events including Basketball,
Polo, Swimming & Handball etc., fine & scarce

300

40485

F

106

Tickets: Selection of four different small format tickets “Fussball-Spiel” - Aug. 5 Egypt
vs Austria, Aug.6 Great Britain vs China, two others dated Aug. 7 & 8, fine & scarce

200

40486

F

106

Tickets: Selection of four different small format tickets “Fussball-Spiel” - Aug. 5
Poland vs Hungary, three others dated Aug. 7 & 8, fine & scarce

200

40487

F

106

Tickets: Selection of seven Official Football tickets all in the Olympic Stadium on
the following dates - Aug. 10, 11, 13 & 15, fine & scarce (7)

200
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40488

F

106

Tickets: Selection of six Official Football tickets all in the Olympic Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 10, 11, 13 & 15, mixed to fine & scarce (6)

200

40489

F

106

Tickets: Selection of seven Official tickets for an array of different events, mixed
to fine & scarce (7)

200

40490

F

106

Tickets: Selection of seven Official tickets for an array of different events, mixed
to fine & scarce (7)

200

40491

F

106

Tickets: Selection of seven Official tickets for an array of different events, mixed
to fine & scarce (7)

200

40492

F

www

Tickets: Selection of eight Official tickets for an array of different events, mixed
to fine & scarce (8)

200

40493

F

106

Tickets: Selection of eight Official tickets for an array of different events, mixed
to fine & scarce (8)

200

40494

F

106

Tickets: Selection of eight Official tickets for an array of different events, mixed
to fine & scarce (6)

200

40495

F

106

Tickets: Selection of seven Official Hockey tickets all in the Hockey Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (7)

200

40496

F

108

Tickets: Selection of seven Official Hockey tickets all in the Hockey Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (7)

200

40497

F

108

Tickets: Selection of eight Official Track & Field (Leichtathletik) tickets all in the Olympic
Stadium on the following dates - Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (8)

200

40498

F

108

Tickets: Selection of eight Official Track & Field (Leichtathletik) tickets all in the Olympic
Stadium on the following dates - Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (8)

200

40499

F

108

Tickets: Selection of eight Official Track & Field (Leichtathletik) tickets all in the Olympic
Stadium on the following dates - Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (8)

200

40500

F

108

Tickets: Selection of eight Official Track & Field (Leichtathletik) tickets all in the Olympic
Stadium on the following dates - Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (8)

200

40501

F

108

Tickets: Selection of eight Official Track & Field (Leichtathletik) tickets all in the Olympic
Stadium on the following dates - Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (8)

200

40502

F

108

Tickets: Selection of eight Official Track & Field (Leichtathletik) tickets all in the Olympic
Stadium on the following dates - Aug. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (8)

200

40503

F

108

Tickets: Selection of three Official Boxing tickets all in the “Deutschlandhalle” on
the following dates - Aug. 10, 11, 12, mixed to fine & scarce (3)

150

40504

F

108

Tickets: Selection of five Official Swimming tickets all in the Swimmimg Stadium on
the following dates - Aug. 8, 9, 13, 14 & 15, mixed to fine & scarce (5)

150

40505

F

108

Tickets: Selection of four Official Rowing tickets all at the “Regattbahn Grünau” on
the following dates - Aug. 11, 12, 13 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (4)

150

40506

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Handball tickets all in the Olympic Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 12 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

100

40507

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Handball tickets all in the Olympic Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 12 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

100

40508

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Handball tickets all in the Olympic Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 12 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

100

40509

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Handball tickets all in the Olympic Stadium on the
following dates - Aug. 12 & 14, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

100

40510

F

108

Tickets: Selection of four Official Polo tickets all in the “Polo Feld” on the
following dates - Aug. 5, 6, 7 & 8, mixed to fine & scarce (4)

100
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40511

F

108

Tickets: Selection of three Official Gymnastics tickets on the following dates - Aug.
10, 11 & 12, mixed to fine & scarce (3)

100

40512

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Wrestling tickets all in the “Deutschlandhalle” on
the following dates - Aug. 8 & 9, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

80

40513

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Horse Riding tickets all at the “Reiterplatz” on
the following dates - Aug. 12 & 13, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

80

40514

F

108

Tickets: Selection of two Official Weightlifting tickets all at the “Deutschlandhalle”
on the following dates - Aug. 4 & 5, mixed to fine & scarce (2)

80

40515

F

108

Tickets: “Herakles” theatre event organised prior & during the games, showing
different type of tickets for the following dates June 14, Aug. 4, 7, 17, 18 & 19,
unusual & very scarce (6)

400

40516

F

108

Tickets: “Junioren-Wettkampte mint Konzert” on July 19, proof ticket, unusual, very
fine & scarce

400

40517

F

108

Tickets: “Junioren-Wettkampte mint Konzert” on July 19, proof ticket, unusual, very
fine & scarce

400

40518

F

110

Tickets: “Grosses Festspiel” small format, in the Olympic Stadium on July 30, Aug. 14
& 19, three ticket with red “Unverkäuflich” ovpt, unusual, very fine & scarce (6)

400

40519

F

110

Tickets: “Grosses Festspiel”, “Musik und Tanz der Völker” & “Berliner Sculjugend
singt und turnt” large format, in the Olympic Stadium on July 30, Aug. 9, 10, & 14,
unusual, very fine & scarce (4)

200

110

Ticket to a film viewing of the Games (for the first time the public could view the
events on TV), inscribed “Fernsehstelle der Deutschen Riechsport,” small stain

100

40520
40521

F

110

Tickets: Olympic Travel agent booklets with train tickets, one showing Canadian
Olympic Committee cachet, very fine & scarce (3)

200

40522

F

110

Tickets: Excursion ticket to the canoeing event, unusual & very scarce

200

40523

F

110

Identity Card: Official identity card issued by the Organizing Committee, fine & scarce

150

40524

F

110

Identity Card: Official identity card issued by the Organizing Committee, fine & scarce

150

40525

F

110

Identity Card: Official identity card issued by the Organizing Committee, fine & scarce

150

40526

110

International Sports Physicians Congress in Berlin ID card, July 27-31 1936, in
conjunction with the Olympic Games, fine and rare, plus a 1924 Laissez-Passer for the
same Doctor for travel into the French Occupied Zone, and three Olympic postcards sent
to him incl. Olympia Zeppelin flight

200

40527

110

Press ID card for the Men’s Rowing Single Sculls in Grünau, Aug. 14th 14:30, scarce

100

40528

www

40529

Album containing Olympic tickets (incl. booklets, press and honorary tickets, 55 items),
photos, postcards, Olympic Village access passes, official documents and invitations,
tourist brochures, etc., a wonderful and genuine collection formed at the time

4’000

Official Programmes from 2nd to the 9th August (8), leather bound with gold legend and
swastika on spine, some scores pencilled in.

40530

110

“Olympia Zeitung”, the German Olympic Committee newsletter, complete set of 1936
Garmisch Parternkirchen newspapers and complete bound set of 1936 Berlin newspapers

40531

112

BULGARIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE: Special 32 page booklet with instructions and information
pertaining to Torch Relay through Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary & on to
Germany, franked 30st pair tied on front of booklet with BULGARIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
cachet in blue alongside, an important & extremely rare showpiece

40532

112

“The IOC and the Modern Olympic Games” produced by the German Olympic Committee,
147x209mm, 16 pages, German text, light green cover, date stamp and signature on front
otherwise fine
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40533

112

“Olympic Games Past and Present” by Dr. Carl Diem, 146x209mm, 20 pages, German text,
beige softback cover with title “Die Olympischen Spiele in Altertum un Gegenwart” and
Olympic bell below, very good condition apart from a small amount of rust staining by
the staples

100

40534

112

“Olympische Verknüpfung” by Carl Diem, produced by the German Olympic Committee,
130x179, 23 pages, German text, green softback cover

100

40535

112

“Olympia Neuer Zeit” by Carl Diem, produced by the German Olympic Committee,
127x180mm, 12 pages, German text, light green softback cover, fine

80

40536

112

Fundamental Principles of Physical Education by Carl Diem (“Grundsätze der
Körpererziehung”), published by the Organising Committee, 72 pages, in English,
French and German, cover slightly soiled, fine

80

40537

112

Invitation for the official reception for guests of honour (6 Aug) in the name of
Goering and Goebbels, 566x195mm, front cover with eagle on swastika, fine

300

40538

112

Invitation to the Olympic Games “Sommerfest” (15 Aug) in the name of Dr. Goebbels,
620x220mm, front cover showing the island of Pfaueninsel (the location), back cover
with personal photographs affixed, some foxing, unusual

120

40539

112

“Olympia-heft” set of small magazines, numbered 1-26, with one for each event,
in slipcase

40540

www

40541

50

German travel guides and brochures of regions and cities, incl. North West Germany,
Palatinate, Saxony, Thuringia, Baden, Munich, Berlin, Cologne, etc., all with red
Games legend printed on inside cover, mainly German text. (24)

400

112

Advertising brochures with programme summaries in 13 different languages, 100x228mm,
green paper which folds out, with English, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, French,
Spanish, Danish, Finnish, Polish, Serbian, Swedish, German and Japanese editions, all
good condition apart from German edition. (13)

320

40542

112

Olympic Village Menus, 13th, 14th & 17th Aug., Spanish text, one showing Bremen town
hall and market place (punch holes), one with the Weighing house and one showing the
statue of Roland, good condition.

220

40543

114

Olympic dinner menu for a meal hosted by the Organising Committee on 31st July 1936,
plus a booklet with the guests and seating plan of the dinner, menu with vert. bend, scarce

100

AUTOGRAPH: Jesse Owens signed Dominican Republic stamp depicting him, affixed to card,
an Olympic legend who won 4 Gold medals in the 1936 Games, scarce and unusual

100

40544
40545

114

AUTOGRAPHS of the Swiss Field Hockey team at the Games, 22 signatures on a 29.4x22.4cm
piece of paper

40546

114

Group of 8 items incl. Opening Ceremony programme, “Olympia” brochure with info and
pictures about the Games, fold-out “Zeitplan” (map), Agfa spinning timetable, 1936
Dresden Olympic Stamp Show programme (with Olympic 12+6pf and 3+2pf tied by special
cds on first page), a small info booklet by the Müglen-Wermsdorfer Bank, a ticket to
a film viewing of the Games (for the first time the public could view the events on
TV), and a ticket for a reception dinner for the Swiss participants
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Group of memorabilia incl. Polo ticket (6th Aug) used with large part of stub intact,
official brochure in German, Lufthansa flight plan, and Agfa spinning timetable, nice
group

80

1936 Berlin, Postcards & Photographs

40548

F

40549

F

114

Attractive collection/accumulation of 160+ official postcards showing scenes of the
stadium, opening ceremony, the Bell, some events & medal ceremonies etc., mostly
unused, some with Olympic franking with special cancels, mixed to very fine (160+)

500

40550

F

114

Photographs: Hauf Film attractive selection of 42 enlarged photographs showing the
opening ceremony and an array of other events including football, hockey, polo, track
& field, cycling, gymnastics, horse jumping, swimming, diving, water polo, canoeing,
boxing etc., plus 20 other photos, mixed to very fine

500

40551

F

114

3D Postcards with glasses, four postcards depicting the stadium, all with Olympic
frankings and special Olympic Stadium cds and machine cancel, very fine and
very unusual

Extensive & valuable assembly of more than 550 illustrated unused & used postcards,
showing scenes of the stadium before the games, images of the construction, Zeppelin
over Berlin, the Bell, lighting of the Olympic flame, a variety of different events and much
more, many of the cards are used with Olympic franking and tied by official Bell cancels
etc., a truely amazing assembly, an excellent basis for study & expansion (550+)

3’000-4’000

50
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Original 16mm Leni Riefenstahl film of a diving event at the Games, inscribed
“Turmspringen Olympia 1936” on side, housed in a gold and red cardboard slip case,
with A4 flyer about the video, scarce

300

200

40553

114

Original photos in their original packs of 12, with series 6-8 and 11-13

40554

114

3 Photo Albums (one empty), 110x80mm, paper cover, showing the Brandenburg Gate,
Olympic rings and Olympic legend on front cover, with 17 photos of the games, albums
in mixed condition but the photos are good.

50

40555

116

Olympia Military Hospital, Olympic Village, fold-out set of 12 pictures depicting the Olympic
Village in its new role as military hospital from August 1937, very fine and unusual

50

40556

116

“Deutscher Sport Vorschau auf 1936” (German Sport Preview of 1936), 92 pages, HB,
ciagrette card style album (complete), very fine

40

40557

F

116

Photographs: Wolf & Tritschier attractive selection of 52 enlarged photographs showing
the closing ceramony and an array of other events including polo, basketball, hockey,
track & field, gymnastics, horse riding, swimming, diving, fencing, rowing, boxing
etc., mixed to very fine

400

40558

F

116

Photographs: Press photos, attractive selection of 70+ enlarged photographs showing
the torch relay and an array of other events including polo & water polo, track &
field, gymnastics, horse jumping, swimming, cycling, diving, rowing, boxing &
wrestling etc., mixed to very fine (70+)

400

40559

F

www

40560

F

116

Postcards: Large accumulation 100s of mostly unused postcards ordered by printer
including Andres, Ashelm, Awez, Baur, Bayer, Bemberg, Berg, Bettenhausen, DFW, Dreyer,
Dullien, EMB, Eckert, Geyer, Heep, Hinsch, Hoffmann, Hugel, IWB, Kern, Klement,Klinke,
Köfer, Lichte, Lissner, Reichssportsverlag with & without number, Stengel, Trinks,
Wehrmacht etc., some used with Olympic franking & cancels, mixed ton very fine (100’s)

1’500

Postcards: Attractive selection of 76 picture postcards, mostly colourful cards
depicting images that were also posters incl. the Official card of the games, plus
others showing the torch relay, flags of Olympic participants, stadium, Olympic
village, plus an array of artist impressions of various events, many used some with
Olympic frankings & cancels, mixed to very fine, a scarce assembly (76)

800

Kiel Opening and Closing ceremony ribbons, 31x93mm, silk, showing two yachts above
Olympic Rings and Games legend; Opening Ceremony ribbon in peach & green (soiled),
pale blue & blue and white and red; Closing Ceremony ribbon in pale blue & blue (small
amount of foxing), scarce (4)

300

1936 Berlin, Kiel

40561
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40562

F

116

Tickets: Official ticket for the Sailing at “Kieler Förde” -Aug. 6, very fine & scarce

200

40563

F

120

Cancels: Attractive assembly of 100+ covers, postal stationery unused & used,
postcards, all showing a fine array of special Kiel Olympic cancels, slogan pmks etc.,
a wonderful lots for the student, an excellent basis for expansion (100+)

600

1936 Berlin, Basic Issue

40564

25+15pf Rowing photographic essay in black, mock up mounted on perforated background &
affixed to light grey official card with the embossed seal “Reichsdruckerei Direction”
& green boxed control handstamp with manuscript numbering & date, very fine &
extremely rare, possibly unique, ex Jonker

3’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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The Unique Torchbearer Complete Unopened Coil Roll of 300

40565

CC

1936 Olympic Torchbearer 12pf + 6pf carmine-red, complete unopened coil roll of 300
stamps with approx. 30 coil joins, showing lead strip with imprinted and manuscript
information: “Olympiamarken 300 Stück zu 12 + 6 Rpf / (ms “25./6. 36”) Wert: 54
RM (ms “14909”)”“Schlußstreifen zu 4 Marken=blättchen” (handstamped number
& signature)
Note: The German Post office made the coil by cutting sheets into strips of ten, and
then connecting the strips by coil joins or tabs on the reverse, these coils were made
especially for vending machines.
An important item for the Berlin Olympic connoisseur & major rarity

118
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40566

CC C

40567

F

40568

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

1936 Olympic Football 6pf + 4pf green, mint coil strip of eleven showing coil join,
fresh, very fine and extremely rare

800

120

Two covers with 1936 Olympic essay depicting a footballer (one in red and one in
green) tied alongside the issued stamp depicting the footballer, with charge hs and ms
applied and red crayon denoting the invalid use, very unusual pair

100

CC H

120

1936 Olympic Games mini sheets (Mi. Block 5 & 6) in both mint nh and used, fine to very fine

40569

CC

120

1936 Olympic booklets, both variants, complete, very fine and scarce (Mi.42.1 & 42.2, €1’200)

200

40570

F

120

1936 (May 8) Envelope with Summer Games set of 8 sent the day before the official
issue date, tied by “HALLE (SAALE)” cds, very fine

200

40571

F

120

1936 Olympics set of 8 tied to sheet of A4 with Torch Relay heading, all tied by
Dresden 31.7.36 cds, very fine

40572

F

120

Organizing Committee: Swedish Committee envelope used internally within Sweden,
unusual & scarce

50

80
150

1936 Berlin, Special Postmarks
40573

F

120

Torch Relay: Five covers or cards from Austria each with Wien torch relay cachet, plus
17 covers & cards with Austria solgan pmks to raise money for the Games by selling
lottery tickets, a fine group

300

40574

F

120

1936 Olympic set tied by Deutsch-Amerikanische Seepost cds, with matching registration
label and vignette “From overseas via Bremen to the Olympic Games”, very attractive
and scarce

200

40575

F

120

Set of two miniature sheets cancelled on registered covers with Berlin Internationales
Sportstudenten-Lager registered labels, very fine

150

40576

F

120

Set of two miniature sheets cancelled on registered covers with Berlin Olympia-Stadion
registered labels, very fine

150

40577

F

120

Set of two miniature sheets cancelled on large registered covers with Berlin
Olympia-Schwimmstadion registered labels, very fine

150

40578

F

120

Set of two miniature sheets cancelled on registered covers with Berlin Olympia-Stadion
(Presse) registered labels, very fine

150

40579

F

122

Set of two miniature sheets cancelled on registered covers with Berlin
Olympia-Reiterplatz registered labels, very fine

150

40580

F

122

Set of two miniature sheets cancelled on registered covers with Berlin-Grünau
Regattabahn registered labels, very fine

150

40581

F

122

Two 1936 Olympiafahrt Hindenburg Zeppelin covers, one with violet and one with red
(scarce) special cachets, fine

100

40582

F

www

Two Austria Torch Relay cards, one with 3+2g tied by special cachet on poster
postcard, and one with 3g tied by special cachet on card depicting German 1936 Olympic
torch relay stamp, minor soiling

50

40583

DFE

122

Front of German Organisation Committee envelope with special Olympic meter mark, some
folds, very scarce

50

Four “OLYMPIC GAMES BERLIN 1936” envelopes with Germany OG stamps tied by
“BERLIN OLYMPIA-STADION” cds, each with card “Posted by the XLCR Representative
at the Stadium”

80

40584

www
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40585

F

122

A stunning assembly of Zeppelin mail with a vast array of Hindenburg Olympia flights
with the special cachets, many with Olympic franking including miniature sheets,
complete sets, booklet panes, plus much more, also an assembly Lakehurst
Trans-Atlantic flights, a wonderful basis for study and expansion into an exhibit
collection (100+ flights covers or cards, 29 postcards & some modern Zeppelin cancels)

1’500

40586

F DFE

122

Olympic Bell cancel: Attractive and valuable assembly of covers, fronts & fragments
all showing the attractive special Bell Olympic cancel, incl. some rare registered
usages from Olympia-Stadion, Regattabahn, Olympia-Preshauptquartier,
Olympia-Reiterplatz, Olympisches Dorf mixed to very fine (100+ covers, fronts & cards,
plus 80+ fragments)

1’500

40587

F DFE

122

Special Olympic machine town cancels in red: Attractive selections covers, fronts &
fragments with an array of different machine cancels, incl. Berlin C, Berlin NW,
Berlin W, Berlin SW, Berlin-Lichtenberg, Bremen, Bochum, Charlottenburg 1,
Charlottenburg 2, Schöneburg etc., plus much more, mixed to very fine (36+ covers,
fronts & cards, plus nine fragments)

1’000

40588

F DFE

122

Special Olympic machine town cancels: Attractive collection of 160+ covers, fronts &
cards all showing Olympic rings duplex from many different towns incl. Achen to
Zittau, plus an extensive array of Berlin & Berlin area cancels, mixed to very fine
(160+ covers, fronts & cards, plus some fragments)

600

40589

F DFE

124

Olympic Bell Roller cancel: Attractive selections of 12 covers, fronts & fragments all
showing the attractive roller cancel, mixed to very fine (15+ covers, fronts & cards,
plus one fragments)

300

40590

F

124

Cancels: Olympic Village “Olympisches Dorf” specialised selection of covers with the
special cancels, registered labels & printed envelopes, plus many other Bell cancels,
also later sports cancels 1937-53 etc., all housed in attractive ring binder, mixed to
very fine

600

40591

F

124

Attractive assembly of 66 items with special cancels on cards & postal stationery,
including meter mkgs, duplex mkgs, stamp exhibitions & other fairs cancels, mixed to
very fine (66)

400

40592

F

124

REGISTERED LABELS: Group of 8 covers with various Olympic registered labels incl.
Press Quarters, Olympic Village, Stadium (Presse), Grünau Regatta, Swimming Stadium,
Heerstrasse and Deutschlandhalle, all with matching special Olympic cancels, very fine

200

124

Torch Relay: Selection of 14 covers & cards mostly from Greece, some bearing the
popular Torch Relay cancels from Olympia, plus a few picture postcardsmixed to very
fine, a scarce assembly printed by the Austrian Olympic Fund, showing an array of
Olympic frankings & Official special cancels, very fine

300

124

Three registered covers with Olympic franking & tied by Stadion, Regattabahn &
Reiterplatz Bell cancels, each with special Olympic registered label, very fine & scarce

200

40593

40594

F

1936 Berlin, Basic Issue Group Lots
40595

CC F

124

Group of 68 covers/cards, mostly used, incl. envelopes, postal stationery, Olympic
picture postcards, with a variety of special Olympic machine and circular cancels,
registered covers with Olympic reg’n labels, 3 Hindenburg Zeppelin covers, Austria
Olympic Funds covers, two post office receipts with special Olympic cds (Kiel and
Stadium), a complete stamp booklet (Mi.42.2, €200), etc. (Est. € 200/300)

Offer

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
Lots marked ”www” are illustrated only on our website
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F

40597

F
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Specialised collection / accumulation of mint sets, booklet panes, mint & used
miniature sheets with special Olympic Bell cancels, plus a fine array of registered
covers with Olympic franking showing array of different registered labels incl. Berlin
Olympia-Pressehauptquatier, Berlin Olympisches Dorf, Berlin Internationales
Sportstudenten-Lager, Berlin Olympialager Heerstrasse, Berlin Olympia-Stadion
(Presse), Berlin Olympia Schwimmstadion etc., mixed to very fine, a scarce assembly
www

1’000

Four envelopes with 1936 Olympic frankings incl. two with singles taken from the
min.sheet with margins still attached, other two with set of 8 between them tied by
Olympic Stadium cds

60

40598

124

Group of 29 covers/cards (plus one front), showing a range of the special cancels
incl. Stadium, Press, Kiel, Kanulager, Grünau, Int. Student Sports, etc., incl.
Olympic Flight cover with poster vignette (not tied), Reichs Barten Schau in Dresden
card with meter mark, Czech postal stationery with mixed Czech and German franking
tied by special stadium cds, etc., nice group

100

40599

124

Group of 28 covers/cards incl. 3 diff. Austria Olympic Funds machine cancels, 5 used
Dresden Olympic Stamp Show cards (one with special meter franking), two Hindenburg
Zeppelin Olympia Flight cards (one on Olympic pc), with official postcards, postal
stationery, a range of cancels incl. Olympic Village, Stadium, Canoe Camp, Mobil P.O.
and Kiel machine cancel, two with Torch Relay cachets, etc.

200

40600

124

Postcards: Selection of 14 postcards printed by the Austrian Olympic Fund, showing an
array of Olympic frankings & Official special cancels, very fine

200

124

Group of five cards incl. Official postal stationery sent from the stadium with
Stadium cancel redirected to Denmark and franked with 8ö postages dues, two Dutch
Olympic postcards sent from the Games to the Dutch Indies with Stadium cancels, unused
Official post. stat. with Olympic Village cancel, and used card from Olympic stamp
expo in Dresden, fine group

40601

F
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50

123

123

40589ex1

40601ex1
40594ex1

40595ex1
40602
40590

40598x

40591ex1

40599ex1
40603

40592ex1
40604

40593ex1
124

40600ex1

40605
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1936 Berlin, Vignettes
40602

F

40603

CC C J 124

40604

F

40605

F

40606

F

124

Official vignette neatly tied on envelope from India with 9p franking, paying the book
post rate, unusual & scarce usage of the vignette

100

Argentinian Olympic Committee 10c vignette in an amazing block of 25, which would have
been used to make up booklets, some stains & defects, an extremely rare multiple (Du
Bois No. 27)

500

124

Argentina booklet with 50 examples of the 10c Tax stamp to raise money for the
Argentinian Olympic committee, very fine and a very rare booklet

600

124

Argentina vignette cancelled BUENOS AIRES 21 MAY 35 on inland cover to Corrientes,
backflap faults, rare

150

Chile: “XI / Juegos Olimpicos / Berlin / 1936” printed advertising envelope (for Hotel
Schild) to Germany with official vignette in Spanish, unusual & very scarce

300

1936-1940 Intervening Championships
40607

CC C J 126

1936 Barcelona “Olimpiada Popular 19-26 De Juliol 1936” 10c vignette, in mint sheet of
25. These vignettes were used to raise money; few small faults, a rare label &
extremely rare in a sheet (Comex 49)

1’500

40608

CC C J 126

1936 Barcelona “Olimpiada Popular 22-26 De Juliol 1936” 10c vignette, in mint sheet of
25. These vignettes were used to raise money; few small faults, a rare label &
extremely rare in a sheet (Comex 50)

1’500

40609

40610

40609

People’s Olympiad in Barcelona 1936 pin, 16x19mm, broze with enamel, showing European,
African and Asian athletes holding a single flag. The Republicans in Spain planned on
holding an international People’s Olympiad 2 weeks before Berlin in protest of the
Nazi racist ideas. The begining coincided with the outbreak of Spanish Civil War and
the games were cancelled.

50

40610

1936 British Olympic Championship at the Battersea Weightlifting Club: Silvered medal
awarded to J. A. Hayes, runner up in the bantam-weight class, legend on one side,
image of a weight lifter on the other, fine

30
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125

125

40620ex1

40607
40626

40623

40608

40624

40617
126

40627

40629
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40612

F

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

1937 3rd Worker’s Olympiad (Arbeiters Olympiade) in Antwerp. 1st Place medal awarded
to J. Van den Bleeke showing man with wreath crown and legend on other side, plus two
badges with the Games logo (one in French and one in German)

100

1938 WORLD CUP: “Coupe du Monde 1938” postcard by Joë Bridge sent from France, with
reverse signed by the Swiss football team, with ms “Greetings from the Swiss Team” (in
French), very fine and rare football memorabilia

750
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127
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40613

1938 Helms Foundation in Los Angeles, Recognition medal, 57mm, bronze, showing Discus
thrower with legend on front and inscription above the Olympic rings on reverse,
awarded to Ivor B. Thomas for “Noteworthy Contributions to International Lawn Bowling”

70

40614

Helms Athletic Foundation commemorative medallion, 86x59mm, silvered iron, “Presented
to distinguished sportsmen and athletic leaders,” showing foundation logo with legend
on one side, the other with Helms Hall, very fine

50

40615

St. Moritz Ice Hockey badge, 25mm, silvered metal by Paul Kramer, with “1918-1938”
above Ice Hockey player and “St. MORITZ,” very fine

40

www

1939 BALKAN GAMES: 1939 (Oct 8) Pair of covers with Games vignette on each, one with
1939 Balkan Games 8D and 50L pair and other with 3D & 6D, fine pair

50

126

1939 FIS World Championships and Olympic Tryouts in Berlin, New Hampshire, 25th-26th
Feb., official programme, 210x274mm, some scores pencilled in inside, also an official
leaflet, 83x154mm, both good condition (2)

150

40616
40617

128

F
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40618

Estimate (e)

40619

40618

1939 Military Olympiad, Santiago, gilt medal showing robed female holding wreath
crown, reverse with legend, very fine

40619

1939 8th International University Games in Monaco. Czechoslovakian Official’s badge,
28x17mm, gold plated, showing 5 rings with centre ring forming an 8, inscribed
“OFFICIEL” below, with red and white ribbon inscribed with the country name, fine

100
80

1940 Garmisch-Parternkirchen (Cancelled)
40620

F

126

1940 & 1941 Garmisch-Partenkirchen Sport Week, three cards with franking tied by
different pictorial cancels, incl. one for the picture postcard for the cancelled 1940
Summer and Winter Games, fine

40621

100

40622

40621

Commemorative badges (3), 31x40mm, showing legend at top and bottom, national flags a
sides, and Olympic Rings above Garmisch-Partenkirchen coat of arms in front of
mountains, in bronze, silver and gold, fine

50

40622

USA Ski Team fund raising badge, 37mm, plastic, with legend above “1939” and USA
shield, very fine

40

1940 Tokyo (Cancelled)
40623
40624

F

126

Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen voyage brochure, incl. advert for travel to the Tokyo
Games, fine

126

Olympic postcard depicting Olympic Rings and laurel leaf with “Happy New Year” in
English and Japanese, franked with 1937-45 2s and 3s, very fine and scarce
Olympic Games / June 14, 2013

40
100

129
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1940 Helsinki (Cancelled)

40625

Official poster in Danish, 70x104cm, lithograph, designed by Ilmari Sysimesto, printed
by Tilgman, showing large figure of Paulo Nurmi in front of globe, very fine

1’200

40626

126

“Finlandia News Service”, edited by N. J. J. Leppo, nos. 1-4 in French (with punch
holes) and nos. 8 & 9 in English (damaged around edges, no. 8 dup.), from Nov. 1938 to
July 1940 (7)

260

40627

126

Modern Pentathlon rules and regulations booklet produced by the Organising Committee,
English text, very fine

100

40628

40628

130

40630

Commemorative badge, 25x35mm, brass, showing Olympic flame above globe, rings and
legend, with screw-back, some spots
Olympic Games / June 14, 2013
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40629

126

Commemorative knife with wooden handle and leather sheath, with 1940 Olympics sticker
on handle (partially worn away), 32cm long, unusual

150

40630

130

Commemorative English belt buckle, 32x34, showing Olympic flag over “HELSINKI,” fine

100

40631

132

Scarf, 63x63cm, cream with red and blue design showing scenes from Lapland with
Olympic Rings in the corners, very fine and rare

120

40632

132

Scarf, 75x73cm, multicolour, with border showing flags of participating nations above
views of Helsinki, Olympic Rings and “1940” in the corners, a few light stains

120

40633

132

Scarf, 70x70cm, cream with red, blue and green design showing men and women holding
the Olympic Rings around the border, very fine and rare

120

40634

132

Handkerchief, 33x39cm, multicoloured, showing map of Finland surrounded by
illustrations of places of interest, incl. the Olympic stadium, Olympic parade dated
1940, etc., Olympic Rings in corner, patches of discolouration

50

40635

Scarf, 60x55cm, cream with blue Finnish flag and “1940”, very fine and rare

50

40636

Olympic Logo Colour Print Design, 160x77mm, showing handpainted 2 sets of Olympic
rings with laurel branch and year, pencil note in Finnish on back says “Give back to
printer,” unique

400

Official envelope (with Games inscription at foot and Olympic Rings and official
circular vignette on reverse) with “XII OLYMPIA 1940” meter franking, very fine
and scarce

500

Olympics illustrated envelope depicting the stadium on the obverse, sent to Germany
with franking tied by Helsinki machine cancel, A. Rubanowitsch advertising at foot,
very fine

150

40637

F

40638

F

132
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40644
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40631

40639
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40632

40640

40648x

40633

40641ex1

40634
132

40641ex2

40650

40651ex1
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40639

F

132

Olympic continuous machine cancel tying 1 1/2ö to commercial envelope, very fine

100

40640

F

132

Olympic continuous machine cancel tying 2ö to envelope, with “Die Olympiad 1940 nach
Finland!” vignette below, very fine

100

40641

F

132

1939 (Nov 18) Envelope to Helsinki with special Olympic machine cancel on reverse,
censored by the Finnish Secret Service with several censor hs on the obverse, some
peripheral faults, an interesting cover

40642

F

www

Cancels: Selection of machine roller cancels on five covers, plus some printed
envelopes all related to the Games, mixed to fine (15)

150

40643

C F

www

Assembly of vignettes in different languages & a few postcards, mixed to fine (6
postcards & 8 vignettes)

120

40644

F

132

1940 Riga code A Olympic machine cancel tying 10s to 10s postal stationery card, with
inscription “AUX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1940 VIA LA LETTONIE”, censor hs, scarce

100

40645

F

132

1940 Riga code A Olympic machine cancel tying 20s to post card, with inscription “AUX
JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1940 VIA LA LETTONIE”, censor hs, scarce

100

50

1940-1944 Intervening Championships

40646

1941 “SS-UND POLIZEI / SPORT- / GEMEINSCHAFT / NIEDERLANDE / 19-21 SEPTEMBER 1941 /
OLYMPIA STADION / AMSTERDAM” poster for the SS and Police Athletics Championship in
the Netherlands, 90x120cm, backed on linen, attractive and rare
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40647

1941 Dutch Athletics Competition at Werve. First Place Prize medal for High Jump,
40mm, gold plated, showing Olympic flame over the rings with laurel branch at right,
bordered by Olympic motto on front and inscription on reverse

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

60

1944 Polish P.O.W. Camps
40648

H DCE

40649

DCE

40650

F

132

Woldenberg & Gross-Born P.O.W. Camp issues: Selection incl. Woldenberg 5 brown tied on
piece by Olympic flag cancel, 10 red used (4) and unused (2) singles, tied on embossed
mini sheet with Olympic flag cancel (small tear), tied on embossed mini sheet by red
cross cancel (lifted and hinged, signed Korszen), and Gross-Born 10 grey card with
Olympic flag illustration and unused 10r red-brown card, fine (Est. €300/500)

Offer

1944 Wollenberg & Gross-Born Poland POW Camp issue, in dark green, brown, dark blue
and violet, very fine (4)

200

132

1944 Wollenberg & Gross-Born Poland POW Camp postcard with “ROK OLIMPIJSKI” with
Olympic rings hs and censor hs, very fine

100

132

Group of three covers, one Olympic Jubilee official postcard with special cachet and
multiple franking, one envelope with the stamp set and the cachet, and one commercial
envelope with the 30c, very fine

50

40652

136

1944 Helms Athletic Foundation award certificate for the “1944 Mythical United States
Olympic Team,” as chosen by the Southern California Track & Field Writers Association,
with a list of the competitors chosen for each event, and a gold coloured embossed
logo in the shape of a medal, minor toning around edges otherwise fine

50

40653

136

Commemorative stick-pins attached to part of shop advertising card, 25 in total, each
22x11mm, gold plated, showing rings over palm branch with legend on reverse

700

1944 Jubilee
40651

134

F
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40654

Estimate (e)

40655

40654

Olympic Oath medal, 49mm, bronze, showing saluting athlete with the Olympic Rings and
Oath (in French) underneath, blank reverse, very fine

50

40655

1946 Geneva Games, 50th Anniversary of the Modern Olympiad. Commemorative medal, 28mm,
bronze, showing dove above legend on one side and Olympic rings between laurel sprig
and broken sword

40

1948 London
40656

136

Official Report, English text, 224x292mm, HB, 580pp, light wear to cover otherwise
very fine

40657

40658

200

40659

40657

Participation medal die trial, 50mm, bronzed, showing the quadriga on one side and a
blank reverse, some spots of abrasion

120

40658

Danish Team stick-pin, 18mm, silver, showing Olympic rings above “1948” bordered
by wreath, toned

60

40659

Czech Equestrian team qualification stick-pin, 12x14mm, gilt, horse-shoe shaped
showing horse jumping fence, with “BRATISLAVA 5-6.VI.1948” around border and Olympic
Rings at bottom, fine

40

40660

136

“The Bob Mathias Story” film poster, 71x55cm, a 1954 film by Francis Lyon about an
athlete who won gold in the Decathlon at the 1948 and 1952 Games, showing him and his
wife (who played themselves in the film), several folds and some creasing

200

40661

136

Ovomaltine posters from 1948 (in German), 1952 (in French) and 1960 (in Italian),
49x70cm, each with black and white images taken from the corresponding Games with
captions, fine

120

40662

136

Pennant, 19x10cm, felt, showing Games logo above Olympic Rings, very fine

50

40663

136

Spoon, 116mm, silvered with Games logo at the top, very fine

30
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40661

40663
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40662
136

40664
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40664

F

136

Tickets: Seven Athletics tickets for different days in special blue folder, mixed
to fine (7)

200

40665

F

136

Tickets: Eight Athletics tickets for different days in special blue folder, mixed
to fine (8)

200

40666

138

Wrestling: Booklet “Series Tickets” with six tickets all with different dates, July
30 to August 6, scarce

150

40667

138

Athletics: Booklet “Series Tickets” with eight tickets all with different dates, July
30 to August 7, scarce

150

40668

F

138

“Olympic Games 1948 / July 29 Wembley Aug 14” meter mark on envelope, very fine

50

40669

F

138

Finnish Olympic machine cancel with inscription “MUISTAKAA / OLYMPIAKERAYSTA”
(Finnish) and “KOM IHAG / OLYMPIANSAMLINGEN” (Swedish) on commercial envelope,
reduced at right and missing the stamp, still good example of this scarce cancel

50

40670

F

www

Group of 20 covers/cards with GB 1948 Olmpics frankings, with 11 USED DURING THE
GAMES incl. one on the day of the opening ceremony, four with Wembley Olympic
machine cancels and one with a Swiss Winter Olympics mixed franking, fine group

200

138

TORCH RELAY: 1948 Greek souvenir torch relay card with two stamps tied by Olympia
cancels used on different days, July 11th & July 16th, fine

200

Iceland Olympic vignette imperf. punched Specimen by Waterlow & Sons, plus normal to
compare, unusual & rare

150

1952 Olympic Stamp Exhibition: Group including two covers with Philatelic Exhibition
meter markings, plus Committee letter, all with vignettes, plus specialised collection
on stockpages with special cancels on commemorative covers & cards, etc., lot also
includes Norwegian cover with special meter marking, a great lot

300

Tickets: Three tickets different events, including Ice Hockey match Sweden vs
Czechoslovakia, mixed to very fine (3)

100

Organising Committee envelope with the 1952 Winter Olympics set in blocks of four tied
by a special Olympic cds, very fine and attractive showpiece

600

40671

40672

A

1952 Oslo
40673

CC C F 138

40674

F

40675

F

138
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40676
40666

40677

40667
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40678ex1

40673ex3
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40676

F

138

Official Vignette in blue on cover to Sweden with Norway 30ö tied by Olympic roller
canceller, fine & scarce usage of the vignette

40677

F

138

1951 Envelope sent to Germany with 1951 Winter Olympic 55+20öre tied by special
Winter Games machine cancel with Olympic Rings, very fine

50

40678

F

138

Two FDCs, one with set on illustrated envelope tied by Oslo special Olympic continuous
machine cancel, other with Holmenkollbakken illustration and set tied by H’bakken cds,
very fine pair

50

40679

C F

www

100

Assembly of vignettes, postcards, Official issued stamps in blocks of four & some
cancels on fragments & covers, mixed to fine

120

1952 Helsinki

40680

40681

40682

40680

Participation medal in original box, 54mm, excellent condition

40681

Miniature Finnish Olympic Merit Medal, 17mm, silver with a blue and white striped ribbon

60

40682

Torchbearer’s Plaque, 40x70mm, bronze, showing Olympic rings above radiant flame
and legend.

80

120

40683

138

Commemorative Flashlight, 67x119mm, silvered, in colour, showing scenes of the Olympic
stadium and scenic view of Helsinki, light wear

60

40684

140

Pennants for the Summer and Winter Games, 21x13cm or 21x11cm, Summer Games showing
stadium, Olympic Rings and legend, Winter showing downhill skier, Olympic Rings and legend

50

40685

140

Official Report, Finnish text, 224x295mm, HB, 767pp, light wear to cover, otherwise fine

200

40686

140

Official Identity Card for Eino Järvinen a cycling official, fine & scarce

200
400

40687

F

140

Tickets: Twenty-Three tickets for an array of different events on an array of
different days, including Football, Discus, Basketball, Cycling, Horse Jumping,
Gymnastics & Swimming, mixed to very fine (23)

40688

F

140

Illustrated envelope depicting stadium and torch runner with 25m definitive tied by
special Olympic machine cancel, very fine

50

40689

F

140

1956 Advertising envelope for Karhu Myynti Oy Försäljning Ab of Helsinki, cancelled
by the company’s slogan machine cancel with Olympic rings, fine

40
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40684ex1
40687ex1
40695

40684ex2

40688

40696

40689

40698
40691

40685

40686
140

40694

40699
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40690

F

www

40691

F

140

40692

www

40693

P

40694

P

140

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

Assembly of postcards & covers many with special cancels & some on Official
stationery, mixed to fine (38)

300

Group of 7 covers/cards, incl. Olympic 1.8.52 machine cancel on official postcard,
special Olympic cds on official postcard, Hameenlinna Olympic cds on official
postcard, special Olympic cds tying Olympic set on Scandinavia Airlines cover on first
day of Games, Olympic logo envelope with special cds on last day of Games, Olympic
illus. env. with 26.7.52 special cds, and unused illustrated env. depicting Paavo Nurmi

50

PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS: Array of 19 mostly different press photographs showing the
cross-country & down hill skiing, a fine lot (19 photos)

120

France 1953 Helsinki Olympics set of six die proofs, struck in single colours and each
signed by the artist, very fine and scarce

800

German 10pfg black proof mounted on card, fine & scarce

150

1956 Cortina d’Ampezzo
40695

F

140

Official postcard with Italy 1956 Cortina 12L tied by special Olympic machine cancel,
SIGNED by 22 contestants, very fine

50

40696

F

140

Grand Hotel Ampezzo advertising envelope with Olympic slogan at foot, franked with
1956 Cortina 0L60 stamp tied by special Bobsleigh machine cancel, fine

40

Lapel pin for Bronze Medallist, presented by the IOC, 12x15mm, bronzed by Bertoni,
numbered with original black wallet

120

1956 Melbourne

40697
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40698

140

Official Report, English text, 227x292mm, HB, 760pp, green leather cover with gold
inlay Olympic rings and legend (corners knocked), with ms “Presented by Edgar
Tanner...” (Secretary of the OC) on first page, fine

300

40699

140

Official poster, 270x415mm (small size), showing Olympic rings over Melbourne coat of
arms design by Richard Beck, some heavy creasing though scarce

240

40700

142

“The Official 1956 Olympic Games Film in Color” poster, 33x76cm, yellow background
with Olympic torch coming out of Melbourne on the map of Australia, fine

50

40701

142

“Rendez-Vous A Melbourne” film poster, 360x542mm, directed by Rene Lucot, released
1957, now considered the official film of the Games, poster in blue and black, very fine

40

40702

142

“Official News Service” newsletter numbered 1 to 13 (Dec 1953 to Sep 1956), published
by the Australian Organising Committee, n° 10 is a photocopy, fine to very fine

240

40703

www

Cotton handkerchief, 335x335mm, multicoloured, design split into four quaters, showing
map of Melbourne, map legend, stadium and Games logo, very fine

30

40704

F

142

Organising Committee envelope with Olympic set tied by special Olympic Village cds,
sent by Italian participant Giuseppe Fioretti, very fine

100

40705

F

142

REGISTERED LABELS: Envelope with rare “Main Stadium (Press), Melb. VIC., AUST.”
registration label, with Olympic franking tied by special Main Stadium (Press) cds,
very fine

200

40706

F

142

REGISTERED LABELS: Olympex souvenir cover with rare “OLYMPEX / Melbourne Olympic
Philatelic Exhibition” registration label and Olympex vignette, with Olympic franking
tied by special cds, top portion of backflap removed otherwise fine

150

40707

F

142

REGISTERED LABELS: Two illustrated FDCs with the set incl. official souvenir envelope
with “Elizabeth St. (A) Melbourne, C.1 Vic.” registration label and cds, and
illustrated env. with “Philatelic Bureau, Melbourne, Australia” reg’n label and cds,
very fine

40708

F

142

Assembly of vignettes, postal stationery, postcards & covers many with special
cancels, plus issues of other countries, mixed to fine (40+ covers etc.)

40709

CC

www

Dominican Republic 1956 Olympics souvenir sheet collection, with 24 different incl.
eight with surcharges misprinted, also incl. two pairs (one with a triple surcharge
with one inverted and one with a double surcharge), never hinged, very fine
(Est. €50/70)

40710

F

www

South Korea 1956 set of two mint nh, plus two different FDCs with the set, fine

50

50

300
Offer

1956 Stockholm
40711

F

142

Official headed paper franked with the Swedish 1956 Equestrian Olympics stamp set tied
by the special cds, plus official card with the set tied by the same cds, very fine

50

40712

F

142

Official envelope with Olympic franking tied by special Olympics Equestrian cds on the
last day of the Games, with special “Stadium Closing Day / In the presence of H.M.
QUeen Elizabeth II..” cachet, plus illustrated FDC sent registered, very fine

50

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may
choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months,
paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at
the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any
claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may
be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at
the offices of DF.
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1960 Rome

40713

Participant’s badge from Diane Jerome Smith (who competed in the K-2 500 metres
Kayaking event) with light blue bar, very fine

200

40714

148

Participant’s Identity Card for Diane Jerome Smith, part of the US Canoeing team, fine

100

40715

148

Official Bulletins, complete set of 22 (from Apr 1957 to Oct 1960), published by the
Italian Oraganising Committee, with Italian, French and English text, fine to very fine

150

40716

F

148

1960 Envelope with “Philatelic History of the Olympic Games by Ernest Trory”
advertising machine cancel, sent from Brighton to Holland, fine

40717

F

www

Cancels: Attractive collection of special cancels, postcards, vignettes, issues of
other countries on first day covers etc., all housed in ring binder, a fine lot

40
1’200

1964 Innsbruck

40718

40719

40718

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet

50

40719

Official merit medal, 34mm, silvered, with Olympic Rings bordered by legend on one
side, other with Austrian eagle coat of arms, incl. red and white striped ribbon,
toned otherwise fine

50

40720

148

Official Report, German text, 210x295mm, HB, 352pp, with canvas cover showing Games
logo, very fine

240

40721

www

Official Bulletins, set of 12, privately bound in HB, 205x295mm, dated Sep 1961 to May
1964, very fine and scarce

240
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1964 Tokyo
40722

G

40723

CC G
F

www

STAMPS & COVERS: Specialised assembly with a complete set of 1961 mint in complete
sheets of 20 & first day covers & presentation folders, plus 1964 issued set for the
Games in souvenir sheet form, plus sets & sheets on presentation cards etc., with
special cancels all from the host country, plus some covers & cards from other
countries, etc., a fine lot, an excellent basis for expansion (90+ items) (Est. €200/300)

Offer

40724

CC

www

ALBANIA: 1964 Tokyo Olympics issues, incl. 1962 0.5L-10L imperf. plus 15L mini sheet
imperf. and perf., 1963 2L-9L imperf. plus 15L mini sheet imperf. and perf., 1964
(May) 3L-10L imperf. plus 15L mini sheet imperf. and perf., 1964 (Sep) 1L-10L imperf.,
all mint nh, very fine (Mi. 657B-661B, 747B-751B, 828-831, 870-879, Blocks 8A, 8B,
19A, 19B, 22, 23)

80

148

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 1964 Tokyo Olmypics set of 6 in mini sheets, incl. two 60h, 80h and
1.60k and three 1k sheets (one of which is very scarce) showing different positioning
of the Olympic inscription, mint nh, very fine (11) (Mi.1488-1493 var)

250

MONACO: 1964 Tokyo imperforate deluxe min.sheet, nh, very fine

100

ROMANIA 1964 Olympics set in imperf. sheets of 50, with 10 sheets for each of the 8
values, very fine, great for an internet dealer (Michel 2317-2324, €6’000)

600

148

40725

40726

CC

148

40727

CC

www

Japan 1964 Olympic philatelic souvenir with several stamps affixed and neatly tied at
the with either a fancy cancellation or a Tokyo cds, incl. some Olympic and athletics
stamps, on gold edged 240x270mm card, very fine and unusual Olympic item

50

1968 Grenoble

40728

Participant’s medal, bronze, in original box, fine

40729

Participant’s medal for VIPs/Officials, silvered, minor abrasions, fine and scarce

80
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40730

Cat. No.

40731

40732

40735

40734

Estimate (e)

40733

40736

40730

Participant’s (“Concurrent”) badge by Arthus Bertrand, very fine

150

40731

Official Press badge by Arthus Bertrand, very fine

100

40732

Public Services and Participating Firms´ badge, official logo with green background,
41mm, very fine

100

40733

Official’s badge by Arthus Bertrand, 35x49mm, very fine

300

40734

Official Delegation badge by Arthus Bertrand, incl. maker’s paper wrapper, very fine

200

40735

National Olympic Committee “C.N.O.” badge by Arthus Bertrand, 37x52mm, incl. maker’s
paper wrapper, very fine and rare

40736

Organising Committee “C.O.J.O” badge by Arthus Bertrand, 37x52mm, very fine and scarce

40737

Japanese and Great Britain Delegation pin badges, Japanese with toned white enamel
with some cracks, British with some corrosion spots, still scarce pins

146
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40738

Two commemorative silver medallions, one showing down hill skier and Games logo on
either side, other by Arthus Bertrand in box in shape of Games logo, some toning

50

40739

Two commemorative gold medallions, both showing down hill skier and Games logo on
either side, one 15.5mm and other 21mm still in box

200

40740

148

Official Report (incl. slip case), Official Results, Candidate Presentation Book,
“Séance de Ouverture” 66th Olympic Congress book, 6 official bulletins (slightly
soiled), and an official publication, scarce group of official books

300

40741

148

TICKETS: Group of tickets incl. booklet for the Ice Skating (only one detached ticket
remaining), two Ice Hockey tickets, one Luge, one Ski Jump, and invitation cards for
the Ice Skating and Opening Ceremony

100

40742

40743

www

POSTERS: Group of 26 posters, many official advertising posters, incl. five posters
used to sign-post the various sites (Alpe D’Huez, Austrans, Chamrouse, St. Nizier and
Villard), two related to anniversary events, one for a Czech Ice Hockey film, one
depicting and signed by Nancy Greene, one for the SNCF, etc., a fantastic and
attractive collection of posters (Est. € 2’000/3’000)

Offer

Lot of 23 books about the Games, mostly in French (some in German or English), incl.
official and unofficial books, with various reports and guides to the Games

100
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40714

40720

40722

40741ex2

40740

40715ex

40725ex

40749
40716

40726
148

40747ex

40741ex1
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40744

www

MASCOT: Group of “Schuss” the mascot memorabilia, incl. plastic toy in original
packet, plastic cover for a booklet, small glass, ceramic plate, window hanger, comic
book, metal dish, plastic dish, 2 keyrings, unopened pack with two “racing” Schuss,
clip badge, fabric hanger, plus Games pendant

100

40745

www

Lot of plates (7, with 3 ceramic and 4 by Canard Duchêne in tin), jugs (2 of
different size), a mug, a glass bowl and a plastic tray, nice group

100

40746

www

STAMPS: Group of items 11 franked with the France 1968 Grenoble stamps with FDI
cancels, incl. folder with special album pages, fold-out map of the area, and various
presentation booklets incl. two containing silks with designs by Combet (designer of
the stamps), plus a book with many mnh foreign stamps of the Games

40747

CC H F 148
A

80

STAMPS & COVERS: Complete set of five proofs from the host country, plus set on FDC
(5), plus array of postcards also with first day cancels (11), plus 8 unused
vignettes, plus block & covers from other countries etc., an fine lot

200

1968 Mexico

40748

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet

50

40749

148

German Olympia Achievement stick-pin and certificate, gold-plated Olympic Rings with
date “1968,” awarded to Petra Stieger in 1965, expected to be worn by those training
for the 1968 Games, very fine

40

40750

150

“The Olympics in Mexico” film poster, 33x75cm, in turquoise, black and red showing
runner stretching for the line with three images of competitors in action below, film
directed by Alberto Isaac, staple holes in the corners, two horizontal folds

40

150

Large printed envelope sent from the Organising Committee, showing Olympic logo in
background, with special Olympic label and meter mark, very fine

50

40751

F

40752

CC H
F

40753

CC A P www

40754

CC J

40755

CC

40756

www

www

150
www

STAMPS & COVERS: Complete set of mint & miniature sheets from the host country, plus
set on FDC (8), plus array of postcards also with first day cancels (5), plus array of
covers & cards, special cancels from other countries etc., also 1965-66 Mexican
pre-olympic sets, an fine lot

280

ADEN Kathiri State in Hahramaut 1968 Mexico issue collection, incl. essays (possibly
unique), progressive proofs, min.sheets, presentation folder, imperfs, etc. (Est. € 300/400)

Offer

ADEN (Kathiri) 1964 Olympic Issues overprint error in black instead of red (Michel
68-76, SG 68-76), complete set in never hinged plate blocks of four, plus a normal set
in nh plate blocks of four, very fine (Michel €834)

100

CHAD: 1971 Imperf. sheetlet with inverted Olympic overprint, very fine and rare

150

CONGO: 1968 Mexico Olympics airmails set of four die proofs on thick paper in issued
colours, very fine (Yv. PA74-77)
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40776

40750

40760

40751

40762ex1

40777x

40755
150

40762ex2

40778ex1
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1972 Munich

40757

1972 Sports Congress in Munich, group of 7 badges depicting different sports (incl.
Weightlifting, Volleyball, Wrestling, Swimming, Shooting, Cycling and Kyaking), plus
a National Olympic Committe badge, all 60x24mm, silvered with green and blue
enamel, fine (8)

40758

300

40759

40758

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet

50

40759

Recognition medal, 60x60mm, white bisque porcelain, made by KPM, showing relief ames
logo on one side, legend on other, very fine

50

40760

150

40761
40762

40763

F

150

www

Unused photo ID badge, 40x110mm, fine

100

Collection of 20 posters, a fine and attractive group

150

Photographs: Album showing an extensive array of photographs of the preparation of the
games, plus a fine range of press photos during the Games, a wonderful lot for
historical study, scarce assembly (123)

600

CONGO: 1971 Munich Olympics 150F and 350F airmail die proofs on thick paper in issued
colours, very fine (Yv. PA123,124)

40

1976 Innsbruck

40764

Participant’s medal, 50mm, silvered bronze, showing the town in front of mountains,
reverse with Games legend, tarnished as is common with this medal
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40765

Estimate (e)

40766

40765

Official’s pin badge, with Games legend above “OFFIZIELL” inscription and Games logo, fine

80

40766

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet

50

40767

F

150

Tickets: Selection of 29 tickets for various events incl. ice skating, ice hockey,
bobsleigh, ski slalom & closing ceremony etc., mixed to very fine (29)

300

1976 Montreal

40768

152

Official Olympic Torch, 660mm, red aluminium handle with games logo, black burner at
top, very fine and scarce
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40769

Participant’s medal and ID card for Diane Fisher (participated in 1960, member of the
US team in 1976 and 1984), incl. original box, fine

40770

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet

40771

40772

40773

Estimate (e)

150

50

40774

40771

Participant’s pin badge, with Games logo and “Concurrent” inscription, fine

50

40772

Press pin badge, with Games logo and “Presse” inscription, fine

50

40773

Technical Official pin badge, with Games logo and “Officiel / Technique” inscription, fine

60

40774

Team Official pin badge, with Games logo and “Officiel d’Equipe” inscription, fine

60
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40779

40793

40795

40794

40796

40798ex1

40801ex1

40814

40799ex1

40789ex1

40804ex
154

40803ex1

40802

40817
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40775

Cat. No.
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FIG Sport Congress pin badge, with Games logo at left and legend at right, fine

100

40776

150

Security ID badge, 72x104mm, plastic case with clip-on holding purple card with
“Securité / Security” and ID details, fine

40777

150

“The Official History of the Olympic Games,” a limited edition proof set of medallions
minted by the Franklin Mint, containing 50 sterling silver medallions depicting
memorable scenes from each of the different games up to 1976, very fine

200

300

50

1980 Lake Placid
40778

F

150

Tickets: Selection of 32 tickets for various events incl. opening & closing ceremony,
speed skating, alpine slalom, bobsled, cross country, figure skating, ice hockey,
luge, ski jump etc., mixed to very fine (32)

40779

CC

154

MONACO: Deluxe gummed min. sheet with the two values issued for Lake Placid, nh, very
fine, scarce (Yv. €385)

70

1980 Moscow

40780

40781

40782

40783

40780

1980 83rd IOC Session in Moscow, Press pin badge, slight discolouration at sides,
yellow ribbon, fine

80

40781

1980 83rd IOC Session in Moscow, National Olympic Committee pin badge, mark at upper
right, green ribbon, fine

80

40782

1980 83rd IOC Session in Moscow, NOC Guest pin badge (inscribed “Invité”) with green
and white striped ribbon, fine

80

40783

1980 83rd IOC Session in Moscow, International Olympic Committee pin badge with white
ribbon, fine

80
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40784

Estimate (e)

40785

40784

Participation medal, 60mm, bronze, with Moscow logo on front and a view of the Kremlin
on reverse, incl. original case

120

40785

Organising Committee honour award medal, with Games logo hanging from multi-coloured
bar, reverse with Russian legend, incl. certificate, fine

100

Official programmes, numbers 1 to 41 (excluding only no.2), fine

160

40786

www

Auction Bids

The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€
50 - 100 €
5
€
€ 100 - 200 € 10
€
€ 200 - 500 € 20
€
			

500 - 1000
1000 - 2000
2000 - 5000

€
€
€

50
100
200

€
€
€
€

5000 - 10000
10000 - 20000
20000 - 50000
50000 - 100000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Liechtenstein Withdrawn Issue for the 1980 Olympic Games

40787

Shortly before the day of issue, a few issued sets were rightfully given to journalists
just before the boycott of the Moscow games came into effect. When the boycott
was announced, the Postal Authority requested the immediate return of these sets
and almost all recipients complied. The authorities then destroyed the entire stock.

CC

Estimate (e)

20’000

Only two sets known in private hands. The other set was sold in 2002.
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1984 Sarajevo

40788
40789

Participant’s pin badge, with Olympic Rings above Games logo, orange ribbon, very fine
F

154

50

Tickets: Selection of 16 tickets for various events incl. figure skating, speed
skating, ice hockey, bobsleigh, ski slalom, cross country & opening ceremony etc.,
mixed to very fine (16)

150

The Athletics Congress limited edition official torch for the US Track and Field Team,
29cm, brass, inscribed with the TAC logo and “LOS ANGELES 1984”, in original wooden
display case

200

1984 Los Angeles

40790

158
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40791

Participation medal from Diane Jerome Smith (participated in 1960, member of the US
team in 1976 and 1984), gold plated metal, 59mm, slight oxidisation on one side
otherwise very fine, incl. original blue felt box and card outer box

40792

Volunteer participation medal from Diane Jerome Smith (participated in 1960, member of
the US team in 1976 and 1984), bronzed metal, 59mm, fine, incl. original blue felt box

Estimate (e)

150

50

40793

154

Certificate for participation in the Olympic games, 380x380mm, inc. original folder,
very fine

40794

154

Certificate for contribution to the Olympic Arts Festival, 380x380mm, very fine

80

40795

154

Certificate in recognition and appreciation for contribution to the success of the
Olympic Games, 380x380mm, unused with space for name, very fine

80

40796

154

Certificate in recognition and appreciation for contribution to the success of the
Olympic Games, 380x380mm, unused with space for name, very fine

80

40797

DCE

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Unissued 1984 Olympics 1K, mint without gum, couple of tone spots,
good perfs (condition of these stamps is nearly always less than perfect), cert. Scheller
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1988 Calgary
40798

F

154

Tickets: Selection of 39 tickets for various events incl. figure skating, speed skating,
ice hockey, Nordic combined, cross country & opening ceremony etc., mixed to
very fine (39)

300

154

Tickets: Selection of 33 tickets for various events incl. basketball, diving,
fencing,gymnastics, judo, hockey, handball, swimming, table tennis, volleyball,
wrestling etc., mixed to very fine (33)

300

www

Mixed group incl. 8 tickets (7 unused and Closing Ceremony used), two mascot soft
toys, a winter jacket, five official ceramic plates, and an A3 folder full of info and
brochures produced by the Youth Sports Minister

100

1988 Seoul
40799

F

1992 Albertville
40800

40801

F

154

Tickets: Attractive assembly of 17 tickets for an array of different events, including
the opening ceremony, mixed to very fine (17)

150

40802

CC

154

France Albertville Olympic Games mini sheet in black un gummed paper, mint nh,
very fine

120

Tickets: Attractive assembly of 59 tickets for an array of different events, including
the opening and closing ceremony, mixed to very fine (59)

400

154

MONACO 1994 Lillehammer Olympic Games 10F Bobsleigh & 10F Ski, both single in IMPERF
DELUXE min. sheets plus the two value on one IMPERF min. sheet, very fine, scarce (3 items)

120

162

BID BOOK: Toronto Candidature File, two volumes in blue leatherette box, text in
English and French

150

1992 Barcelona
40803

F

154

1994 Lillehammer
40804

CC

1996 Atlanta
40805

40806

160

Official Centennial Torch, 55cm, silvered aluminum with wooden handle, with the names
of all 23 Olympic cities from 1896 to 1996 inscribed, unused, very fine. The Hellenic
Olympic Committee celebrated the 100th Anniversary of the 1896 Olympic Games in the
Panathenean Stadium in Athens on April 6, 1996. Part of this celebration was the
re-enactment of the 1896 Games and included a torch run within the stadium.
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40807
40808

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet
www

TICKETS: Collection of tickets, incl. 5 uncut proof sheets of tickets, a strip of 20
unprinted tickets, 320 unused “Accreditation Required Not For Resale” $0.00 tickets,
139 unused normal tickets, 34 used tickets, 5 used and 10 unused Closing Ceremony
tickets, 13 cultural/misc. tickets, a quantity of meal tickets and a ticket request
form,a fantastic assortment (Est. € 1’500/2’000)

50
Offer

2000 Sydney

40809
40810

162

Lapel pin for Silver Medallist, presented by the IOC, 12x15mm, silvered by Bertoni,
numbered with original black wallet

120

BID BOOK: Istanbul Candidature File, three volumes in a slipcase, text in English
and French

150

Participant’s lapel pin, presented by the IOC, 12x18mm, gold plated by Bertoni,
numbered with original white wallet

50

2004 Athens

40811
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40823ex1

40823ex2

40805

40810

40836ex1

40813
40816

40814ex
162

40839ex1
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The Unique Inverted Sheet of the Famous Withdrawn Issue

40812

CC J

2004 €0.65 Sampanis Leonidas complete sheet of 20 with INVERTED PRINTING from the
40’000
local digital printing at Thessaloniki (with city symbol at the lower right of both panes).
		
The local digital printing began on the 18th of August only one day after Sampanis won
his medal, but sales were suspended at 3pm on the 23rd, after he twice failed a drugs
test and had his gold medal stripped from him.
Also including the normal sheet of 20 from Thessaloniki, which currently catalogues at
€600 for one sheetlet pane in Hellas. Only 1’000 sheets were printed at Thessaloniki,
and due to their quick and unexpected withdrawl, complete sheets are rare.
A spectacular modern error and unique exhibition item for collectors of modern Greece
issues or Olympics.
If desired, this lot can be offered for auction as two separate panes.
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40813

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

162

BID BOOK: Seville Candidature File, four volumes in a red slipcase, text in English
and French

150

154

Group of memorabilia incl. Alpine Skiing ticket, Coach’s armband, Skeleton
participant’s top, large logo flag/banner, pen, map, ticket price brochure and
spectator guide

120

2006 Turin
40814

Literature
			

The Loaring Library

40815

A lifetime’s accumulation of Olympic books, with Official Reports (incl. 1912 Stockholm (in
Offer
English), 1932 Lake Placid, 1936 Berlin, 1964 Innsbruck, 1972 Munich, 1976 Montreal,
1984 L.A. & 1996 Atlanta), Olympic Session/Congress Reports (incl. 1905 Brussels,
1973 Varna, 1981 Baden-Baden, 1984 SISMO, 1985 Congress of Solidarity, 1996
Congress of Unity), Bid Books (incl. 1992 Anchorage, 1992 Lillehammer, 1994 Lausanne,
1994 Anchorage, 1994 Sofia, 1996 Athens, 2002 Graz, 2002 Salt Lake City, 2004
Lille), many official programmes, bulletins, results and newsletters from 1970s onwards,
official books incl. a few media reports and training manuals, many from the 1936 Games ,
and from 1970s onwards, although more interesting earlier books incl. «Une Campagne
de Vingt-et-Un Ans» by Pierre De Coubertin amongst others, «Aurons-nous la VIIe
Olympiade A Anvers?» published in 1914, NOC Reports incl. Finnish Reports for 19241932, British OC report for 1928 & 1932, Swedish for 1924, books by Carl Diem incl. 			
			 one signed, with many unofficial books, biographies, cigarette card books and magazines 			
			
produced during specific Games or about the Olympics in general, a fantastic offering and 			
			 once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, circa 1’500 items.
			
			

Note: Any potential bidder must be able to arrange the collection of the lot from our			
premises in Geneva if the bid is successful

			Estimate: €15’000 - €20’000
164
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Collections & Miscellaneous Lots
40816

40817

G

40818

CC C H
G F J

162

“Official Medal Folio of the Summer Olympic Games 1908-1976,” issued by the IOC, red
leather folder containing 15 silver 40mm reproductions of the participation medals,
very fine

154

AUTOGRAPH: Avery Brundage, 5th President of the IOC, signed display card with San
Marino stamp depicting him tied by cds, very fine

1896-1964 A wonderful & comprehensive collection neatly mounted in 18 Lindner albums,
showing a great deal of completion, starting with the Ancient Games & Pierre de
Coubertain, followed by proofs, essays, mint & used sets, cancellations, covers,
vignettes, an excellent basis for study an expansion & a perfect lot to illustrated
the complete story of the Olympic Games

360

40

15’000-20’000

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
Lots marked ”www” are illustrated only on our website
Olympic Games / June 14, 2013
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40819

166

CC C H
G F J

1896-2004 OLYMPIC GAMES: Massive collection / accumulation in over 100 albums & more
than twenty small boxes, the impressive accumulation tells the Olympic story from 1896
to the present day, through mint & used stamps, miniature sheets, cancellations,
special presentation folders or booklets, an excellent basis for study, plus a
wonderful opportunity to establish an internet based business around the Olympic theme
(10’000s) (Est. € 18’000/24’000)
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40820

CC C
DCE

VIGNETTES: 1906-1960, A wonderful collection neatly mounted on 22 album pages, some
interesting and rare labels from the early period 1906 to 1920 incl. 1912 Official
vignette designed by Hjortzberg the very rare IMPERFORATE & IMPERF HORIZONTALLY, 1916
Swedish vignette in single & pair etc., plus 1900 Cigarette cards some depicting
Olympic events, an attractive assembly (100s) (Est. €1’200/1’600)

Offer

40821

C DCE

VIGNETTES: 1906-60, Group of Olympic and Athletic vignettes, incl. 1906 Athens red in
block of four, ten Stockholm 1912 Poster vignettes in different languages, 1912
“OSTERREICH IN STOCKHOLM” corner marginal plus single, 1914 Russian Olympiad, 1924
Paris in se-tennant pair block of four, 1928 Amsterdam black and red colours in pairs,
1928 St. Moritz, 1932 Lake Placid (2), 1932 LA (7), 1936 Berlin (3 different), 1940
St. Moritz American O.C. vignettes (4), 1940 Helsinki (4 different) 1952 Oslo, 1960
Rome (10), as well as an assortment of other athletics events, mixed condition though
mainly fine (87) (Est. €1’000/1’500)

Offer

40822

CC F
J

www

1908-1960, Collection of cards/covers (36) and stamps commemorating the Olympic Games,
incl. 1936 Olympic Flight Zeppelin cover, 1940 Helsinki machine cancel (4 covers),
French 1953 Sports Olympic FDC set, Saar 1952 Helsinki stamps on Games postcard with
German Football Championship cachet, etc., interesting mix (Est. € 200/300)

Offer

40823

CC F

162

1918-92, Assembly of Olympic and Sports covers and stamps, incl. Hungary 1925 Budapest
Rowing Regatta machine cancel on 1925 Sport set, Yugoslavia Rowing Champions set with
imprint on FDC (Mi. €300), 1948 London and St. Moritz sets on covers, 1972 Munich
set of FDC sent express, Czech 1937 Military Horse Show card, Japan 1918 pc depicting
cross country skiers, various booklets and stamps for 1984-1992 Olympics (Est. €100/150)

Offer
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40824

Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

LOTTERY TICKETS: 1924-98, An attractive valuable & scarce accumulation of tickets,
better items include Amsterdam 1925 ticket for the 1928 Games, Swedish ticket for the
1924 Games, the very rare Italy 1932 ticket, the very rare Austrian ticket for the
1936 Winter Games, Finish 1938 ticket for the 1940 Games, the very rare Czech 1947
ticket for the 1948 Games, the rare Oslo 1952 ticket, the very rare Melbourne 1956
ticket, the rare Grenoble 1968 ticket, Sweden 1984 ticket & Nagano 1998 ticket, plus
much more, a wonderful lot for the student & specialist (70+ tickets)

1’400

1931-80, Interesting group of 24 covers/cards, etc. commemorating athletics and sports
events from countries incl. Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Slovakia,
Poland, Germany, Austria, etc., for events such as Ice Hockey, Skiing, Shooting, Motor
Racing and general athletics, fine (Est. € 200/300)

Offer

40825

F

40826

CC C H www
G F

1932-88 Mixed accumulation of odds & ends including covers, cancels, maps, calendars,
postcards & other paper items, mostly for the most recent games (Est. € 200/400)

Offer

40827

CC C H www

1932-88 Mint & used accumulation on album pages & in four stockbooks, showing mostly
issue of other countries and issues pertaining to the later games, including proofs,
imperforates, sets, singles & miniature sheets, mixed to very fine (100s) (Est.€
200/400)

Offer

40828

CC F

www

ICE HOCKEY: 1933-90, Group of 13 covers/cards for Ice Hockey championships, mainly
from Switerland, inc. 1933 World Championships cds on Czech 1k, 1935 Davos WC machine
cancel on Swiss franking, 1961 Lausanne WC covers (4) plus presentation booklet with
Opening and Final cancels, etc.

40829

C F

www

1934-94, Small group of Olympics, Athletics and World Cup items, incl. 1934 & 1938
World cup vignettes, Monaco 1948 4F die proof, Italy 1952 Sports Stamps Expo official
card with tied vignette, Japan postal stationery cards with Olympics/Athletics special
cancels, 1958 Japan 3rd Asian Games stamp tied on arrival by Commonwealth Games
machine cancel, 1938 Germany-America Torunament card, FDCs, sheetlets, etc. (Est. €
100/150)

Offer

www

1940-2012, Collection of miscellaneous paper items contained in 4 cartons, everything
from Official items such as programmes, results, bulletins, brochures, forms, letters,
etc., stamps (incl. Olympic philatellic expo material), souvenir magazines, flyers,
and so on, and great lot to look through (Est. € 400/600)

Offer

www

1947-75 Asian Olympic stamp collection, consisting of 156 mint stamps and 11 souvenir
sheets, mostly complete sets, countries include China and PRC, Japan (Scott 397-400 &
417-421), Korea, Laos (Sc. 178-81 imperforate), Mongolia, North Viet Nam (Sc. 67-68),
Thailand, vast majority never hinged, also one first day cover, fine to very fine, see
web (Est. € 70-100)

Offer

40830

40831

CC C

40832

F
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www

1948-79 Mixed accumulation of 100s of covers & first day usages, many with special
Olympic or sports cancels, mixed to fine (100s)
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Cat. No.

Estimate (e)

40833

COINS: 1951-92 Collection of 406 coins, of which 366 are silver plated and 40 are
bronze plated, all in plastic cases, from a wide range of countries, mostly for the
‘80s and ‘90s Games, seldom offered (Est. € 3’000/5’000)

Offer

40834

1956-96, Collection of ca.800 pins, incl. NOC and team pins (at least 14 non-USA), Bid
pins (4), broadcasters, sponsors and Coca Cola pins, as well as some non-Olympic
athletics pins, from both Summer and Winter Games, majority from 1988-96, some
duplication, a treasure trove for the pin collector or dealer (Est. € 800/1’000)

Offer

40835

www

40836

F

40837

CC C P www

40838

F

www

40839

F

162

162

1956-1996, Miscellaneous group with small selection of Canoeing stamps, 1960 Rome
guide book by Banca Nazioale del Lavoro, 1984 LA official Olympic Youth handbook, 1984
LA official post office guide book, 1996 Atlanta official calendar book, coins (6),
pins (92) from 1984-96, 1996 Atlanta basketball ticket (2), UPS baseball cap with 1996
Atlanta logo, two ceramic spoons from 1988 Seoul and 1980 Moscow mascot plaque
OLYMPIC ACADEMY: 1961-68, Group of four Greece covers with various imprints for the
Olympic Academy, incl. 1965 printed envelope with special machine cancel, very fine

100

50

1972-76 OLYMPIC GAMES: Attractive assembly of mostly the Olympic Games theme from
Guinea, with imperforate sets showing progressive proofs from both Winter & Summer
Games, generally fine & scarce (100s) (Est. € 500/800)

Offer

1972-88 Large collection of modern covers in 16 albums, many showing special cancels
for each & every sport, showing strength in the Canadian games of 1976 Montreal & 1988
Calgary, very fine (100s) (Est. € 800/1’200)

Offer

NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE ENVELOPES: 1980-94, Group of 8 NOC and IOC (2) printed
envelopes, incl. Zaire, Peru, Kuwait, Chile, Israel (plus an FDC) and Brazil (9)
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Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (e)
Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means
acceptance in full of the following conditions as well as any
rights and obligations arising therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions in auction lots taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN
S.A., organiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and
is not liable in any way whatsoever for any default(s) of
purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/
or through the David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and with the greatest care, however
without responsibility. Photographs count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, centering,
postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised
experts and/or accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales,
persons or their agents may examine lots at our offices
or at the auction location, and must confirm their auction
invitation before viewing. Persons or their agents attending
a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have viewed
lots before an auction are understood to have examined
all lots which they purchase and accept them as they are
at the moment of the knocking-down and not necessarily
as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows:
(some auctions may be in other currencies than Euros)
e 50 - 100		
e 100 - 200
e 200 - 500
e 500 - 1’000
e 1’000 - 2’000

e 5		
e 10
e 20
e 50
e 100

e 2’000 - 5’000
e 5’000 - 10’000
e 10’000 - 20’000
e 20’000 - 50’000
e 50’000 - 100’000

e 200
e 500
e 1’000
e 2’000
e 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to
the next highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer
until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any
bidding, to divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or
more lots and to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where reserve
prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated
as a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to
reserve prices. If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not
reached, the auctioneer passes to the next lot by a simple
knock of the hammer.
2.3 Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies.
Live Room bidders must confirm their invitation prior to
obtaining a bidding number.
2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including
via its website before the relative auctions have priority over
room bids in the case of Live Room auctions. Clients giving
bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may make
alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure
in advance. Bids marked "BUY" are considered as up to
ten times the quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids
made in other currencies than the advertised currency of
the auction will be converted into that currency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Bids
are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the
auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to
invoice bidders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment
being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the
auction is Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is
reserved for invited clients and/or their agents.
3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse
to knock down any lot. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves
the right to refuse any bid orders and/or for Live Room
auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at its
discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
cannot be held responsible for any physical accident that
may occur on the premises where auctions take place. In
the case a bone fide offer for the entire collection presented
in this catalog is received at least two weeks before the
auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction
offer cancelled.
3.3 Bidders' representatives and auction agents: any per-

son bidding for the account of a third party is fully liable for
any obligation arising from such bidding. This responsibility
is notably applicable for the verification of the condition and
for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4 Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to the highest bidder who becomes the buyer
at one bid step over the next highest bid step; this is the
knock-down price. In addition to the knock-down price,
the buyer pays an all-in fee of 20% to cover commission,
charges and expenses including lotting fees, insurance,
packing, export formalities etc. whether all incurred in
particular cases or not. Cost of postage or shipping for
all lots is additional and will be invoiced separate from the
buyer all-in fee. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the
lots passes to the bidder whose bids have been accepted.
The lots are delivered to the buyer when the total sale price
(knock-down price plus all fees including postage or shipping) have been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions
for which the lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable for this tax once the goods are
duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. are
pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients may
make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. with proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any
purchases by buyers who wish to keep their purchases
in Switzerland will be liable to VAT at 8% of the purchase
price in Swiss Francs at the converted Euro value during
the auction.
3.5 Payment: Sale price plus commission and postage or
shipping (if any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced
against delivery of the lots. Payment in other currencies is
accepted at the rates of exchange of the day as quoted by
a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are successful with
whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale
price and the commission according to those terms. In
these cases, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots
which are delivered to the buyers on full settlement of their
account. Delivery of the purchased lots by post, courier or
any other means if instructed by the buyer including cost
of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the
buyer. Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or
not, remains with the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until
payment has been made in full.
3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may offer a special extended payment facility for
buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay a
minimum of 25% of the total invoice immediately, and the
balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an
equal instalment at the end of each month. Interest plus
charges of 1% is debited to the buyer's account at the end
of each month from the auction date. When the special
extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be
made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though
the lots may be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full
settlement of the account. Until delivery, all lots may be
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A.
3.7 Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer
grants to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all
properties held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior
to, during and/or after any auction. This pledge secures
the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely
the pledge assets without further formalities and without
previous notice if the buyer is in default with the payment
of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not
bound to comply with the formalities of the Federal Law
dealing with actions for debt and bankruptcy proceedings;
in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may choose to institute
or go on with the usual proceedings without having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3
below, the authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the
auction is guaranteed for a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion of any other fault(s).
Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the

lots but at the latest within 30 days from that date. Before
delivery, which may take place after the 30 days period,
the lots purchased may be e
 xamined at the Geneva offices
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is
made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to
the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in
order to substantiate the claim with an expertise, a request
for such extension must be made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension
will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention
will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must
come to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension of the period will be considered
without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. Only claims, e
 xpertise results or other details which
are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide
an expertise or counter-expertise from a prominent expert
in the field, justifying the claim. If a stamp is found by a
recognised expert, taking financial responsibility for errors,
to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently, the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered
an alteration. In the case of such reclamation, DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to request, at its own
discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All expertise
and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the
case of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the
claim is not justified. In the case of a justified claim, the lot is
taken back and the knock-down price plus the commission
are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed payment
due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest is
charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If
David Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, groups and those containing duplicates
cannot be the subject of any claim. Claims concerning
lots described as a set or groups of sets containing more
than one stamp, can only be considered under the terms
of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to less than one third
of the total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined
by the buyer or his agent, lots described as having defects
or faults cannot be subjected to a claim regarding defects
or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a claim
because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors
shown in the illustrations.
4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus
commission due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of
the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the
right to cancel the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere
and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings in
order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses.
A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first
month and 2% per month afterwards plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 30
days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default
in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any
circumstances.
4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced
to the lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact
same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using
more than one medium of bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights
and obligations arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with
respect to the auctions shall be submitted to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to
the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to
sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such
case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and in the case of
issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions:
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every
kind including those outside the auctions, with David
Feldman SA.
(Private Auction-EN-EUR Rev.-AT-11/2012 – par. 3.2 mod.)

Conditions de Vente

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro (e)
La participation dans l’une des ventes aux enchères de
David Feldman SA implique une adhésion totale aux
conditions décrites ci-dessous ainsi qu’aux droits et
obligations qui en découlent. Ces mêmes conditions sont
applicables à toute transaction en relation à des pièces
ou des lots faisant partie de la vente aux enchères et
conclue en dehors de celle-ci. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN
S.A., organisatrice de la présente vente aux enchères,
agit exclusivement comme mandataire et n’assume
donc aucune responsabilité quelconque en cas de
manquement(s) des acheteurs et/ou vendeurs.
1. Les lots sont mis en vente
1.1 Sur la base de leur présentation dans le catalogue et/ou
sur le site internet: Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand
soin sans toutefois engager la responsabilité de la Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Les p hotographies font partie
intégrante des descriptions pour ce qui est des marges,
de la dentelure, du centrage, des oblitérations et de toute
autre qualité apparente. La description des lots mentionne
si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont
accompagnées de certificats d’expertise.
1.2 Sur la base de leur examen: avant et pendant la vente,
les acheteurs ou agents peuvent examinés tous les lots dans
nos bureaux ou à l’endroit de la vente, aux horaires indiqués
dans le catalogue de vente ou sur notre site Internet, doit
confirmé leur invitation. Les acheteurs ayant e
 xaminé les
lots avant la vente et/ou y participant personnellement et/ou
y étant représentés, sont censés avoir examiné tous les lots
achetés et les accepter dans l’état où ils se trouvent lors de
l’adjudication, indépendamment de la description figurant
dans le catalogue.
2. Les offres d’enchères
2.1 Chaque offre d’enchère doit être supérieure à celle
formulée précédemment selon l’échelle suivante: (la
monnaie peut changer selon la vente aux enchères)
e 50 - 100		
e 5		
e 2’000 - 5’000
e 200
e 100 - 200
e 10
e 5’000 - 10’000
e 500
e 200 - 500
e 20
e 10’000 - 20’000 e 1’000
e 500 - 1’000 e 50
e 20’000 - 50’000 e 2’000
e 1’000 - 2’000 e 100
e 50’000 - 100’000 e 5’000
Les offres se situant entre ces montants seront arrondies
à la surenchère supérieure. L’enchérisseur est lié par
son offre tant qu’une nouvelle surenchère n’a pas été
valablement formulée par un autre enchérisseur.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a le droit de refuser des
enchères, de séparer, joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot,
cela à son entière discrétion. La vente a lieu en français
mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais. La
Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est également autorisée à
enchérir pour le compte de vendeurs lorsque des prix de
réserve ont été fixés. Si le vendeur fixe des prix de réserve
pour certains de ses lots, il sera alors considéré comme
acheteur et la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. enchérira
pour le compte de celui-ci jusqu’à concurrence des prix de
réserve fixés. Lorsque le prix fixé par le vendeur n’est pas
atteint, il sera passé à la criée du lot suivant par un simple
coup de marteau.
2.3 Seuls les clients enregistrés auprés de DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. ou/et des sociétés affiliées pourront enregistrer
des enchères. Les clients en salle doivent confirmer leur
invitation pour obtenir leur numéro d’enchérisseur.
2.4 Les offres d’enchères écrites reçues par David Feldman
SA ou sur le site Internet avant la vente, sont dans tous les
cas prioritaires sur les offres d’enchères faites dans la salle
de vente. L’enchérisseur donnant un ordre d’enchères écrit
peut faire des offres alternatives et/ou limiter le montant
global de ses offres. Les offres d’enchères données «à
acheter» sont considérées comme pouvant atteindre
jusqu’à 10 fois la valeur de l’estimation imprimée dans le
catalogue. Les enchères doivent être faites en euros. Les
offres d’enchères libellées en d’autres monnaies seront
converties en euros au cours du jour de leur réception
par la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Toute offre écrite
d’enchères est considérée comme liant son auteur pendant
60 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. La Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est donc en droit de facturer la
marchandise à l’enchérisseur jusqu’à l’expiration de ce
délai. Toute facture reçue par celui-ci est de ce fait valable
et doit être payée immédiatement.
3. La vente aux enchères
3.1 A moins que ce ne soit explicitement indiqué, la
monnaie de la vente aux enchères est l’euro. L’accès à
la salle des ventes est exclusivement réservé aux clients
invités et/ou leurs agents.
3.2 Prérogatives de David Feldman S.A.: La Maison DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. est en droit selon sa libre appréciation de
retirer, de diviser ou de grouper les lots faisant partie de
la présente vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de
n’importe lequel desdits lots. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. se réserve le droit de refuser selon sa libre appréciation
toute offre d’enchères et/ou l’entrée de la salle de vente à
n’importe quelle personne quelle qu’elle soit. La Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. n’assume aucune responsabilité
quelconque en cas de dommage corporel survenu sur les
lieux de la vente.
3.3 Représentants et Agents de Vente aux Enchères:
L’enchèrisseur qui agit pour le compte d’un tiers engage

son entière responsabilité personelle en particulier en ce
qui concerne toutes les obligations contractées dans le
cadre de la présente vente. Cette responsabilité s’étend
notamment à la verification de la qualité des lots achetés
ainsi qu’au règlement ultérieur de la facture des lots acquis.
3.4 Enchères gagnantes : Chaque lot est adjugé au plus
offrant pour le compte de son vendeur respectif. Des frais
de 20% sont facturés en sus de l’enchère la plus haute
par David Feldman SA couvrant la commission, frais par
lot, assurance, emballage, frais d’exportation etc. et ceci
dans tous les cas, tous frais encourus ou pas. Les frais de
port sont facturés en sus et seront facturés séparémment.
A la tombée du marteau, les profits et risques des lots
ainsi adjugés passent à l’enchérisseur dont l’offre à été
acceptée. La marchandise ne sera c
 ependant remise à
l’acquéreur qu’au moment du règlement intégral du prix
d’achat (prix marteau plus les frais).
TVA (Taxe à la vente) - Note indicative concernant les
ventes aux enchères dont les lots se trouvent en Suisse:
Les acheteurs domiciliés à l’étranger ne sont pas soumis
à cette taxe, à condition que les marchandises soient
exportées hors de Suisse. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se
fera un plaisir de s’occuper de l’exportation de ces
marchandises. Les clients peuvent aussi faire cette
exportation par leurs propres moyens; dans ce cas, ils
doivent fournir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. une attestation
dûment signée et timbrée par les douanes suisses.
Toute acquisition par des acheteurs désirant garder la
marchandise en Suisse est soumise à la taxe TVA de 8%
sur le prix d’achat en francs suisses, montant converti à
l’équivalent en euros pendant la vente.
3.5 Paiement: Les adjudicataires présents sont tenus de
payer comptant en euros le prix d’achat et la commission
contre remise de la marchandise acquise. Le paiement
en d’autres monnaies est accepté au cours du jour tel
qu’établi par une des grandes banques suisses. Les
enchérisseurs par correspondance auxquels un lot est
adjugé ainsi que les adjudicataires présents auxquels
la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde l’autorisation
expresse d’acquitter les montants dus après la vente,
sont tenus de payer le prix d’achat et la commission due
à réception de la facture de la vente aux enchères. Dans
ce cas, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. conserve les lots
gagnés qui ne seront remis à leurs acheteurs qu’à réception
par DAVID FELDMAN S.A. du paiement intégral des
montants dus. Sauf instructions spéciales de l’acheteur,
l’envoi des lots s’effectue par la poste ou autre société
d’expédition, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. assure, de
manière usuelle, la m
 archandise pour le transit. Les lots,
délivrés ou non, conservent titre de propriété de la Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. pour le compte du vendeur jusqu’au
paiement intégral de la facture.
3.6 Facilités de paiement: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. accorde, selon sa libre appréciation, des facilités
de paiement aux acheteurs. L’acheteur au bénéfice
de telles facilités paie un montant minimum de 25%
du montant total de la facture dès réception de celleci puis acquitte le solde encore dû en mensualités
égales sur une période de 6 mois maximum. Un intérêt
mensuel plus les frais encourus au taux de 1% sont
perçus, à partir de la date de la vente, par la Maison
D AV I D F E L D M A N S . A . L’i n t é r ê t e s t d é b i t é
chaque mois au compte du client. En cas d’octroi de facilités de paiement, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. garde les lots adjugés jusqu’au paiement intégral
des montants dus par l’acheteur, étant précisé que
l’acheteur peut, en tout temps avant livraison, examiner
la marchandise acquise auprès de la Maison DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. Par ailleurs, l’acheteur perd tout droit de
réclamation tel que prévu sous chiffre 4 ci-dessous, 30
jours après la date de la vente aux enchères.
3.7 Droit de gage: Jusqu’au paiement intégral du montant
dû, l’acheteur confère à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. un droit de
gage sur la totalité des lots gardés par DAVID FELDMAN
S.A., acquis avant, pendant et/ou après la présente vente
aux enchères. Ce gage garantit le remboursement de
tout montant dû en capital, intérêts, commissions et frais
éventuels. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est autorisée, mais non
obligée, à réaliser les gages sans autres formalités et sans
préavis si l’acquéreur est en demeure pour le paiement de
sa dette ou l’exécution d’une obligation quelconque. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. pourra dans tous les cas réaliser les gages
de gré à gré. A cet effet, elle n’est pas tenue d’observer les
formalités prévues par la Loi fédérale sur la poursuite pour
dette et faillite; DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est libre en outre
d’introduire ou de continuer une poursuite ordinaire, sans
avoir préalablement réalisé les gages et sans renoncer pour
autant à ceux-ci.
4. Garantie
4.1 Etendue de la garantie: Sous réserve de l’article 4.3
ci-après, l’authenticité de toutes les pièces philatéliques
vendues aux enchères est garantie pendant 30 jours à
compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Toute garantie
de défaut ou autre garantie de quelque nature qu’elle soit
est expressément exclue. Toute réclamation concernant
l’authenticité doit être transmise à DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
dès réception des lots, mais au plus tard dans les 30 jours
à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Avant la
livraison, qui peut intervenir après ce délai de 30 jours,

les pièces philatéliques acquises peuvent être examinées
auprès de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. L’acheteur dont la
réclamation parvient à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. après ce délai
de 30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères
perd tout droit à la garantie. Sa réclamation ne sera pas
prise en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Si un
délai supplémentaire pour formuler une réclamation liée à
l’authenticité d’une pièce philatélique s’avère nécessaire,
la demande doit en être faite à DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
dans le délai de 30 jours à compter de la date de la vente
aux enchères. Aucune demande parvenue après ce
délai de 30 jours à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ne sera prise
en considération. Le délai d’extension expirera 3 mois
après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les résultats de
l’expertise pour laquelle un délai a été accepté doivent
parvenir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A dans ce délai. Un délai
supplémentaire ne peut être accordé qu’avec l’accord écrit
de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Seules les réclamations, résultats
d’expertise ou autres notifications parvenus dans les délais
seront pris en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
4.2 Expertise ou contre-expertise: Lorsque l’authenticité
d’un lot est contestée l’acheteur est tenu de produire un
certificat d’expertise ou de contre-expertise émanant d’un
expert qualifié justifiant sa réclamation. Si l’expert reconnu,
assumant toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur, juge que le
timbre a été falsifié, il peut le marquer en conséquence;
les signes «FAUX» ou «FALSIFIE» ne constituent pas alors
une altération du lot. En présence d’une telle réclamation
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de demander
selon la libre appréciation une ou plusieurs expertises
subséquentes dont les frais seront mis à charge du vendeur
dans l’hypothèse où la réclamation de l’acheteur est
fondée. Dans le cas contraire l’acheteur supportera tous
les frais d’expertise encourus. Lorsque la réclamation est
fondée, le lot est repris et le prix d’adjudication ainsi que la
commission sont intégralement remboursés à l’acheteur.
Dans le cas d’un paiement retardé dû à une expertise
agréée par David Feldman S.A., des intérêts sont payables
à 50% du taux habituel pour tout lot dont l’authenticité est
confirmée. Si David Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous
les intérêts seront dus.
4.3 Limites de la garantie: Les lots décrits comme
collections, sélections ou groupes, ceux formés de
doubles et d’accumulations, ne peuvent faire l’objet d’une
réclamation quelconque. Les réclamations concernant les
lots décrits comme série ou groupes de séries contenant
plus d’un timbre, ne sont prises en considération dans les
limites de l’article 4.1 ci-dessus que si elles portent sur plus
d’un tiers de la valeur totale d’acquisition du lot. Les lots qui
ont été examinés par l’acheteur ou son agent, ainsi que les
lots qui sont décrits comme ayant des défauts ne peuvent
faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation par rapport à ceux ci. Tout
lot illustré ne peut faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation au sujet
de la perforation, du centrage, des marges ou tout autre
élément visible dans l’illustration.
4.4 Paiement tardif: Si le paiement du prix marteau et de
la commission due par l’acheteur n’intervient pas dans les
30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit d’annuler la vente
et de disposer du(des) lot(s) concerné(s) et/ou d'agir par
toute voie de droit utile contre l'acquéreur afin d'obtenir
les paiements en souffrance plus un intérêt d’au moins 5%
dès le premier mois et 2% par mois supplémentaire. De
plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes
les sommes dues par l’acheteur 30 jours après la date de
la vente aux enchères. Le débiteur défaillant perd en outre
tout droit de réclamation.
4.5 Le prix marteau pourra, exceptionellement, être ramené
à la mise gagnante la plus basse s’il est établi que le même
enchérisseur a augmenté le prix par inadvertance en
utilisant plus d’un moyen de miser.
5. Droit applicable et juridiction
La présente vente aux enchères ainsi que tous les rapports
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis au Droit
suisse exclusivement. Toute action légale ou procédure
concernant la vente aux enchères ainsi que les rapports
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis à la juridiction
exclusive des tribunaux de Genève, sous réserve d’appel
au Tribunal fédéral suisse à Lausanne. Dans tous les cas,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de poursuivre tout
acheteur défaillant à son lieu de résidence, auquel cas le
Droit Suisse reste applicable et dans les cas se rapportant
à la valeur, l’euro étant converti à son équivalent en francs
suisses pendant la vente.
6. Toute transaction:
Ces conditions sont applicables à toute transaction
même en dehors des ventes aux enchères, avec David
Feldman SA
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Versteigerungsbedingungen
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist EUR (e)
Die Versteigerung erfolgt privatrechtlich. Beteiligung
setzt die vollständige Annahme nachstehender
Bedingungen sowie der sich daraus ergebenen Rechte
und Pflichten voraus. Diese Bedingungen gelten auch
bei Geschäften, die ausserhalb der Versteigerung mit
Auktionslosen abgeschlossen werden. Der Versteigerer,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A., handelt nur als Beauftragter und
haftet für keinerlei Verzug seitens der Käufer und/oder
Einlieferer.
1. Angebot der lose
1.1 Wie im Katalog und/oder im Internet dargestellt:
Losbeschreibungen werden mit grösster Sorgfalt und
nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen vorgenommen,
jedoch ohne Verbindlichkeit. Fotographien sind
Bestandteil der Beschreibungen, wobei die Abbildungen
für Rand, Zähnung, Zentrierung, Stempel und anderer
sichtbarer Eigenschaften massgebend sind. Prüfzeichen
und /oder Atteste anerkannter Prüfer sind in der
Losbeschreibung erwähnt.
1.2 Wie besichtigt: Alle im Katalog erwähnten Lose
können vor und während der Versteigerung sowie auf
dem Internet besichtigt werden. Bei Auktionsteilnehmern
und/oder Personen, die Lose vor der Versteigerung
besichtigten, und/oder vom Bieter bevollmächtigte
Personen und Agenten, wird die Besichtigung aller
gekauften Lose vorausgesetzt; die Lose werden in
dem Zustand, in dem sie sich beim Zuschlag befinden,
angenommen und nicht unbedingt wie beschrieben.
2. Kaufgebote
2.1 Folgende Steigerungsstufen haben Gültigkeit (einige
Versteigerungen können in Fremdwährungen abgehalten
werden):
e 50 - 100		
e 5		
e 2’000 - 5’000
e 200
e 100 - 200
e 10
e 5’000 - 10’000
e 500
e 200 - 500
e 20
e 10’000 - 20’000 e 1’000
e 500 - 1’000 e 50
e 20’000 - 50’000 e 2’000
1’000
2’000
100
e
e
e 50’000 - 100’000 e 5’000
Gebote, die zwischen diesen Stufen liegen, werden der
nächst höheren Steigerungsstufe zugeordnet. Bieter sind
bis zur Annahme eines höheren Gebotes an ihr Gebot
gebunden.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist ermächtigt, gemäss
erfolgten Anweisungen, für Kunden zu bieten. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. ist ebenfalls ermächtigt, gegebenenfalls
für Einlieferer zu bieten, sofern diese Reservepreise
festgesetzt haben. Einlieferer werden somit als Käufer
betrachtet, und der Versteigerer steigert für sie bis zum
Betrag der Reservepreise mit. Wird der vom Einlieferer
festgesetzte Reservepreis nicht erreicht, geht der
Auktionator durch einen einfachen Hammerschlag zum
nächsten Los über.
2.3 Gebotsaufträge werden nur von Kunden der David
Feldman S.A. und/oder dazugehörender Unternehmen
angenommen. Un eine Bieternummer zu erhalten,
müssen «Live Room» Bieter vorgängig ihre Einladung
vorweisen.
2.4 Vor der Versteigerung bei DFSA oder auf deren
Internet Site eingegangene schriftlichen Gebote haben
absoluten Vorrang vor Saalgeboten bei einer „Live“
Auktion. Kunden, die der DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
Kaufaufträge gegeben haben, können Alternativgebote
abgeben und/oder die Auftragssumme im voraus
begrenzen. «Buy» («Zum Kauf») Gebote werden bis zum
Zehnfachen des gedruckten Schätzwertes mitgesteigert.
Gebote sind in Euro abzugeben. Sollten diese jedoch in
anderen Währungen erfolgen, so werden die Beträge
bei Empfang zum Tageskurs in Euro umgerechnet.
Gebote haben bis zu mindestens 60 Tagen nach
Versteigerungsdatum Gültigkeit. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
behält es sich vor, Bietern Lose bis zum Ablauf dieser
Frist in Rechnung zu stellen, wobei sofortige Zahlung
fällig ist.
3. Die versteigerung
3.1 Sofern nicht ausdrücklich anders erwähnt, ist die
Auktionswährung Euro. Die Teilnahme an der Live Room
Auktion ist nur eingeladenen Kunden und/oder deren
Agenten vorbehalten.
3. 2 Vorrechte der David Feldman S. A .: DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. hat das Recht, Lose zurückzuziehen,
umzugruppieren, zu trennen oder den Zuschlag zu
verweigern. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich
ebenfalls vor, Kaufaufträge abzulehnen und /oder
Personen den Zugang zum Auktionsraum zu verweigern.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. kann für Unfälle, die in den
Versteigerungsräumen erfolgen, nicht haftbar gemacht
werden.
3.3 Bevollmächtigte und Agenten: Wer für Dritte
bietet, haftet für alle sich aus dieser Versteigerung
ergebenen Verpflichtungen als Solidarschuldner. Diese
Verbindlichkeit betrifft hauptsächlich die Qualitätsprüfung
und Bezahlung gekaufter Lose.
3.4 Zuschläge: Jedes Los wird dem Meistbietenden

zu Gunsten des Einlieferers, zur nächst höheren
Steigerungsstufe zugeschlagen. Zur Zuschlagsumme,
welche abhängig von der Auktion ist, wird in jedem
Fall ein Aufgeld von 20% Kommission, inklusive Taxen,
Versicherung, und Verpackung aber ohne Versand. Beim
Zuschlag geht das Risiko der ersteigerten Lose auf den
Bieter über, dessen Gebote angenommen wurden. Die
Lose werden ihm jedoch erst bei voller Begleichung des
K aufpreises und Aufgelds ausgehändigt.
MWST (Mehrwertsteuer) - Anmerkung zur Orientierung
betreffend Versteigerungen, deren Lose sich in der
Schweiz befinden:
Käufer, mit Wohnsitz im Ausland sind nicht steuerpflichtig,
wenn die Ware ins Ausland exportiert wird.
Selbstverständlich ist DAVID FELDMAN S.A. immer bereit
Ihnen mit den Zollformalitäten zu helfen. Sollten unsere
Kunden diese Formalitäten selbst erledigen, werden
wir vom Schweizer Zoll eine Kopie Ihrer Ausfuhrpapiere
erhalten.
Falls unsere Kunden wünschen ihre Käufe in der Schweiz
zu behalten, wird ihnen MWST von 8% auf den Kaufpreis
aufgeschlagen.
3.5 Zahlung : Kaufpreis und Aufgeld sind in bei
Versteigerungsteilnehmern sofort am Kauftag gegen
Aushändigung der Lose fällig. Zahlungen in anderen
Währungen werden zum Tageskurs gemäss Abrechnung
einer Schweizer Grossbank angenommen. Erfolgreiche
schrif tliche Bieter und Versteigerungsteilnehmer,
deren Zahlung nach dem Verkauf ausdrücklich
zugestanden wurde, haben Kaufpreis und Aufgeld
unverzüglich bei Erhalt der Auktionsrechnung zu zahlen.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. hält die ersteigerten Lose bis
zur vollständigen Bezahlung des Rechnungsbetrages
zurück. Zustellung der Lose durch die Post oder auf
einem anderen Weg, sofern vom Käufer gewünscht,
sowie Transpor tversicherungskosten, gehen auf
Rechnung des Käufers.Die Lose ob ausgeliefert oder
nicht, bleiben bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung Eigentum
der DAVID FELDMAN S.A., stellvertredend für den
Einlieferer.
3 .6 Er we ite r te Z a hlungs mö glic hke ite n : DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. ist gegebenenfalls bereit, Käufern
er weiter te Zahlungsmöglichkeiten zu gewähren.
Der betreffende Käufer zahlt mindestens 25% des
Gesamtrechnungsbestrages bei Erhalt der Rechnung
und den Saldo in gleichen Monatsraten über maximal
6 Monate. Der dem Käufer am Ende jedes Monats,
vom Auktionsdatum, berechnete Zins beträgt 1%.
Bei Gewährung erweiterten Zahlungsmöglichkeiten
hält DAVID FELDMAN S.A. die ersteigerten Lose
gegebenenfalls bis zur vollen Begleichung des
Rechnungsbetrages zurück. Es versteht sich, dass
der Käufer die Lose bis zur Auslieferung jederzeit bei
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigen kann. Reklamationen
bezüglich der ersteigerten Lose müssen jedoch innerhalb
von 30 Tagen nach dem Versteigerungsdatum eingehen.
3.7 Pfandrecht: Bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung der
ausstehenden Schuld bürgt der Kunde gegenüber DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. mit seinem durch die DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. aufbewahrten Material, welches ihm vor, während
und/oder nach dem jeweiligen Verkauf zugesprochen
wurde. Dieses Pfand garantiert die Rückzahlung des
Forderungsbetrages, der Zinsen, Kommissionen und
anderer möglicher Unkosten.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist berechtigt, aber nicht
verpflichtet, die verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne
Vorankündigung zu veräussern, sollte der Kunde
in Zahlungsverzug kommen oder seinen sonstigen
Verpflichtungen nicht nachkommen. In diesem Falle ist
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. nicht verpflichtet, den Vorschriften
des Bundesgesetzes über Schuldbetreibung und
Konkurs zu folgen. Im übrigen hat DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
die Wahl, ein Verfahren einzuleiten oder gegebenenfalls
weiterzuführen, ohne die Ware vorher zu verkaufen
und ohne sein Anrecht auf das betreffende Material zu
verlieren.
4. Garantie
4.1 Umfang: Unter Vorbehalt des nachstehenden
Paragraphs 4.3. ist die Echtheit aller bei Versteigerungen
verkauften philatelistischen Artikel während 30 Tagen
nach dem Versteigerungsdatum garantiert. Jegliche
andere Garantie oder Garantie für Fehler ist ausdrücklich
ausgeschlossen. Jegliche Reklamation bezüglich
Echtheit muss unverzüglich nach Erhalt der Lose an
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. gerichtet werden, spätestens
jedoch innerhalb 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum.
Vor der Zustellung, die nach der 30-Tage-Frist erfolgen
kann, können die erstandenden philatelistischen Artikel
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigt werden. Ein
Käufer, dessen Reklamation nach der Frist von 30 Tagen
ab Versteigerungsdatum bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
eintrifft, verliert jegliches Anrecht auf die Garantie. In

diesem Fall wird die Reklamation von DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. nicht anerkannt.
Wird im Falle einer Reklamation bezüglich der Echtheit
eines philatelistischen Artikels eine Fristverlängerung
benötigt, muss diese innerhalb 30 Tagen nach
Versteigerungsdatum bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
beantragt werden. Kein solcher Antrag, welcher nach
dieser 30-Tage-Frist bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. eintrifft,
wird in Betracht gezogen. Die Prüfresultate, für deren
Einholung eine Fristverlängerung gewährt wurde,
müssen bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. innerhalb von 3
Monaten nach dem Versteigerungsdatum vorliegen.
Eine weitere Fristverlängerung kann nur mit schriftlicher
Einwilligung von DAVID FELDMAN S.A. gewährt werden.
Nur diejenigen Reklamationen, Prüfresultate sowie
andere Mitteilungen, die innerhalb der vorgeschriebenen
Fristen eintreffen, werden von DAVID FELDMAN S.A. in
Betracht gezogen.
4.2 Atteste und Gegenatteste: Bei Echtheitszweifeln
obliegt es dem Käufer, als Rechtfertigung seiner
Reklamation ein Attest oder Gegenattest von einem
für das betreffende Sammelgebiet anerkannten Prüfer
beizulegen. Wird eine Marke von einem anerkannten
und für Irrtümer haftenden Prüfer als falsch erkannt,
kann er sie entsprechend kennzeichnen. Das
Zeichen FALSCH gilt dabei nicht als Veränderung. Bei
derartigen Reklamationen behält DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. es sich vor, nach eigenem Ermessen ein oder
mehrere Atteste anzufordern. Alle Prüfkosten und
diesbezügliche Ausgaben fallen bei gerechtfertigter
Beanstandung zu Lasten des Einlieferers, anderenfalls
jedoch zu Lasten des Käufers. Bei gerechtfertigter
Beanstandung wird das Los zurückgenommen und
die Zuschlagsumme sowie Aufgeld an den Käufer
zurückerstattet. Falls infolge einer E xper tise,
mit Uebereinstimmung der DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
Zahlungsverzögerungen entstehen, werden 50% der
üblicherweise belasteten Zinsen auf jedes Los, dessen
Echtheit einwandfrei bewiesen ist erhoben. Ansonsten
werden die Standartzinsen berechnet.
4 . 3 B e g re n zu n g : Lo s e, d i e a l s S a m m l u n g e n,
Sammellose, Dublettenposten oder Anhäufungen
beschrieben sind, haben keinerlei Anrecht auf
Reklamation. Beanstandungen von Losen, die als Serien
oder Gruppen von Serien aus mehr als einer Briefmarke
bestehend beschrieben sind, werden in Grenzen des
obigen Punktes 4.1. nur in Betracht gezogen, wenn
sie mehr als ein Drittel des Gesamtkaufwerts des
entsprechenden Loses darstellen. Für Lose die vom
Käufer oder dessen Agenten besichtigt wurden oder
mit Fehlern beschrieben sind können deshalb nicht
beanstandet werden. Abgebildete Lose können nicht
beanstandet werden wenn es sich um Zähnungsfehler,
Zentrierung, Rand oder andere im Bild ersichtliche Fehler
handelt.
4.4 Zahlungsverzug : Geht die Zahlung der
Zuschlagsumme und das Aufgeld nicht innerhalb
von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum ein, behält
DAVID F ELDMAN S.A. es sich vor, entweder das
Kaufgeschäft aufzuheben und über die Lose anderweitig
zu verfügen und/oder auf Zahlung des Kaufpreises
und Schadenersatz, sowie auch gesetzliche Abgaben
zu klagen. Bei Nichtzahlung ausstehender Beträge
innerhalb von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum,
werden Verzugszinsen von w enigstens 5% im ersten
Monat und 2% in den darauffolgenden Monaten erhoben;
entstandene Unkosten sind ebenfalls zurückzuerstatten.
Der in Verzug geratene Käufer verliert in jedem Fall sein
Reklamationsrecht.
4.5 Der Zuschlagspreis kann ausnahmsweise auf
das tiefste Gebot verminder t werden, wenn der
Bieter versehentlich den Preis, durch eine andere
Bietmöglichkeit, erhöht hat.
5. Gesetz und gerichtsstand
Diese Auktion sowie die daraus enstandenen
Rechte und Pflichten unterliegen ausschliesslich
dem Schweizer Gesetz. Jede sich auf diese Auktion
beziehende Klage oder Rechtsstreit unterliegen dem
Gericht in Genf. Die zuständige Berufungsbehörde
ist das Schweizer Bundesgericht in Lausanne.DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich ferner vor, den Schuldner
nach eigenem Ermessen an seinem Wohnsitz zu
verklagen, wobei das Schweizer Gesetz Gültigkeit hat.
Bei allfälligen Problemen betreffend Preis oder Wert, wird
der Euro zum zur Zeit der Auktion gültigen Wechselkurs
in CHF umgerechnet.
6. Alle Transaktionen:
Diese Konditionen gelten auch für alle Transaktionen
die ausserhalb der Versteigerung mit David Feldman SA
abgeschlossen werden.
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symboles et abréviations / Symbole und Abkürzungen
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C
CC
DCE
H
J
K
I
G
F
E
P
R
S
F

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz
mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch
unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans gomme ou
regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert
used
oblitéré/ gebraucht
block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock
tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar
fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung
piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück
cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte
postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache
essay
essai / Entwurf
proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck
revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken
specimen
spécimen / Specimen
forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Etats des lettres et entiers /
Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais
et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren (Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage. / Qualité
premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter quelques légères salissures et
usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. / Qualité standard,
les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. / Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie
Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere
Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable example.
/ Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres facteurs (voir photo et description) mais
exemplaire très présentable. / Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel
(siehe Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note:Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and
file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning or minor
stains and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are not
always described, and are not grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations.
We will gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères réductions
sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques normales pour des lettres du
19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout
de quelques renforts sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans
les descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, leichte
Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal für Briefe des 19.Jhdts.
anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken
oder Risschen und Büge entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren
und nicht immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - diese
stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie auf den photos resp.
scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung
Im Zweifel können Sie von uns VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser
auflösende scans verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

Abbreviations / Abréviations / Abkürzungen
2-14
2/14
add’l
approx.
B
BL
BR
bs
ca.
cat.
cds
cert.
cplt.
diff
ds
FDC
FFC
FL
horiz.
hr
hs
imperf
L
lh
MC

nos. 2 through 14 / n°2 au 14 / nr.2 bis 14
between nos. 2 and 14 (not cplt.) / entre le n°2 et 14 / aus
nr. 2 bis 14
additional / supplémentaire / zusätzlich
approximate(ly) / environ / ungefähr
bottom / en bas / unten
bottom left / en bas à gauche / unten links
bottom right / en bas à droit / unten rechts
backstamp(s)/ backstamped / rücks. Stpl.
circa / environ / circa
catalogue / Katalog
circular date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
certificate / certificat / Attest
complete / complet / vollständig
different / différent / verschiedene
date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
first day cover / lettre premier jour / Ersttagsbrief
first flight cover / lettre premier vol / Erstflugbrief
folded letter / pli / Faltbrief
horizontal / waagrecht
hinge remnant(s) / reste de charnière / Falzreste
handstamp(s) / cachet / Handstempel
imperforate / non-dentelé / ungezähnt
left / à gauche / links
lightly hinged / légère charnière / leichte Falzreste
Maltese Cross / croix de Malte / Malteserkreuz

min. sheet
ms
nh
no(s).
og
ovpt
o/w
pc
perf
pl.
pos.
ps
ppc
R
reg’d
SFL
s/l
STC
T
TL
TR
unwmkd
var.
vert.
wmk
w/o

miniature sheet, souvenir sheet / bloc feuillet / Block
manuscript / manuscrit / handschriftlich
never hinged / sans charnière / postfrisch
number(s) / numéro(s) / Nummer(n)
original gum / gomme originale / Originalgummi
overprint / surcharge /Aufdruck
otherwise / autrement / ansonsten
postcard / carte postale / Postkarte
perforated / perforé(e) / gezähnt
plate / plaque / Platte
position / numéro dans la planche / Bogenposition
postal stationery / entier / Ganzsache
picture postcard / carte postale / Ansichtskarte
right / à droite / rechts
registered / recommandé / eingeschrieben
stampless folded letter (unused)/ entier double / Ganzsachenbrief
straight line cancel/ cachet linéaire / Langstempel
stated to catalogue (by third party) / selon données vendeur /
angebl. Katalogwert
top / en haut / oben
top left / en haut à gauche / oben links
top right / en haut à droite / oben rechts
unwatermarked / sans filigrane / ohne Wasserzeichen
variety / variété / Abart
vertical / verticale / senkrecht
watermark(ed) / filigrane / Wasserzeichen
without / sans / ohne

Your contacts

Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte
Representatives world-wide

Geneva Office
Management

Management & Philatelists

Dan Flesher

David Feldman

Marcus Orsi

Gaël Caron

Ricky Verra

CEO

Chairman, Auctioneer

Managing Director
& Chief Philatelist
Specialities: Europe, Africa,
Middle East

Philatelists

Anders Thorell

Specialities: Switzerland,
Europe Classics, Nordics

Outside Philatelists
Administration
Client Service
Finance
Marketing
Technology

Specialities: France
& Colonies, Postal History

Specialities: GB
& British Empire

Karol Weyna

Specialities: World Classics,
Latin America, Eastern
Europe

Daniel Mirecki , David MacDonnell, Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis
Dan Flesher (Director), Sieglinde Matos, Andreia Pereira
Marina Poncioni
Fabrice Bac
Estelle Leclère
Romain Kohn (IT), Alex Porter (Graphic design & image management)

Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations
S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations
Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen
1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44
Fax +41 22 757 18 89
quietly located, very close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 160.- / Double CHF 240.breakfast included
www.auberge-confignon.ch

5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20
Fax +41 22 709 02 1
close to our offices
Room rates: from CHF 95.- (CHF 95.- / 105.- / 165.-)
www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotelgeneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11
Fax +41 22 792 05 46
e-mail info@vendee.ch
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: weekdays & weekends CHF 215.with shower / bath
www.vendee.ch

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33
Fax +41 22 884 08 34
e-mail info@horlogers-ge.ch
close to our offices; breakfast included
Room rates: Single CHF 175.- / Double CHF 210.www.horlogers-ge.ch

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE
(non-smoking rooms only)
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87
Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by bus no. 2
located in heart of the main shopping area
Room rates: CHF 180.- single
with shower / bath, breakfast included
www.hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch
4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00
Fax +41 22 709 02 10
close to our offices
Room rates: from CHF 159.- / CHF 179.www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy
/index.shtml

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16
Fax +41 22 708 16 17
e-mail Info@tiffanyhotel.ch
Room rates: Starting from CHF 360.www.hotel-tiffany.ch
8. HOTEL ASTORIA
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52
Fax +41 22 544 52 54
e-mail hotel@astoria-geneve.ch
near the main train station
Room rates: starting from CHF 195.www.astoria-geneve.ch
As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you
with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in
Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

The David Feldman company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases (Please contact our
accounts department in advance of your visit).
Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81
1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong
Suite 704 - 7th Floor -Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King’s Road, North Point, Hong Kong
Tel. + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10169
Tel. +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Geneva location
Emplacement / Standort

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York, and further representatives in
the following countries :
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain,
South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com

